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3-NT 3-Nitrotyrosine
ADH Alcohol dehydrogenase
Ang II Angiotensin II
Arg L-Arginine
ALR2 Aldose reductase (aldehyde reductase 2)
ALS Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
BAEC Bovine aortic endothelial cells
BCA Bicinchoninic acid
BH4 Tetrahydrobiopterin
BKCa Big-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channel
BSA Bovine serum albumin
CaM Calmodulin
CBS Cystathionine β-synthase
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Cys L-Cysteine
CysNO L-S -Nitrosocysteine (SNOC)
DAF-2 DA DAF-2 diacetate, 4,5-diaminofluorescein diacetate
DAN 2,3-Diaminonaphthalene
deoxyHb Deoxyhemoglobin (unliganded ferrous Hb)
DMSO Dimethyl sulphoxide
DTNB 5,5’-Dithio-bis(2-nitrobenzoic acid), Ellman’s reagent
DTPA Diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid
DTT Dithiothreitol
EDRF Endothelium derived relaxing factor (•NO)
EDTA Ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid
EPR Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy
ESI Electrospray ionisation
EtOH Ethanol
FAD Flavin adenine dinucleotide
FMN Flavin mononucleotide
FPLC Fast protein liquid chromatography
Grx Glutaredoxin
GSH Glutathione, reduced
GSNO S -Nitrosoglutathione
GSSG Glutathione, oxidized
Hb Hemoglobin
HbNO Nitrosylhemoglobin
HbSNO S -Nitrosohemoglobin
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HO Heme oxygenase
HPLC High pressure liquid chromatography
HUVEC Human vascular endothelial cells
IC50 Half-maximal inhibition concentration
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LMW Low-molecular-weight
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Mb Myoglobin
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mtNOS Mitochondrial NOS
NAT 2,3-Naphthotriazole
NOHA N ω-Hydroxy-L-arginine
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PG Prostaglandin
PGHS-2 Prostaglandin H synthase-2
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ppm parts per million
PTP Permeability transition pore
RLU Relative light unit
RNS Reactive nitrogen species
ROS Reactive oxygen species
SD Standard deviation
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SIN-1 3-Morpholino-sydnonimine
SMC Smooth muscle cells
SNAP N -(Acetyloxy)-3-nitrosothiovaline
SNP Sodium nitroprusside
SOD Superoxide dismutase
SOD1 Cu,Zn-SOD, cytosolic
SOD2 Mn-SOD, mitochondrial
SOD3 EC-SOD, extracellular Cu,Zn-SOD
TCA Tricarboxylic acid
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Trx Thioredoxin
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VEGF Vascular endothelial growth factor
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w/o without
XO Xanthine oxidase
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1 Introduction

Redox chemistry is fundamental to life since energy in biological systems is stored and

released by means of redox reactions. Only electron or hydrogen transfer are associated

with changes in free energy sufficient to drive the vast demand for ATP production in

higher organisms. Therefore it was no surprise to find regulation of oxygen supply and

the control of mitochondrial and glycolytic pathways controlled by redox reactions.

Current perspectives favor evidence for the existence of a redox-based network of

regulatory mechanisms that are intimately linked to cellular function and, in diseased

states, to malfunction of these mechanisms linked with the phenomenon of “oxidative

stress”.

Enzymes catalyzing redox reactions, so-called oxidoreductases, are representing the

first of the six main groups of enzymes. This enzymatic property is usually reflected

by the presence of iron or other metal atoms at the enzyme’s active site and their

dependence on cofactors like NAD+, NADP+, FAD and FMN. Such cofactors are

universal electron carriers and can be oxidized and reduced in a reversible manner.

Therefore the balance between NAD+/NADH and NADP+/NADPH not only reflects

the cellular redox state, it even defines the redox state of a biological system.

The cellular redox systems are considered to be tightly coupled and therefore every

change in the cellular redox state is reflected in changes of several sets of metabolites.

Especially glutathione (GSH) and the thioredoxin (Trx) and glutaredoxin (Grx)

systems [2] are very sensitive to changes in cellular NADPH levels, as illustrated in
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Figure 1.1: The reductive components for redox regulation. NADPH represents
the major cellular reductant. It is continuously regenerated by NADP+-
dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase, the malic enzyme and glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase. The thioredoxin (Trx) and the glutaredoxin
(Grx) systems, together with the recovery of glutathione (GSH), are
directly coupled to cellular NADPH levels. The reduced forms of Trx and
Grx provide reduction equivalents for the reduction of disulfides, methio-
nine sulfoxides, peroxiredoxins and Trx peroxidases. Both can regenerate
oxidized GSH peroxidases, vitamins C, E and lipoic acid. (published in [1])

Fig. 1.1. Beside regeneration of cellular antioxidants, these systems are also essential

to keep thiol groups (R–SH, formerly known as sulfhydryls) in their reduced state.

Due to their nucleophilic character, their high pK a and only a small difference in

electronegativity between sulfur and hydrogen, thiol groups from L-cysteine in the

active site of an enzyme are regularly contributing to its catalytic activity, usually by

formation of noncovalent bonds with the enzyme’s substrate.

In the past the term “redox regulation” in the context of the cellular redox equilibrium

was linked with regulative pathways triggered by reductions. These reductions were

mediated by reduced glutathione (GSH), which presents the main cellular reductant.

The high level of approximately 5mM GSH in healthy cells keep thiol groups in a

2



1 Introduction

reduced state; by acting as an electron donor, GSH reduces disulfide bonds of oxidized

thiols back to cysteines. Therefore glutathione needs to be present almost exclusively

in its reduced form; this is maintained by the NADPH-dependent enzyme glutathione

reductase, which is constitutively active and inducible upon oxidative stress. Persistent

oxidative stress in a cell leads to changes in the ratio of reduced to oxidized glutathione

towards GSSG and this usually is a measure of cellular toxicity. If the cell’s reductive

power gets lost, which means oxidative stress and low levels of NADPH and GSH,

oxidative damage and finally cell death should occur.

The term “oxidative stress” [3] defines a disturbed redox equilibrium with patho-

physiological consequences. In this case, the main cellular redox systems undergo

shifts to their oxidized state, cellular antioxidants like L-ascorbic acid, carotinoids,

lipoic acid, uric acid, glutathione and α-tocopherol become exausted and protective

enzymatic activities, e. g. catalase, superoxide dismutase, glutathione peroxidase will

be inactive or overridden. The cell cannot withstand these oxidative conditions if they

remain over long time periods. In that case of a breakdown of both reductive and

repair mechanisms, the cell cannot reverse these oxidative reactions and therefore

this represents a pathophysiological situation. As a consequence, toxic oxidizing and

oxidized compounds like lipid hydroperoxides, oxidized proteins, damaged DNA,

hydrogen peroxide and various oxygen radicals are accumulating in the cell. The

emergence of these products of oxidative damage and their measurement leads to

a phenomenological definition of oxidative stress.

Unlike oxidative stress, “redox regulation” or “redox signaling” describes a reversible

phase of physiological regulatory reactions occurring over shorter time periods. In such

circumstances, the oxidative reactions leading to posttranslational protein modifica-

tion (S -glutathiolation, S -nitrosation, methionine sulfoxidation, zinc finger oxidations

with disulfide formation) or to changes in the oxidation state of metals (prostaglandin

endoperoxide synthase [4], calcineurin [5], guanylate cyclase [6]) are returned to the

resting state by reductive pathways. The requirement for reduction and the implication

3



1 Introduction

that the oxidative event has regulatory consequences delineates redox regulation from

“oxidative” stress, where the latter is not reversible for the cell and where the term

“stress” indicates a deviation from the normal physiological state. Diabetes, atheroscle-

rosis, hypertension, sepsis, ischemia-reperfusion and neurodegenerative diseases such

as Alzheimer’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or Parkinson’s disease all

have a strong component of oxidative stress. It remains unclear, however, whether the

oxidative stress is causal in disease progression or the result of the cell death associated

with cells dying by necrosis.

With the discovery of the radical nitric oxide (•NO) as an ubiquitous cellular messenger

this picture changed and together with superoxide (O•−
2 ) a more complex scenario

became apparent. Now it is well accepted that both reductive and oxidative pathways

are responsible for the sophisticated processes regulating cellular processes and even

organ functions.

Redox reactions form a complex network of redox signaling, directly coupled and

intrinsically tied to the regulation of cellular function such as oxygen supply and con-

trol of mitochondrial and glycolytic pathways. Under pathophysiological conditions,

these regulatory mechanisms are then also involved in malfunction of cellular energy

metabolism. This leads not only to cell damage, but in many cases this will affect the

organism as a whole.

Within the scope of this work, several open questions in the chemistry of redox

regulation will be addressed with regard to a physiological situation. Carbon monoxide

(CO) and •NO are both gaseous molecules, which are acting as messengers at low

concentrations. Both have enzymatic sources in all higher organisms and, in the

case of •NO, the relevant signaling pathways are known and well-investigated. The

opposite applies to CO, whereas besides its toxic effects at higher concentrations many

regulatory effects are documented, but in most cases the underlying mechanisms are

4



1 Introduction

remaining unknown. A working hypothesis, where CO acts through activation of •NO

biosynthesis, will be investigated to find an explanation for observed effects of CO.

The oxidation of zinc finger proteins in the •NO/O•−
2 system as a relevant mechanism

of inactivation was discovered to occur via peroxynitrite, as opposed to the mechanism

discussed in literature. During these investigations, a reaction of •NO with superoxide

was observed, which leads to a nitrosating intermediate. A reaction of •NO with

peroxynitrous acid has been denied in previous publications but would allow to explain

the mechanism of S -nitrosothiol formation in the organism. S -Nitrosation results in

changes in activity of some key enzymes for cellular energy metabolism as well as for

regulation of cellular redox systems, but the main mechanism for its in vivo formation

was lacking until now. We postulate here that S -nitrosation may signal the transition

to conditions of oxidative stress, and therefore, this signal is used to prepare the cell

to such threatening conditions. In context of the newly discovered reaction between

O•−
2 and an excess of •NO, the chemistry in the •NO/O•−

2 system will be put in a

hypothetical model which explains the transition of cellular redox regulation towards

oxidative stress. This model will be further discussed and linked with diseases where

these otherwise meaningful regulatory mechanisms lead to cell damage.

5



2 Aims of the Study

Redox regulation of enzymes represents an emerging topic in current literature, but

both the chemical mechanisms behind the oxidative modifications of amino acids and

the consequences for metabolic pathways and physiological changes of the cell are

far from being understood. The aim of this work is to provide both a more detailed

and comprehensive idea about redox regulation by the combined action of nitric oxide

(•NO) and superoxide (O•−
2 ) and the investigation of the interplay between these

systems with the newly discovered signaling by carbon monoxide (CO):

� Low doses of CO are reported to cause beneficial effects in the organism during

conditions of imbalance in the cellular redox systems. The observed effects

resemble those of •NO and there are indications that nanomolar concentrations

of CO are increasing levels of •NO. But neither the receptor for CO nor the

mechanism of the interaction with •NO formation are known. One aim of this

work is therefore the identification of the cellular target of CO, which should

also allow to explain an increased •NO synthesis triggered by CO.

� Within the scope of my diploma thesis it was discovered that a slight excess of

•NO prevents oxidations by peroxynitrite. The question remains, why •NO is

able to protect from peroxynitrite and what are the consequences for the cell.

� S -Nitrosation represents a posttranslational protein modification which regulates

the activity of a set of cellular key enzymes. But the mechanism leading

6



2 Aims of the Study

to the observed S -nitrosations is only partly understood. This work should

therefore provide further insights in the chemical mechanism of S -nitrosation

at physiological conditions.

� And finally, it will be investigated if the reactions in the •NO/O•−
2 system

are leading to meaningful mechanisms of redox regulation with distinct and

subsequent steps in the sequence from •NO signaling towards oxidative stress.

7



3 The Role of Small Signaling

Molecules in the Vascular System

3.1 Reactive Oxygen Species

Until the discovery of nitric oxide (•NO) as an intra- and intercellular messenger, the

biochemistry of oxidative stress and redox regulation was mainly focused on “reactive

oxygen species” (ROS). Exogenic noxes, like irradiation, carbon tetrachloride intoxi-

cation, redox cycling by quinoid compounds, smoking damage, peroxide poisoning or

excessive exposure to transition metals are leading to a burst of ROS, usually resulting

in necrotic events. ROS production triggered by intracorporal events are less severe

in nature—cell death during inflammation, ischemia-reperfusion or phagocytosis is

mostly due to apoptosis.

Although oxygen itself is very reactive, it is not able to oxidize biomolecules because

its diradicalic triplet state 3O2 (•O–O•) contains two unpaired electrons with the same

spin. Organic molecules are usually in a singlet state and the law of spin conservation

does not allow one-step reactions between triplet oxygen and singlet molecules (spin-

forbidden) and a spin conversion usually takes much longer (1–10−9 s) than there

is time for an elementary reaction (10−13 s). However, with singlet oxygen (1O2),

superoxide (O•−
2 ), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and the hydroxyl radical (•OH) there are

existing a variety of ROS which are in fact very reactive toward biological targets. The

8



3 The Role of Small Signaling Molecules in the Vascular System

ROS accompanying both necrosis and apoptosis were identified as hydrogen peroxide

and hydroxyl radicals derived from superoxide anions under catalysis of ferrous (FeII)

iron (Haber-Weiss reaction):

2O2 + 2e− −−−−−→ 2O•−
2 (1)

2O•−
2 + H+ +H+

−−−−−→ O2 + H2O2 k2 = 2.3× 105 M−1s−1 (2)

Fe2+ + H2O2 −−−−−→ Fe3+ + •OH + OH− Fenton reaction (3)

Fe3+ + O•−
2 −−−−−→ Fe2+ + O2 (4)

3.1.1 Superoxide

The superoxide radical anion is formed as an unavoidable byproduct in the metabolism

of all aerobes via one-electron reduction of molecular oxygen. It is estimated that 0.1–

5% of total oxygen consumption is reduced to O•−
2 , mainly due to cellular respiration if

electrons from the respiratory chain leak, especially as they pass through ubiquinone.

During the innate immune response, NADPH oxidase is a second source in phagocytes,

producing O•−
2 by transfering electrons from NADPH to O2 via a flavoprotein and

a cytochrome. Within this context disproportionation of O•−
2 will lead to H2O2,

serving as an oxidant for the oxidation of chloride by the enzymes chloroperoxidase

and myeloperoxidase to yield the hypochlorite, which exhibits bactericidal properties.

A third source for O•−
2 is xanthine oxidase, the degradation product of xanthine

dehydrogenase. By oxidation of SH-groups or proteolysis of xanthine dehydrogenase,

xanthine oxidase will be formed, but the physiological role of this transformation

remains unclear.

Radicals are usually highly reactive species, due to their unpaired electron spins, but

in the case of O•−
2 , the unpaired electrons are sufficiently stabilized by resonance.

Therefore it reacts only with a limited number of cellular targets, like other radicals

or transition metals with unpaired radicals. Furthermore, superoxide itself is not a

strong oxidant but has rather reductive properties. In consequence, only reactions

9



3 The Role of Small Signaling Molecules in the Vascular System

involving the reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ seem to play a significant role at physiological

conditions.

Despite of its low cytotoxicity and its fast disproportionation, the cell has developed

highly efficient enzymes to scavenge O•−
2 , superoxide dismutases (SOD). The rate of

reaction of SOD is the fastest of any known enzyme and is close to the spontaneous

diffusion rate [7]. Its high concentrations in nearly all cells exposed to oxygen (up

to 10µM SOD in brain and liver [8]) guarantees an effective dismutation of O•−
2 to

dioxygen and hydrogen peroxide, resulting in cellular O•−
2 levels as low as 1010–1011 M:

2O•−
2 + 2H+ Cu,Zn−SOD−−−−−−→ O2 + H2O2 k2 = 2.4× 109 M−1s−1 (5)

In humans, three different types of SOD are known. SOD1, the cytoplasmic variant,

and the extracellular SOD3 (EC-SOD) both contain copper and zinc in its reactive

centre and are therefore also known as Cu,Zn-SOD. In contrast, the mitochondrial

isoform SOD2 has manganese in its reactive centre (Mn-SOD). But why needs the

cell SODs? The resulting H2O2 is a much stronger oxidants than O•−
2 itself and the

uncatalyzed disproportionation is sufficient to keep superoxide at low levels.

Considering the mitochondrial electron transport chain as a major source of O•−
2 ,

SOD2 is indeed required to keep the mitochondrial levels of O•−
2 low. The enzyme

aconitase, one of the few biological targets of O•−
2 and located in mitochondria,

will profit from its protection. Therefore, SOD2 seems to exhibit a crucial role and

SOD2−/− mice will die soon after birth with lung damage; the few surviving animals

will have severe neurodegeneration [9, 10], whereas upregulation of SOD2 by the anti-

aging hormone Klotho is a possible mechanism to suppresses aging [11]. SOD1 is

believed to be only important at conditions of elevated oxidative stress and mice

lacking SOD1 are usually healthy. It seems that they are able to adapt to the deficiency,

but they show pronounced susceptibility to paraquat toxicity and the females a

markedly reduced fertility [12]. Also in human, SOD1 is not an essential enzyme, but
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3 The Role of Small Signaling Molecules in the Vascular System

point mutations in SOD1 have been linked to familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

(FALS) in 20% of the cases [13, 14].

To understand the biological role of SODs, a second aspect has to be considered.

Since O•−
2 reacts with •NO in a very fast way, even low levels of O•−

2 will prevent •NO-

dependent signaling pathways. And the product of this reaction, peroxynitrite, is a

strong oxidant. In this view, SOD both enables nanomolar levels of •NO to develop and

prevents peroxynitrite formation and thus protects from oxidations by peroxynitrite.

3.1.2 Hydrogen Peroxide and the Hydroxyl Radical

Hydrogen peroxide is the product of the dismutation of O•−
2 and therefore, it can be

produced in high amounts in the cell. Since it has strong oxidizing properties and

can result in hydroxyl radical formation, the cell contains mechanisms to keep the

cellular concentration at a low level. The main enzymes for H2O2 degradation are

the selenocysteine-containing enzyme glutathione peroxidase and catalase, an heme-

containing enzyme:

H2O2 + 2GSH
GSH peroxidase−−−−−−−−→ GSSG + 2H2O (6)

2H2O2
catalase−−−−−−→ O2 + 2H2O (7)

If the cellular antioxidant systems fail to keep the levels of H2O2 sufficient low, the

formation of •OH by the Fenton reaction can be a consequence. The Fenton reaction

(Eq. 3) requires iron, but since O•−
2 can reductively release iron from intracellular

stores, excessive O•−
2 production is a common trigger of oxidative stress. The highly

reactive •OH radical can attack all organic matter in a cell in radical chain reactions

and therefore, a healthy cell has to prevent all conditions leading to •OH formation.

Alternatively, hydroxyl radical formation from H2O2 can occur via the Haber-Weiss

reaction. Although the rate constant of its formation is negligible, the reaction can be

accelerated by ferric iron (FeIII) (see Eqs. 1–4):
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O•−
2 + H2O2

Fe3+−−−−−−→ •OH + O2 + OH− Haber-Weiss reaction (8)

Reductants like ascorbate or O•−
2 itself are then able to reduce ferric iron to the ferrous

state, which would result in further acceleration due to cycling of iron.

3.2 Nitric Oxide

The discovery of •NO as the “endothelium derived relaxing factor” proved to be a

difficult task because its chemical properties were very distinct from other known

hormones and hormone-like signaling molecules and it was also not known that higher

organisms are able to synthesize •NO. Murad could show 1977 that nitrovasodilators

are acting through •NO, which then activates the soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC)

[15]. Three years later Furchgott observed that the dilatation of blood vessels in

response to acetylcholine depends on intact endothelium and postulated the release

of an unknown signaling molecule by endothelial cells, named “endothelium-derived

relaxing factor” (EDRF) [16]. These two findings lead to the search for the EDRF,

which in 1986 was independently by Ignarro and Furchgott identified to be •NO

[17, 18]. This discovery was in 1998 awarded with the Nobel price for medicine and

led to the identification and purification of nitric oxide synthase as the •NO-producing

enzyme by Bred and Snyder [19].

The free radical nitric oxide, or more correctly nitrogen monoxide, is a colorless,

paramagnetic gas. Nitric oxide is often described as short lived and highly reactive,

but in biological systems it represents a rather stable species and does only react with

a limited number of compounds. Like O•−
2 , the unpaired electrons are stabilized by

resonance. At high concentrations in the presence of dioxygen, it usually decomposes

very quickly to the highly reactive orange-brown gas nitrogen dioxide (•NO2), which

also reacts quickly with •NO and in aqueous solutions finally decomposes to yield

nitrite:
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2•NO + O2 −−→−−→ 2•NO2 (9)

•NO + •NO2 −−−−−⇀↽−−−−− N2O3 (10)

N2O3 + H2O −−−−−→ 2NO−
2 + 2H+ (11)

However, the special nature of this reaction prevents this oxidation at physiological

levels of nitric oxide. Albeit this reaction is not entirely understood, it is described to

be of pseudo third-order and of second order with regard to •NO [8]:

d[•NO]

dt
= 4k3[O2][

•NO]2 k3 = 2× 106 M−2s−1

Therefore, •NO can be rather stable at low concentrations; according to this equation

the half-life of 1mM •NO is around 0.56 s at ambient oxygen concentrations, whereas at

0.1µM it should be more than 90min, neglecting other reactions [8]. The mechanism of

this reaction remains unclear; recent studies from the Koppenol group are suggesting

an intermediate in this reaction (R. Kissner, personal communication):

•NO + O2 −−−−−⇀↽−−−−− [NO rO2] (12)

[NO rO2] + •NO −−−−−→ 2•NO2 (13)

According to the kinetics it is a common simplification to neglect the autoxidation

of •NO in biological systems; only for the explanation of some secondary reactions

like S -nitrosation one takes it into account. However, there is a second mechanism

of autoxidation under discussion, which—if confirmed—will have an impact on the

autoxidation of physiological concentrations of •NO and therefore would explain some

of the observed reactions. Theoretically, •NO should be in equilibrium with its dimer,

N2O2. Even if the concentrations of •NO are low and these of N2O2 are even lower,

the following reaction with oxygen will become likely:

2•NO −−−−−⇀↽−−−−− N2O2 (14)

N2O2 + O2 −−−−−→ NO+ + NO−
3 (15)

In contrast to the mechanism of autoxidation as written in textbooks, this mechanism

would explain reactions observed in biological systems, which require the presence of
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the nitrosonium ion (NO+), like nitrosations. Free nitrosonium itself is very unstable,

it will react immediately with water to form nitrite. However, the nitrosonium ion

moiety can be transferred between biological molecules, in particular by thiols.

As an auto- and paracrine messenger molecule, nitric oxide has interesting properties.

The lack of a charge and the small size of the molecule allow free diffusion through

membranes and the rapid diffusion through cells and tissues with only a small amount

of •NO-consuming reactions is one of its key properties. A higher solubility in regions

of the cell which are less polar, e. g. membranes and non-charged part of the surface of

proteins, allows higher local concentrations of •NO in these regions and less interfering

reactions [20]. Contrary to its stability in cells and tissues, it will be quickly eliminated

in blood; after diffusion into red blood cells it will react with oxyhemoglobin to form

nitrate.

In its main role as EDRF, nitric oxide activates the soluble guanylate cyclase through

binding to ferrous heme. The activation of sGC results in the enzymatic conversion

of GTP to cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) as second messenger with the

consequence of relaxation of smooth muscle. In blood vessels, this leads to vasodilation

and increased blood flow.

Additionally to its actions as EDRF, •NO has further functions determined by its

enzymatic source. In neuronal tissue in both the central and peripheral nervous system

it exhibits a function as a neurotransmitter. Unlike most other neurotransmitters,

•NO can act on both presynaptic and postsynaptic and even on nearby neurons. It is

conjectured that this process may be involved in memory through the maintenance of

long-term potentiation. Finally, high amounts of •NO produced by macrophages are

playing an important role in the immune defense against pathogens.

•NO is a universal signaling molecule; this is reflected by the identification of NOS-

like proteins not only in higher but also in primitive organisms. There is also evidence

for •NO-production in prokaryotes and plants, e. g. during pathogen defense, but this
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could be due to mitochondrial-dependent nitrite-reducing activity. All mammals seem

to produce and use •NO for similar reasons as humans do. Especially rodents are

a common model to study the physiology of •NO, but it is a common mistake to

ignore the differences in •NO-signaling, especially between rats and humans [21]. In

rats, vessel regulation is based mainly on •NO, whereas in humans prostaglandins are

acting as a second regulatory principle side by side with •NO. Therefore, it is not

possible to transfer rat-based observations to the regulatory network in humans.

3.2.1 Nitric Oxide Synthases

The dimeric enzyme nitric oxide synthase (NOS) catalyzes the sequential five-electron

oxidation of L-arginine to •NO and L-citrulline, using NADPH and O2 as cosubstrates.

Beside these substrates, the tightly-bound cofactors flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD),

flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) are essential to transfer

the electrons from NADPH to the heme-bound oxygen and L-arginine at the active

site of the enzyme.

Until now, three distinct isoforms of NOS have been identified, and despite over 50%

homology between the human isoforms, they differ in gene regulation, localization,

regulation and catalytic properties. Both the endothelial (eNOS, NOS-3) and the

neuronal variant (nNOS, NOS-1), named after their main localization in endothelial

cells or neurons, respectively, are constitutively expressed and regulated by Ca2+ and

the presence of all substrates and cofactors. The inducible NOS (iNOS, NOS-2), mostly

found in macrophages, does not depend on Ca2+ for its activation; a missing calmodulin

(CaM) autoinhibitory loop in the FMN domain stabilizes CaM binding to such a

degree that also in the absence of free cellular Ca2+ CaM will remain bound to the

hence active NOS-2. Therefore, NOS-2 exhibits a notably higher affinity for CaM

and will be regulated mainly at the level of transcription, but to a smaller degree

also on Ca2+. In the central nervous system, the recently discovered protein kalirin
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serves as an inhibitory protein by prevention of NOS-2 dimerization; this may play a

neuroprotective role during inflammation. The activity of both of the other two NOS

relies on Ca2+-mediated binding of CaM, but also other regulatory mechanisms exist.

NOS-1 and 3 are additionally regulated by phosphorylation. Fluid shear stress elicits

phosphorylation of NOS-3 by protein kinase Akt, increasing electron flux through the

reductase domain and •NO production. In contrast, phosphorylation of NOS-1 by

CaM-dependent kinases will lead to a decrease in enzyme activity. NOS-1 activity is

also negatively affected by binding of protein inhibitor of NOS (PIN) to an N -terminal

sequence. The chaperone heat-shock protein 90 (Hsp90) was identified as an activator

of NOS-3; activation by the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), histamine or

shear stress increases the interaction between NOS-3 and Hsp90 and lead to activation

of NOS-3. In addition to NOS-2, both NOS-1 and 3 expression can be induced, albeit

by different stimuli, and all three can be constitutively expressed in some cells.

From a functional and structural view, NOS are composed by an N -terminal heme-

containing oxygenase and a C -terminal reductase domain, linked with a CaM-binding

sequence. NOS are considered to be P450 proteins, they have similar spectral char-

acteristics in response to CO and especially the reductase domain is homologous to

cytochrome P450 reductase. The separated domains are catalytically active and are

often used for functional and crystallographic studies, mainly for reasons of easier

purification and simpler handling compared with the full-length enzyme. The reductase

domain consists of a NADPH reductase domain, followed by a FAD- and a FMN-

binding domain; during catalysis, the electrons will be transferred from one domain

to the adjacent in a linear way.

Contrary to the modular structure of the reductase domain, the core structure of the

oxygenase domain is formed by one continuous fold, consisting mainly of β-sheets and

arranged around the heme. Structural properties of this domain include BH4- and L-

Arg-binding sites, an extensive conserved dimer interface and a substrate channel.
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The identical two BH4 binding sites of the dimer are each composed by residues

from both polypeptides, indicating the importance of dimer formation. Dimerization is

further stabilized by a shared Zn, ligated by two Cys residues each. There are multiple

questions rising from the oxygenase structure; most notably about the role of BH4 in

catalysis and the need for a dimeric NOS for catalysis.

Unlike other enzymes where BH4 is used as a source of reducing equivalents and is

recycled by dihydrobiopterin reductase, BH4 will stay bound to NOS and obviously

exhibits a different role in NOS. Besides of a postulated redox role in the reaction

mechanism of NOS, BH4 is also suggested to promote coupling of NADPH oxidation

to •NO synthesis and inhibit O•−
2 formation, to stabilize the dimer, to modify the

heme to high-spin, to yield allosteric substrate binding effects or to protect against

inactivation, whereas each of these functions is still under discussion [22, 23]. The most

feasible interpretation of its role is, that BH4 activates heme-bound O2 by donating a

single electron, which is then recaptured to enable •NO release.

Only homodimeric NOS being able to transfer electrons from FMN to the oxygenase

domain, a model of “domain swapping” was postulated by Stuehr et al., where

the electrons will be transferred from the reductase to the oxygenase domain of the

adjacent subunit [24]. This model was supported by the observation that the electron

transfer of the reductase domain only reduces heme iron of the adjacent subunit [25],

but the solved crystal structures of different NOS oxygenase and reductase domains did

not show the required proximity, putting the model into question. By further analysis

of the crystal structures, the FMN domain was found to be very flexibly linked to NOS

and could act as a one-electron shuttle between reductase and oxygenase domains by

a swinging mechanism [26].

The mechanism of •NO formation, which until now is not fully understand, consists

of two main steps, both consuming NADPH and O2. By hydroxylation of L-Arg,

N ω-hydroxy-L-arginine (NOHA) will be formed as an intermediate, and in a second
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step, this intermediate will be converted to the products •NO and L-citrulline. This

mechanism requires two times the activation of O2. After binding of L-Arg into the

substrate pocket, the ferric heme will be reduced to ferrous, consuming an electron

from NADPH provided via the reductase domain. Dioxygen will then bind to the heme,

forming a ferrous-oxy complex. Simultaneous addition of an electron and a proton will

reduce the complex to a hydroperoxide. Further protonation leads to a ferryl iron

(FeIV) with a protein-bound cation radical, allowing rapid oxygenation of L-Arg to

NOHA, whereas the resting ferric heme state will be recovered. The second step of

•NO synthesis then starts similar with subsequent O2 binding and the formation of a

ferrous-oxy complex, which will then attack NOHA to yield L-citrulline and ferric-NO

complex, and finally •NO will be released.

Some details of this rather complex mechanism are still under discussion, although

there are two critical steps during •NO synthesis, which will contribute to the

pathophysiology of already emerged situations of oxidative stress. The first critical

step is the first formation of the ferrous oxy complex (FeII–O2), which is equivalent to a

ferric superoxide complex (FeIII–O•−
2 ). In a process of uncoupling, O•−

2 can be released,

which brings the heme back to the initial ferric state. NOS uncoupling can occur

under various suboptimal conditions, including disruption of the dimer formation, but

mainly depends on BH4. If BH4 is missing or not in the reduced state, •NO formation

is interrupted and will arrest at this stage, favoring O•−
2 formation. Superoxide as an

antagonist to •NO will not only provide different effects, but additionally quench the

remaining concurrent •NO formation. In consequence, NOS will switch from a •NO

synthase to a peroxynitrite synthase up to a O•−
2 synthase, which is of cause of high

importance during an otherwise disturbed cellular redox equilibrium. This switch will

be further assisted by the anticooperative binding of BH4; the first bound BH4 lowers

the dimer’s affinity for the second by at least an order of magnitude.

The rate-limiting step for the production of nitric oxide can be the availability of L-Arg

in some cell types; this may particularly be important after the induction of NOS-2.
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However, of higher importance is the release of the heme-bound •NO since the FeIII–NO

can be reduced to the more stable ferrous nitrosyl complex, which was shown for both

NOS-1 and 2. Due to its stability, this will lead to self-inactivation of these enzymes

under certain conditions, rendering the release of •NO as the rate-limiting step. In

particular for NOS-1 it was reported that up to 95% of the enzyme can be in the

FeII–NO form during steady state [27] and the addition of •NO scavengers is not able

to release this NOS-1-autoinhibition [27, 28]. Autoinhibition in NOS-2 appears to be

weaker, partly due to a fast reaction of the FeII–NO complex with O2 generating nitrate

and ferric iron, whereas in NOS-1 a conserved tryptophan residue is responsible for the

stabilization of the ferrous nitrosyl complex [29]. By competing with O2,
•NO rises

the Km for oxygen of NOS-1, making •NO synthesis oxygen-dependent throughout

the physiological range and suggesting that this may represent a signal transduction

mechanism in which signal intensity is directly related to O2 concentration, resembling

an O2 sensor.

Based on their different functions in the organism, the NOS isoforms exhibit big

differences in their activity, if activated. The endothelial isoform is only able to provide

basal levels of •NO in the low nanomolar range, sufficient for regulation of vascular

tone and inhibition of platelet aggregation, leukocyte adhesion and smooth muscle cell

proliferation. NOS-1 is not only localized to neurons, but also plays an important role

in skeletal muscle [30], myocytes [31] and in mitochondria. It has to be mentioned

that in mitochondria, in addition to the possibility of a reductive •NO formation,

there is striking evidence for the existence of a mitochondrial NOS (mtNOS), in most

cases characterized as a splice variant of NOS-1 [32–35]. NOS-1 exhibits an about 10

times higher activity than NOS-3; if one accounts its high rate of autoinhibition, it

has to be considered that a mechanism able to release this inhibition should result

in high rates of •NO formation. Even if such a release of NOS-1 autoinhibition has

not been discovered until now, it is not implausible to assume such a mechanism.

This would allow increased •NO production, without the need for de novo protein
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synthesis. This mechanism represents the basis for our later discussed hypothesis of

the interplay between CO and •NO signaling. Transcription of NOS-2, which lacks the

autoinhibitory loop and is therefore roughly 20 times more active than NOS-3, will lead

to massive •NO synthesis, consistent with its role in immune defense in macrophages.

3.3 Peroxynitrite

Peroxynitrite, −OONO, the “ugly side of nitric oxide” [8] is known since 1901 and

is now accounted to be responsible for most of the toxic effects derived from •NO

and represents the most important intermediate in the biochemistry of •NO and O•−
2 .

However, the focus on peroxynitrite research in biological systems started 1985 with

the discovery of its production by the spontaneous reaction between •NO and O•−
2 in

aqueous solutions [36]. The formation from this two free radicals is one of the fastest

known bimolecular reactions and is mainly diffusion-controlled:

•NO + O•−
2 −−−−−→ −OONO k = 1.6× 1010 M−1s−1 (16)

This high rate constant, which Kissner and Koppenol determined by flash photo-

lysis [37], is four times higher than the values obtained by pulse radiolysis [38–41] and

therefore provoked enduring discussions in literature [42, 43].

Contrary to •NO and O•−
2 , peroxynitrite seems to be such a powerful oxidant that

it has been reported to react with a broad variety of cellular targets, yielding in

DNA strand breaks and 8-oxoguanine formation, protein sulfoxidations, nitrations

and hydroxylations, peroxidations of lipids and low-density lipoproteins, oxidation

of monohydroascorbate and NAD(P)H at sufficient concentrations. However, the

majority of these reactivities seems not to be based on −OONO, but on its acid. With

a pKa of approximately 6.6 [43], peroxynitrite will be protonated to its conjugated

acid HOONO (peroxynitrous acid) at physiological conditions. The acid itself is

very unstable and therefore the half-life of peroxynitrite at pH 7 is around one
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second. Peroxynitrite and its more reactive acid are usually collectively referred as

“peroxynitrite” and, if not otherwise indicated, also in this work. Depending on the

pathway of peroxynitrite decomposition, nitrate and nitrite will be the stable end

products.

Peroxynitrous acid is reported to exist in two conformers, the trans- and the cis-

isomer, whereas the latter is approx. 14.2 kJ/mol lower in energy and therefore seems

to be the dominating species in solutions [44, 45]. However, in biological systems

−OONO and HOONO are formed in a continuous process and the trans-form could

be of increased importance if it will be formed initially, because interconversion from

trans- to cis-form has to overcome a relatively large barrier of approx. 33.5 kJ/mol.

Results from Reiter et al., however, suggest that at a neutral pH, the cis- and not

the trans-conformer of peroxynitrite is formed during in situ generation by •NO and

O•−
2 [46]. But other experiments revealed that trans- and cis-peroxynitrous acid exist

in comparable concentration within 0.5 s after HOONO formation [45] or at least that

both conformers exhibit comparable stability and are in rapid equilibrium [47, 48].

3.4 The Nitric Oxide/Superoxide System

The knowledge of the discussed reactions of nitric oxide, superoxide and its resulting

product peroxynitrite is not sufficient to explain the biological outcome of the presence

of these two radicals. At physiological conditions, the concentrations of •NO and O•−
2

stay in regions controlled by the cellular antioxidant systems and only a few specific

reactions—either with radicals itself or with transition metals containing unpaired

radicals—can occur. Even at such low levels of •NO and O•−
2 , the reactivities with

these targets are high, whereas reactions with spin-paired compounds occur only rarely.

However, the outcome of these reactions is determined mostly by the balance between

these radicals and to a lesser extent by their actual concentrations. Depending on the
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Figure 3.1: Reactions between superoxide and nitric oxide. The main product of
the reaction between equal amounts of nitric oxide (•NO) and superoxide
(O•−

2 ) is the peroxynitrite anion (−OONO), which exists at neutral pH
in equilibrium with its acid. Peroxynitrous acid (HOONO) has strong
oxidizing properties and seems to react with •NO to yield a nitrosating
intermediate; the hypothetical mechanism of this reaction was investigated
within this work and will be discussed later. Carbon dioxide, which is
present in concentrations up to 1mM in biological systems, shifts the
product pattern towards nitrogen dioxide radicals (•NO2) and a slight
excess of •NO should lead to the formation of N2O3. Autoxidation of
•NO requires relatively high concentrations of •NO. Superoxide seems
to react with HOONO, giving •NO2 [49], and further reaction with O•−

2

could lead to peroxynitrate (−OONO2). If O•−
2 outweighs •NO this can

cause significant formation of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), enabling Fenton
chemistry and formation of •OH-radicals, and thus will initiate toxicity
with all signs of oxidative stress.

ratio of •NO and O•−
2 , different cascades of secondary reactions will occur, leading to

different cellular responses.

The spectrum of redox conditions in the •NO/O•−
2 system ranges from states with

only •NO, 2–3fold excess of •NO over O•−
2 , equal levels of both radicals, and an

excess of O•−
2 . Considering this dependency on the balance between •NO and O•−

2

and the usually low levels of •NO and O•−
2 , one arrives at the rather simple but

fascinating scenario, in which the chemistry described in Fig. 3.1 can be correlated

with cellular redox biochemistry and physiological regulation. A chemical basis and a
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physiological concept for the redox regulation in this system will be provided in the

following sections.

The •NO/O•−
2 system can be assessed by an experimental approach. Simultaneous

generation of •NO and O•−
2 through producing systems (e. g. spermine NONOate and

xanthine oxidase/hypoxanthine or SIN-1) instead of bolus addition of the radicals or

peroxynitrite yields in different results. One reason is that at higher concentrations

the reactions will become mainly unspecific, but the main reason is that most of

the observed reactions rely on complicated reaction chains. These chains will only

take place if all intermediates are present in the system at sufficient concentrations.

Therefore, the usage of •NO/O•−
2 or peroxynitrite producing systems instead will result

in a different reaction pattern with higher biological significance.

The key to the chemistry in the •NO/O•−
2 system lies in the reactions of peroxynitrous

acid with •NO and O•−
2 , respectively. If there is some excess of one of the radicals,

secondary reactions will occur instead of oxidations by peroxynitrite, leading to

different mechanisms of redox regulation. Crow and Beckman were the first who

obtained results pointing in this direction; they observed that addition of peroxynitrite

to a solution of •NO in phosphate buffer at physiological pH results in rapid loss

of the chemiluminescent signal from •NO [50]. Their data already indicates that

the yields of both nitrating and nitrosating species are increased (4-nitrosophenol

formation), peaking at a −OONO/•NO ratio of 2:1. Since the observed nitrosation

was pH dependent, HOONO was proposed to react with •NO.

Our first observations on the strong dependency of the ratio of •NO and O•−
2

production on the reactions feasible were made during analysis of the inhibition of

alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) [51]. Our insights of oxidation and nitrosation in this

system will be discussed later in Section 5.2. Further experiments on nitrosation in

this system by Espey et al. revealed maximal nitrosation with a flux of •NO and

a •NO:O•−
2 ratio between 2:1 and 3:1 for the nitrosation of the fluorescent probe
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2,3-diaminonaphthalene (DAN) [52]. Interestingly, addition of SOD to the •NO/O•−
2

system results in enhancement of nitrosation and, at the same time, broadening of the

bell-shaped curve of nitrosative conditions. In physiological context this means that

in the presence of SOD, in addition to its beneficial effects, nitrosation will become

much more likely.

Complementary to the investigation of nitrosation in this system, oxidations were

also studied. Miles et al. [53] observed that only equimolar fluxes of •NO and

O•−
2 yield in oxidations like those known for chemically synthesized peroxynitrite, as

demonstrated for the oxidation of dihydrorhodamine (DHR) to rhodamine. However,

excess production of either radical virtually eliminated the observed oxidations.

Subsequent studies by Jourd’heuil et al. [49] revealed a •NO/O•−
2 ratio of 2:1 for

maximal oxidation of DHR and NADH, but a direct reaction of •NO (and O•−
2 ) with

peroxynitrite was seen as unlikely or at least negligible. Instead, a reaction pathway

involving self-decomposition of HOONO to •OH and •NO2 and subsequent reactions

with •NO or O•−
2 were proposed. This view gained further backing by independent

studies by Goldstein and Czapski, who proposed a different, radical pathway for

NADH oxidation by simultaneous generation of •NO and O•−
2 , starting from the self-

decomposition of HOONO. They argued that a small excess of •NO over O•−
2 yields

in maximal oxidation because peroxynitrite formation in this system competes with

the reaction of •NO with the later formed •NO2 [54].

3-Nitrotyrosine as a common biomarker of peroxynitrite was subject to similar studies

of the •NO/O•−
2 system. Pfeiffer and Mayer analyzed tyrosine nitration during

simultaneous generation of •NO and O•−
2 [55]. Due to inappropriate experiments,

further studies by other groups were performed [46, 55–58], but the gained results

were of limited use for understanding the system as a whole. Recently a model for

tyrosine nitration in the •NO/O•−
2 system was calculated by Quijano et al. using

computer assisted simulations [59] and they could approve the current view on the

mechanism of tyrosine nitration, given that CO2 is present. Under these conditions,
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a bell-shaped profile of tyrosine nitration is observed were nitration is maximal at

equimolar fluxes of •NO and O•−
2 and decreases fast under an excessive flux of either

one of the radicals, in agreement with previous reports. This underlines the need to

study the actions of •NO, O•−
2 and peroxynitrite by generating the intermediates in

situ in a continuous manner, but at the same time shows the lack of explanation of

the reactions in the absence of CO2.

In the meantime it is well accepted to favor fluxes by •NO- and O•−
2 -generating

systems instead of bolus addition of the radicals or peroxynitrite during investigations

concerning these intermediates and their impact in biological systems. The mechanisms

of the reactions in the •NO/O•−
2 system remain in large parts unsolved, but their

understanding is necessary for evaluation of the biological impact of the actions of the

two radicals. Especially the analysis of the reactions of HOONO with •NO and O•−
2

were neglected. One reason for this nuisance is the discovery of a reaction between

CO2 and −OONO, which permits an explanation for significant parts of the observed

reactions and will be discussed in the following section.

3.4.1 Reaction of Carbon Dioxide with Peroxynitrite

It is known since 1969 that bicarbonate buffers react with peroxynitrite [60], but

Lymar and Hurst were the first who observed that this occurs due to a direct

reaction of carbon dioxide with peroxynitrite [61]:

−OONO + CO2 −−−−−→ ONOOCO−
2 (17)

The bicarbonate anion is one of the most abundant constituents of the extracellular

milieu (25mM in plasma) and its equilibrium with carbon dioxide maintains the level

of CO2 around 1.3mM in vivo. With a rate constant k = 3 × 104 M−1s−1 [61], this

reaction is therefore fast enough to be one of the predominant pathways of −OONO

disappearance in physiological fluids.
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The product, ONOOCO−
2 , decomposes fast with a kinetic rate constant of k = 1.9×

109 M−1s−1 [62] via two pathways, whereas one third yields in both CO•−
3 and •NO2

radical formation [59, 63]:

ONOOCO−
2

34 %−−−−−→ CO•−
3 + •NO2 (18)

ONOOCO−
2

66 %−−−−−→ CO2 + NO−
3 (19)

Nitrogen dioxide itself has oxidizing properties, and because it will react with an excess

of •NO to yield dinitrogen trioxide (N2O3), this pathway is able to explain the observed

oxidations and nitrosations in physiological systems.

•NO + •NO2 −−−−−⇀↽−−−−− N2O3 (20)

Indeed, addition of CO2 [52] or bicarbonate buffer increases nitrosations and oxidations

in the •NO/O•−
2 system by 50%, without changing the stoichiometry between •NO

and O•−
2 (this work, Section 5.4). Beyond the •NO/O•−

2 system, CO2 also increases

tyrosine nitration after bolus addition of peroxynitrite [63–65]. This is in line with a

free radical mechanism of tyrosine nitration via •NO2 [56, 66].

Another consequence of the presence of •NO2 can be the formation of peroxynitrate

(O2NOO−) and N2O4, as was demonstrated by Goldstein and Czapski [67]. Besides

the lack of knowledge about the reactivities toward biomolecules, the biological

significance of these intermediates has still to be shown.

•NO2 + O•−
2 −−−−−→ O2NOO− (21)

•NO2 + •NO2 −−−−−⇀↽−−−−− N2O4 (22)

The CO•−
3 radical itself is able to react with other radicals in the •NO/O•−

2 system to

yield CO2 or bicarbonate and hence not only increases peroxynitrite decomposition,

but will also have an impact on •NO and O•−
2 itself. It will also react with the large

amounts of cellular thiols like glutathione to yield the corresponding radicals, which

can be the intermediate step for oxidations, nitrosations and nitrations.
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CO•−
3 + •NO −−−−−→ NO−

2 + CO2 (23)

CO•−
3 + •NO2 −−−−−→ NO−

3 + CO2 (24)

CO•−
3 + O•−

2 −−−−−→ O2 + CO2−
3 (25)

CO•−
3 + GSH −−−−−→ GS• + HCO−

3 (26)

The discovery of the reactivity of CO2 as an omnipresent molecule in biological system

helped to gain deeper understanding of the •NO/O•−
2 system and its mechanisms of

action [62]. This provides a mechanism for the observed oxidations and nitrosations,

but on the other hand demonstrates again that the present knowledge of nitrosations,

especially in the absence of bicarbonate, lacks important details.

3.5 Redox Regulation by the Nitric Oxide/Superoxide

System

In context of this work, not only the complex chemistry of the •NO/O•−
2 system is

of interest, but rather its direct link to physiological regulatory processes. The high

sensitivity to slight changes in the balance between •NO and O•−
2 , the different patterns

of reactions depending on this balance and the high specificity of the intermediates

to only a selected amount of cellular targets guide to a complex network of cellular

redox regulation. The reactivities of the intermediates in the •NO/O•−
2 system towards

biological targets will be explained in this section, where the main focus will be on

mechanisms of redox regulation.

3.5.1 Nitrosylation

Nitrosylation and nitrosation are frequently used synonymous in literature, mainly to

avoid further differentiation about the exact mechanism; the term “S -nitrosylation” is

usually preferred to express the analogy to the similar regulative mechanism of phos-
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phorylation. However, since these terms are defined from a mechanistic perspective,

nitrosations and nitrosylations are occurring at different functional groups and cellular

conditions. The term “nitrosyl” is usually used if an NO-group is associated to a metal

and hence, the term “nitrosylation” should be used to express the addition of •NO to

metals. In contrast, “nitrosation” is defined as a reaction involving the nitrosonium

cation (NO+) or a related species, whereas the prefix “nitroso-” is not mechanistically

defined and only stands for the functional group. Therefore, “nitrosylation” should

only be used to express the formation of a metal-NO complex and “nitrosation”

to describe an –NO function connected to another functional group, e. g. S - or N -

nitrosation.

In consequence, nitrosations are only possible during oxidative conditions involving

increased superoxide production or autoxidation of •NO. Nitrosylation does not

require oxidative conditions and is therefore happening during resting and reducing

conditions. Resting cells are characterized by low levels of O•−
2 arising from unavoidable

spontaneous autoxidations as all potential sources are effectively down-regulated and

superoxide dismutases maintain such levels in the range of 10−11 to 10−10 M. A release

of •NO in the nanomolar range after activation of NOS-3 therefore will not be interfered

by basal levels of O•−
2 and sGC can be stimulated by nitrosylation at its ferrous

heme-containing subunit. The formation of an FeII–NO complex is the main regulative

event during •NO signaling in the resting cell. In cells this condition signals relaxation

because cGMP via its corresponding G-kinases lowers Ca2+ levels again, and by feed-

back inhibition, can switch of Ca2+/CaM-dependent nitric oxide synthases. The Ca2+-

independent NOS-2 does not seem to play a major role in the resting cell, whereas in

contrast, much of the chemistry in diseased states relies on the participation of this

isoenzyme [68].

There are increasing evidences that cytochrome c oxidase will be nitrosylated, if the

levels of •NO are rising due to activation of NOS-1 or 3 [69]. In competition with

oxygen, its heme iron:copper binuclear center can become nitrosylated with an affinity
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of KD = 0.2 M •NO for the oxygen-binding ferrous heme site [70]. This competition

decreases mitochondrial respiration and in consequence oxygen consumption and

cellular ATP levels will be lowered, although the biological relevance of this interaction

still has to be demonstrated.

3.5.2 Nitrosation

S -Nitrosation of protein cysteine residues, the reversible formation of S -nitrosothiols

(–S–NO), is a posttranslational modification that fully meets the requirements of a

redox-regulated process. In addition to nitrosation of thiols, N -nitrosation can also

occur in vivo but until now there are no indications that this is connected with

regulatory processes. Nitrosation is dependent on elevated levels of cellular O•−
2 at

simultaneous production of •NO, but at least a twofold excess of •NO is necessary.

This is reflected on the current view on the mechanism of S -nitrosation as well as on

the collected experimental data.

Until now, a high number of enzymes are reported to become S -nitrosated at specific

cysteines under certain conditions in vivo and, considering the important role of

thiol groups in enzyme catalysis and in the building of protein tertiary structure,

an S -nitrosation modification could easily influence enzyme activities. The process of

transnitrosation in the presence of GSH enables the reversal of these reactions which

then meet the requirements for redox regulation.

3.5.2.1 Mechanism of Nitrosation

As a common misunderstanding, nitrosation is believed to occur via the direct reaction

of thiols with •NO. It was shown 1995 by Kharitonov et al. that this cannot be the

case and S -nitrosation by •NO requires at least the presence of oxygen [71]. A direct
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reaction of thiol groups with •NO is as well unlikely due to stoichiometric reasons, but

rather requires NO+ or the presence of a one-electron acceptor together with •NO:

RS− + [NO+] −−−−−→ RSNO (27)

Since NO+ is unlikely to exist at pH 7, it has been proposed that N2O3 could be the

nitrosating intermediate [71]:

N2O3 + RS− −−−−−→ RSNO + NO−
2 (28)

And since N2O3 is the product of the reaction of •NO with the •NO2 radical, it is likely

to be formed in biological systems during the autoxidation of •NO. Also the proposed

alternative pathway of •NO-autoxidation could lead to nitrosation via NO+ (Eqs. 14

and 15):

2•NO + O2 −−→−−→ 2•NO2 (29)

•NO2 + •NO −−−−−→ N2O3 (30)

N2O3 + RSH −−−−−→ RSNO + NO−
2 + H+ (31)

Considering the special kinetic of this reaction and, since •NO concentrations in the

resting cell will stay in the nanomolar range and oxygen concentrations in tissue are

also not very high, this mechanism is unlikely to present the major pathway of the

observed S -nitrosations in vivo.

These shortcomings do not mean that nitrosation via autoxidation of •NO cannot occur

in the cell; in fact, Nedospasov et al. calculated that this autoxidation will be likely

inside protein-hydrophobic cores. Dioxygen, •NO, •NO2 and N2O3 are uncharged and

it is known that O2 and •NO will be enriched at hydrophobic regions. Therefore N2O3

can be formed directly at the target protein which in consequence will be S -nitrosated

in an autocatalytic way [20].

In consideration of the •NO/O•−
2 system, the discussed reactivity of peroxynitrite with

CO2 could partly explain the observed S -nitrosations:
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•NO + O•−
2 −−−−−→ −OONO (32)

−OONO + CO2 −−−−−→ ONOOCO−
2 (33)

ONOOCO−
2 −−−−−→ CO•−

3 + •NO2 (34)

•NO2 + •NO −−−−−⇀↽−−−−− N2O3 (35)

However, as already discussed, a subsidiary mechanism is necessary to explain exper-

imental data, because nitrosation under these conditions occurs also in the absence of

CO2/bicarbonate. And all of the discussed mechanisms utilize the electrophile N2O3

as the main nitrosating intermediate, which does not necessarily has to be the case.

Even if N2O3 plays an important role in homogeneous aqueous buffer solutions under

physiological, aerobic model conditions, it won’t play the same role in heterogeneous

systems, including all living systems [72]. In fact, scavenging N2O3 with azide [73] at

aerobic conditions can only partly prevent nitrosation by •NO alone or in the •NO/O•−
2

system, as will be presented in Section 5.2.1 [51, 52].

A free radical pathway of nitrosation via thiyl radicals (RS•) also seems feasible, as

proposed independently by Schrammel et al. [74] and Jourd’heuil et al. [75]. Due

to its high availability, glutathione represents the most likely target for S -nitrosation in

this case. The S -nitrosation of protein targets will therefore occur via transnitrosation,

in which a thiolate anion nucleophilically attacks the nitrogen atom of a S -nitrosothiol,

resulting in the transfer of the nitroso group to the thiol:

•NO2 + GSH −−−−−→ GS• + NO−
2 + H+ (36)

GS• + •NO −−−−−→ GSNO (37)

GSNO + RSH −−−−−→ RSNO + GSH (38)

This pathway could compete with the reaction of GS• with O2, yielding in the

thiylperoxyl radical GSOO•. However, since this reaction is in rapid equilibrium

with its back reaction and steady-state levels of thiyl radicals should be low, and

furthermore, reactions of the product are relatively slow, this should exhibit only

little effect at quenching thiyl radicals at physiological conditions [76]. Contrary to
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literature, a mechanism based on the reaction of HOONO with •NO is proposed in

this work.

HOONO + •NO −−−−−→ [HO–O=N] + •NO2 (39)

[HO–O=N] −−−−−→ [OH− + NO+] (40)

As discussed earlier, this reaction is in principle known in literature, although its

mechanism, products and kinetic properties still remain to be determined. This would

indeed explain the large amounts of S -nitrosation even in the absence of CO2 or in

the presence of azide. The reaction and its relevance will be discussed in detail in

Section 5.3.

The nature of the specific thiol residue is of particular importance for its ability to

become S -nitrosated. Thiols with a lower pKa value tend to become easier nitrosated

compared to those who cannot be deprotonated at physiological conditions. Especially

Cys-149 of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) exhibits one of the

lowest known pKa value for a cellular thiol and will easily become S -nitrosated

[77]. All analyzed S -nitrosations occur at L-cysteines, which represent the exclusive

source of thiols at protein level. If nitrosation, as is out of question, represents

a regulative mechanism, it has to be limited to specific cysteines. Therefore, the

specificity of nitrosation of protein-bound cysteines can only be controlled by the

electrostatic properties of the surrounding amino acids, besides steric obstacles. By

analyzing enzymes which are known to be regulated by S -nitrosation, Stamler

et al. proposed a consensus motif for S -nitrosation [78] whereas the cysteine in

question will be surrounded by charged amino acids, with a basic and an acidic

amino acid at the adjacent positions. Transnitrosation between low-molecular-weight

S -nitrosothiols and protein thiols could then occur via acid-base catalysis. It is well-

established that deprotonation of thiols is suppressed and enhanced, respectively, by

neighboring acidic and basic groups [79]. By querying databases, the general motif

(Arg|His|Lys)Cys(Asp|Glu) was found to be particularly significant [78].
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As the thiol pKa is crucial for transnitrosation and the pKa of a thiol may be altered

by amino acids that are close in space, it is likely that thiol environment rather than

a consensus sequence is an important factor for S -nitrosothiol formation [80]. Further

decrease of thiol pKa can be realized in some cases by the coordination of Zn2+ by Cys

in metalloproteins and in other proteins by the interaction of surrounding aromatic

side chains. It is worth noting that literature frequently does not differentiate between

the state of the thiol group and therefore most described reaction constants are defined

at a given pH value.

As already mentioned, S -nitrosations of enzymes do not necessarily have to occur due

to direct nitrosation, as a matter of fact in many cases the S -nitrosocysteine will be

yielded by transnitrosation from S -nitrosoglutathione (GSNO). This implicates that

glutathione-binding motifs surrounding a cysteine can lead to transnitrosation, as was

reported in several cases [79]. In aldose reductase, the redox-reactive Cys-298 features

a surrounding glutathione-binding site, but exhibits a notable more complex behavior;

glutathione-binding possibly results in denitrosation if already nitrosated, which will

be discussed later [81–83].

3.5.2.2 Redox Regulation by S-Nitrosation

Based on the proposed mechanisms as well as on experimental data, it can be

assumed that S -nitrosations in the organism are requiring production of •NO at

elevated levels of O•−
2 . In context of this work only S -nitrosation will be discussed—

however, both N - and O-nitrosation have been shown to be potentially important

biological modifications [84, 85]. In general, thiols and thiolate anions are much

stronger nucleophiles than their corresponding alcohols and amines and therefore

represent kinetically superior targets for electrophilic nitrosating agents.

In chemical systems, S -nitrosothiols were known to be very unstable and to decompose

to yield •NO and thiyl radicals. However, this reaction was greatly overestimated
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due to the unrecognized fact that trace levels of metal ions, especially iron and

copper, are effective catalysts of their decomposition, and in addition, S -nitrosothiols

are susceptible to photolytic decomposition. In the organism these decomposition

pathways are negligible and S -nitrosothiols have to be considered as intrinsically stable

entities, except in the case of LMW S -nitrosothiols. These short-lived species tend to

transfer the nitroso-group to other thiols.

Nitrosation occurs in the organisms mainly at the level of cells, dependent on the sub-

cellular location of the relevant radical sources. Especially in blood direct nitrosation

seems improbable—the omnipresent hemoglobin, more precisely oxyhemoglobin, will

scavenge free •NO prior to further reactions, and the nitrosating intermediates itself

are too unstable to affect targets beyond the location of their formation. Prior to

the discovery of the S -nitrosation of oxyHb, studies of •NO and Hb have focused

almost entirely on the fast reactions of oxyHb and deoxyHb with •NO to yield the

ferric methemoglobin (metHb) and ferrous nitrosyl hemoglobin (HbNO), respectively.

These reactions account to the low concentrations of •NO in blood, which usually

remain in the low nanomolar range. However, S -nitrosothiols are transported in

blood as S -nitroso albumin (and S -nitrosohemoglobin), as is known since more

than a decade. This circulating pool of S -nitrosothiols is coupled with the cellular

S -nitrosoglutathione and finally, via transnitrosation, stands in balance with the

nitrosation of cellular proteins. In this respect, nitrosation has to be considered

as a phenomenon affecting not only the location of its formation. Contrary to the

widespread assumption, S -nitrosothiols do not provide a source for free •NO in the

organism, just as •NO itself is not a nitrosating intermediate. Therefore, these high

amounts of S -nitrosothiols in the cardiovascular system may not represent a storage

pool for •NO, but rather for nitrosation, and therefore only transnitrosation may be

feasible.

Serum albumin exhibits exactly one accessible cysteine, Cys-34, and its remarkably

low pKa permits easy nitrosation. Stamler et al. found that human plasma contains
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approximately 7µM S -nitrosothiols, of which 79% is accounted for by S -nitroso serum

albumin. At the same time the level of •NO in plasma stayed in the low nanomolar

range, excluding plasma and blood as source of nitrosating intermediates [86]. Albumin

itself can easily and effectively be nitrosated via transnitrosation by low-molecular-

weight (LMW) S -nitrosothiols like GSNO and L-S -nitrosocysteine (CysNO) whereas a

direct nitrosation is remarkably less favorable [87]. And by isotope labelling, it was also

demonstrated, that GS15NO indeed transfers the NO-group to yield S15NO-albumin

in vivo [87].

Besides serum albumin, hemoglobin (Hb) is the other target of nitrosation in blood

which gained increased interest. Stamler et al. discovered that Cys-93 of the β-

globin chain will be S -nitrosated in a reversible way, dependent on the oxygen

tension [88]. Only oxyhemoglobin (oxyHb) can be nitrosated, and deoxygenation

(deoxyHb) will cause a conformational change which will yield in the reversal of the

nitrosation. A proximate histidine residue will permit a base-catalyzed nitrosation in

the relaxed (R) conformation of the protein, which has higher affinity for O2, and

due to conformation-dependent positioning, denitrosation will be promoted by the

proximity of the aspartate in the tense state (“T conformation”) [78]. This allosteric

mechanism was proposed to deliver •NO to the cardiovascular system [88, 89], but the

mechanism of heme nitrosation as well as the formation of free •NO from HbSNO is

questionable [90] and need further analysis.

Current knowledge therefore favors S -nitrosoalbumin as the stable storage and trans-

port medium of S -nitrosothiols in the circulation, whereas LMW S -nitrosothiols are

rather unstable under these conditions, but occupy this role in cellular context. It was

many times observed that administration of S -nitrosothiols results in vasodilation

and inhibition of platelet aggregation [91], both not necessarily in a cGMP mediated

pathway. The missing link in this picture of a comprehensive model for redox regulation

by S -nitrosation, the transfer of S -nitrosation equivalents between cells and plasma,

is assumed to occur via CysNO. Based on the observation that the presence of Cys (or
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cystine) is required for the cellular uptake of S -nitrosothiols, that L-isomers of LMW

S -nitrosothiols are more effective in their bioactivity than their D-counterpart, and

that inhibition of L-type amino acid transporters prevents intracellular S -nitrosothiol

formation, Zhang and Hogg hypothesized that the plasmatic S -nitrosothiols, after

transnitrosation to CysNO, will be transported to the cytosol by amino acid trans-

porters [92] and CysNO can then transfer the nitroso group to GSH, yielding the the

more stable GSNO.

In the cell, GSNO will act via transnitrosation and will be in equilibrium with protein

S -nitrosothiols, but it still has to be shown if this is the primary pathway of protein S -

nitrosation. The second order rate constants of S -nitrosothiol-thiol exchanges between

Cys, GSH and their S -nitrosated variants were determined by Meyer et al. to be in

the range of k2 = 80–100 M−1s−1 [93]. Given the low concentrations of reduced Cys

and GSH in plasma, these transnitroations should be very slow in plasma, but would

explain the rapid conversion of imported S -nitrosothiols to GSNO. At first glance this

observation collide with the assumption that the cellular import of S -nitrosothiols

has to occur via CysNO. However, the cell’s surface χ−c transporter is able to reduce

cystine [92], which is present in the range of 30–65µM in human plasma, to Cys

enabling transnitrosation close to the cell surface.

The glutathione-dependent formaldehyde dehydrogenase, an alcohol dehydroge-

nase III, seems to be the crucial enzyme in GSNO metabolism. Jensen et al. were the

first who discovered the NADH-dependent GSNO degrading activity of the isolated

enzyme—in fact it showed much greater activity toward GSNO than any other

substrate [94]. Later it was shown that this enzyme affects intracellular GSNO levels in

vivo, protects against nitrosative stress and is evolutionarily conserved from bacteria

to humans [95] and was therefore named “GSNO reductase” (GSNOR). The products

of the irreversible GSNO reduction were determined to be glutathione sulfinamide

and GSSG [96]. Taken together, the cytosolic and nuclear localized GSNOR [97]

seems to represent the main denitrosating activity. But also Cu,Zn-SOD exhibits
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an important function in catalyzing the decomposition of S -nitrosothiols through its

copper center [98]. This mechanism requires the presence of GSH, presumably for the

reduction of Cu2+ to Cu+ prior to the denitrosation step, yielding in •NO and the

corresponding disulfide [99, 100]. Familial ALS (FALS)-related mutations in SOD1

result in an increase of its denitrosation activity, which seems to lead to depletion of

intracellular S -nitrosothiols and therefore could contribute to ALS pathogenesis [101].

Besides GSNOR and Cu,Zn-SOD, a variety of enzymes are also reported to catalyze

decomposition of S -nitrosothiols in vitro, e. g. glutathione peroxidase [102, 103], the

thioredoxin system [104], cell-surface protein disulfide isomerase [105], γ-glutamyl

transpeptidase [106] and xanthine oxidase [107]. The importance of these proteins

in this context and the detailed mechanism of denitrosation still has to be analyzed.

And in addition, ascorbate [100, 108, 109], O•−
2 [107] and GSH itself [110] are able to

reduce S -nitrosothiols.

Persistent S -nitrosations in the cell will lead to so-called “nitrosative stress”, where

intracellular thiols are significantly decreased. When production of a metabolite

exceeds either the physiological requirements or the compensatory capacity of the

system resulting in accumulation of an end product, a situation of chemically induced

“stress” appears. Based on this definition, nitrosative stress has to occur in the context

of the here discussed picture of redox regulation. However, biological stress, e. g.

oxidative stress, implies that these accumulating products will harm the cell, whereas

nitrosative stress can be seen as an embracing reaction of the cell to avoid or to be

at least prepared to oxidative stress [111]. Therefore, a fine balance between oxidative

and nitrosative stress must exist in the cell in order to maintain a normal physiological

and alert state [112].

In many cases S -nitrosations, especially under conditions of nitrosative stress, are

linked with sulfenic acid and disulfide formation [113] as signs of oxidative stress.

Disulfide formation, or S -thiolation, occurs when a thiolate anion nucleophilically

attacks the sulfur atom of an S -nitrosothiol, resulting in the formation of nitroxyl
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anion (NO−) and a disulfide. This disulfide can appear as intra-, inter-protein or mixed

disulfide formation. The formation of mixed disulfides occurs mainly as a so-called S -

glutathiolation (or S -glutathionylation), and under normal conditions will be quickly

reduced by the Trx and Grx systems (Fig. 1.1). Glutathiolation via this mechanism

or via transfer from GSSG and subsequent reduction after the cell’s reductive systems

have recovered represents an alternative route for denitrosation.

But during oxidative stress, where NADPH levels will remarkably decrease, these

post-translational disulfide modifications will accumulate and affect enzyme activities.

S -Glutathiolation associated with modified enzyme activity or protein structure was

reported in many cases for proteins, which were later also discovered to be regulated

by S -nitrosation, e. g. creatine kinase [114], GAPDH [77], caspase-3 [115] and aldose

reductase [116]. These examples of S -glutathiolation and their link to cellular redox

cofactor metabolism are of high importance in the later discussed model of redox

regulation by S -nitrosation. Other examples of similar regulated proteins are rather

linked with H2O2 formation [113] and will be addressed at the according section.

A series of proteins have been found in an S -nitrosated state and even a “nitrosylome”

has been postulated [117]; considering the differences between nitrosylation and

nitrosation, a more appropriate term would have been “nitrososome”. But one has

to be cautious regarding the inflation of proteins reported to be S -nitrosated under

certain conditions. Especially the proteomic approach of the biotin-switch method for

detection of S -nitrosated proteins [118] leads to the detection of a variety of targets

[117, 119–121], but is in the meantime known to also produce false-positives. This

method is based on the ascorbate-mediated reduction of S -nitrosothiols, but recently

it was shown that ascorbate will also reduce some weak disulfides [122]. Furthermore,

the conditions where S -nitrosation was measured were often problematic by itself. In

many cases, cells or purified proteins were treated with inadequate and too strong

nitrosating or oxidizing substances, resulting in unspecific reactions which do not

necessarily reflect biological meaningful mechanisms. A selection of proteins reported
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to be S -nitrosated is compiled in the following table, and if known, the effect of S -

nitrosation on enzymatic activity is indicated:

Protein Activity References

Blood
Hemoglobin [88]
Albumin [86]

Reductive systems and energy metabolism
GAPDH – [117, 121, 123, 124]
NADPH-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase – [125]
Thioredoxin + [2, 126–128]
Peroxiredoxin 1 [117, 121]
GSH

Transcription factors
NFκB – [129–131]
Activator protein-1 (AP-1) – [132]
Hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α) + [133]
p53 + [79]

Apoptosis-related proteins
Procaspase-3 – [115, 128, 134, 135]
Procaspase-9 – [136–138]
Apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1 (ASK1) – [139]
Jun N -terminal kinase (JNK) – [79]

Small GTPases
Ras + [128]
Ran [140]
Dexras1 + [79, 141]

Arginine metabolism and NOS-related proteins
Argininosuccinate synthase – [142]
Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolases – [79, 143]
Ornithine carboxylase – [79]
Methionine adenosyltransferase – [79]
S -Adenosylmethionine decarboxylase – [79]
Hsp90 – [120, 144]
N -Methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor – [145, 146]

Matrix metalloproteases
MMP-9 + [147]
TNFα-converting enzyme + [79]

Structural proteins
β/γ-Actin – [117, 121, 148]
T-plastin [117]
Tropomyosin 4 [117]

Insulin metabolism, diabetes and diabetic complications
Aldose reductase (ALR2) + [83]
Akt/PKB – [149, 150]
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Insulin receptor/Insulin receptor substrate 1 – [150]
Glucokinase – [151]

Phosphatases
Protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B – [79]

Membrane receptors, ion channels and related proteins
Ryanodine receptor + [152]
Epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase – [79]
G-protein coupled receptors [79]
Annexin A2 – [117, 153]

Ubiquitination
Parkin +/– [154–156]
Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (UbcH7) – [121]

An interesting example of S -nitrosation has been reported for caspases. In addition to

their existence as pro-enzymes, S -nitrosation of their essential thiol groups appears to

provide a further mechanism of inactivation. Reduction can lead to caspase activation

and thus, to apoptosis [134, 136]. Similarly, the NFκB pathway was found to be blocked

by S-NO formation at the p50 subunit, ready to be converted back under the reducing

conditions prevailing in the nucleus [129].

Not only signaling pathways are regulated by S -nitrosation, also the cellular redox

status itself is regulated by Trx and its associated reducing system (Trx, Trx reductase,

NADPH). The Trx system together with Grx and GSH represent the reductive system

of the cell [2]; their reductive power is driven by NADPH. Trx reduces oxidized

cysteine groups on proteins, scavenges ROS together with Trx peroxidase and acts

as a transcriptional activator via NFκB. S -Nitrosation of Trx at Cys-69 is necessary

for its redox regulatory function [126], whereas the inactivating oxidation of Cys-32

and 35 causes apoptosis via apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1 [127]. Additionally,

Trx gets inactivated by S -glutathiolation of Cys-73. Therefore, the Trx system is a key

regulator of the cellular redox state, regulated by the cellular redox state itself. The

impact on the systems regulated by S -nitrosation and the interplay of these systems

will be discussed later in this work.
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3.5.3 Oxidations by Peroxynitrite

The balance between •NO and O•−
2 formation is the crucial variable in the •NO/O•−

2

system. Peroxynitrite will be formed whenever both of the radicals are present,

but only when the rates of O•−
2 formation in an activated cell approaches that of

•NO, the subsequently formed peroxynitrite will lead to thiol oxidation, methionine

sulfoxidation and tyrosine nitration. A slight excess of either one of the radicals will

result in a distinct reaction pattern.

3.5.3.1 Thiol Oxidation

Although peroxynitrite is a potent oxidant, its actual levels will usually stay in the

nanomolar range. Under these conditions, oxidations by peroxynitrite often occur in

a metal catalyzed manner, as in the case for tyrosine nitration and oxidation of zinc-

containing proteins. Peroxynitrite will react with protein thiols to sulfenic acids which

then readily form mixed disulfides with GSH. In the case of zinc fingers, Zn2+ will

be released after disulfide formation between adjacent Cys residues [51, 157, 158].

Since zinc fingers are abundant in transcription factors and required for DNA binding,

their oxidation will prevent transcription. Under these oxidative conditions also DNA

strand breaks will prevail, therefore this seems to be a meaningful regulation to prevent

reading of the unrepaired DNA. The identification of peroxynitrite as the zinc finger-

oxidizing intermediate was achieved in context of this work [51] an will be discussed

at the accordant position.

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) are a family of zinc-containing endopeptidases,

responsible for the degradation of extracellular matrix. They are synthesized as pro-

enzymes and are known to be activated by oxidant species including peroxynitrite.

Breakage of the bond between Cys and Zn2+ at the catalytic centre is necessary for

its activation; this can be achieved by proteolytic cleavage, conformational changes

or oxidants like peroxynitrite [159–161]. Both MMP-2 [159] and MMP-8 [160] are
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reported to be activated by peroxynitrite. This oxidative activation during conditions

of oxidative stress can lead to degradation of the extracellular matrix, linked with

tissue injury [159, 161, 162]. But apart from roles of MMPs in these long-term

remodeling processes, there is increasing evidence that some MMPs like MMP-2 can

also rapidly regulate diverse cellular functions, e. g. platelet activation, vascular tone

and attenuation of inflammatory signals. These are regulatory mechanisms fitting in

the depicted network of complex redox regulative events, especially considering the

conditions were oxidations by peroxynitrite occur—if the systems are shifting slowly

from nitrosative conditions to oxidative stress. Besides zinc-thiolate targets, increased

levels of −OONO can also lead to damage of iron prosthetic groups in enzymes, e. g. the

iron-sulphur clusters in aconitase [163–165], accompanied with enzyme inactivation.

3.5.3.2 Methionine Sulfoxidation

Methionine (Met) is one of the most readily oxidized amino acid constituents of

proteins [166]. Many oxidants in biological systems will attack Met, besides H2O2 and

hydroxyl radicals also peroxynitrite. The product of these oxidations is methionine

sulfoxide [167], which can be reduced back by methionine sulfoxide reductase. Sul-

foxidations are in many cases connected with changes in enzyme activity. Therefore,

methionine sulfoxidations are presenting a mechanism of redox regulation. A promi-

nent example of this regulatory mechanism presents the redox regulation of proteolysis

at the level of antiproteases. Some protease inhibitors are reported to be blocked

by Met sulfoxidation during physiological processes [168], giving way for protease

activation. This seems feasible during immune response and, more generally, at all

kinds of inflammation processes.
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3.5.3.3 Nitration

Seminal work by Beckman et al. [169] and Ischiropoulos et al. [170] demonstrated

the capacity of peroxynitrite to cause protein tyrosine nitration in vitro and postulated

that this nitration could occur likewise in vivo. The formation of 3-nitrotyrosine

at protein level in vivo as a result of the combined action of •NO and O•−
2 is

now well accepted, whereas the chemical mechanism of protein nitration as well

as the relevance in redox regulation caused enduring debates. In context of redox

regulation, the specificity of Tyr-nitration as well as a regulatory function of this

covalent posttranslational protein modification are essential requirements. Eventually,

the reversal of nitration stays an unsolved problem, if seen as a regulatory mechanism.

Regarding the mechanism of protein nitration, two distinct pathways leading to

3-nitrotyrosine (3-NT) have to be differentiated. Peroxynitrite itself is unable to

yield Tyr-nitration, despite the fact that 3-NT formation is seen as a biomarker for

peroxynitrite or at least •NO formation in vivo. Goldstein et al. postulated a free

radical pathway of nitration in response to the observation that the Tyr-nitration

during simultaneous production of •NO and O•−
2 at physiological conditions causes a

reaction profile very distinct from that of a bolus addition of peroxynitrite and the

different effects of CO2 on the 3-NT yield [56]. Based on these observations and on

pulse radiolysis studies, a mechanism requiring a tyrosyl radical was developed. The

formation of a tyrosyl radical can be the consequence of the oxidative actions of CO•−
3

or oxo-metal complexes and, to a lesser extent, •OH. The Tyr radical itself can react

with •NO2 to yield 3-NT as well as with •NO, yielding 3-nitrosotyrosine and followed

by a sequential two-electron oxidation to 3-NT.

It is now clear that Tyr-nitration does not occur with any Tyr residue at physiological

−OONO levels but requires catalysis by metal centers [171, 172]. According to this

mechanism, peroxynitrite would first form a complex with the transition metal,

allowing nitration of a proximal Tyr residue [1, 66, 172]:
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Mered + −OONO −−−−−→ [MeoxO + •NO2] (41)

[MeoxO + •NO2] + Tyr −−−−−→ Tyr–NO2 + Mered (42)

So far Mn-SOD [173–175] and prostacyclin (PGI2) synthase [176] are the only known

enzymes which will be nitrated even at very low levels of peroxynitrite, allowing nitra-

tion not only at conditions of severe oxidative stress. This autocatalytic mechanism of

Tyr-nitration at the metal center of an enzyme would allow to explain these sensitive

nitrations. Zou et al. demonstrated that 50 nM peroxynitrite are sufficient to nitrate

PGI2 synthase in vitro [176], and later Malinski et al. reported 150 nM −OONO as

sufficient to inhibit PGI2 formation in intact cells [177]. This nitration was shown to

occur solely at Tyr-430 of the bovine enzyme [178] and inhibits enzymatic activity

irreversibly. The relevance of a selective nitration and inhibition of PGI2 synthase was

demonstrated by Bachschmid et al. in an ex vivo model of endothelial cell activation,

leading to vasospasm [179]. Since PGHS is still active under such conditions, PGH2

will accumulate and bind to the TxA2/PGH2-receptor on the surface of VSMC, the

antagonistic signal to PGI2, to evoke vessel constriction. Considering that under these

conditions •NO will be blocked by O•−
2 , the two main pathways of vasorelaxation are

effectively blocked, leading to endothelial cell activation and dysfunction.

A chemical reversibility of Tyr-nitration has not yet been found in the case of PGI2

synthase, and hence, this does not exactly meet the requirements of a mechanism

of redox regulation but rather has to be considered as a consequence of oxidative

stress. In a biological sense, however, 3-NT formation is a reversible process—PGI2

synthase exhibits a half-life of approximately 30 h (Graf, Ullrich; unpublished

results) and nitrated proteins are subject of increased degradation by proteasomal

pathways and will be replaced through protein synthesis. The relevant sources of O•−
2

required for nitration of PGI2 synthase as well as the pathophysiological consequences

of its inhibition are also supporting a view of this nitration as a mechanism of oxidative

stress.
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Under conditions of severe oxidative stress, not only PGI2 synthase and Mn-SOD will

be nitrated, but additionally, a higher number of enzymes was found in a nitrated

state. In an cell culture-model, stimulation by cytokines results in Tyr-nitration of

aldolase A, GAPDH and actin [175], whereas the latter was also found nitrated in

vivo in a model of sickle cell disease [180]. Likewise, a model of hypoxia/reoxygenation

revealed a dynamic pattern of protein nitration in mitochondria [175].

3.5.4 Oxidations by an Excess of Superoxide

If all potential sources for O•−
2 are activated, the resulting O•−

2 levels may far exceed

that of •NO. Especially mitochondria will contribute to O•−
2 production in a controlled

process involving Ca2+, ROS and structural changes triggered by the opening of the

permeability transition pore (PTP). Reduction of O2 to O•−
2 may occur by autoxida-

tion of redox components in complex I or III. The combined activity of Mn-SOD and

GSH peroxidase should prevent mitochondrial O•−
2 to leave the mitochondrial space,

but GSH depletion and oxidative inactivation eventually would cause an increase also

of cytosolic levels. These mitochondria-derived O•−
2 production will by far exceed those

levels originating from NADPH oxidase and thus may have severe consequences for the

redox state of cytosolic components. In consequence, mitochondrial and subsequently

cytosolic GSH is oxidized, followed by oxidation of vitamins C and E. Although these

are conditions of severe oxidative stress, the cell’s rescue mechanisms can be able to

reverse the oxidative stress as well as the activation of O•−
2 sources.

Persistent O•−
2 production will result in oxidation of tetrahydrobiopterin to BH2—

•NO synthesis will cease and NOS will switch to NADPH-dependent O•−
2 production.

Besides further increased O•−
2 production, this abolishes the O•−

2 -quenching actions of

•NO, leading to even higher O•−
2 levels allowing Fenton chemistry, yielding in •OH-

radical formation. Lipid peroxidations will finally lead to cell death.
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Apart from this pathway to severe oxidative stress, O•−
2 can act on some enzymes as a

regulator of enzyme activity. Calcineurin (CaN), a Ca2+/calcineurin-dependent protein

serine/threonine phosphatase, exhibits a binuclear FeII–ZnII center at its active site,

which will be oxidized by O•−
2 to FeIII–ZnII, resulting in inhibition of the phosphatase

function of the enzyme [5]. This oxidation will occur at low levels of O•−
2 and can be

reversed in vitro by mild reducing agents like ascorbate. Although much more potent

oxidants are formed in the •NO/O•−
2 system, only O•−

2 itself is able to attack the

FeII–ZnII center at physiological conditions. This, together with the role of CaN as a

key regulator of various signaling processes, demonstrates the role of O•−
2 as a direct

messenger [181].

The already mentioned aconitase and its reactive [Fe4S4]
2+ cluster will be oxidized

by O•−
2 , but also by peroxynitrite, resulting in inhibition of both the mitochondrial

and the cytosolic isoform [163, 164]. Oxidation of the iron-sulphur cluster occurs at

the non-cysteine coordinated iron centre and results in loss of this iron. Considering

the essential role of mitochondrial aconitase in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, its

inactivation will lead to depletion of ATP and NADPH. The cytosolic isoform, also

known as iron regulatory protein-1 (IRP-1), plays a central role in the regulation of

iron metabolism—the loss of iron will lead to binding to the iron response element,

contained within the mRNA of iron-related proteins. Therefore, production of iron

storage molecules will be inhibited. This shows that aconitase is not only a crucial

sensor for iron, but at the same time also for oxidative stress.

3.5.5 Oxidations by Hydrogen Peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide, if its formation cannot be prevented, will lead at high levels to

oxidative modifications of cellular thiol groups. This disulfide formation can occur

as intra- and inter-protein disulfides, or in the case of S -glutathiolation, between
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glutathione and the protein [113]. Some interesting regulatory mechanisms are derived

from thiol oxidations by H2O2.

The GTPase Ras will be activated by S -glutathiolation at Cys-118 after stimulation

by H2O2 in a similar way than its activation by S -nitrosation [128]. This was shown

to be important in angiotensin II (Ang II) signaling in vascular smooth muscle cells

(VSMC), were Ang II in an NADPH oxidase-dependent mechanism leads to a burst

of H2O2 and contributes to vascular hypertrophy. This induces Ras activity by S -

glutathiolation and subsequent p38 and Akt phosphorylation, which contributes to

the induction of protein synthesis [182].

The formation of intra-protein disulfides in response to cellular H2O2 formation

was observed at protein phosphatase Cdc25C, a critical components of cell cycle

progression and checkpoint control. Oxidation by H2O2 was demonstrated to cause

an intra-protein disulfide formation between Cys-330 and Cys-377 [183], leading to

increased degradation of the enzyme. These results suggest that oxidative stress may

induce cell cycle arrest in part through the degradation of Cdc25C.

In addition, inter-protein disulfide formation triggered by H2O2-mediated thiol oxida-

tion can occur, as is the case in receptor protein-tyrosine phosphatases α (RPTPα).

Disulfide formation at the catalytic Cys results in dimerization and inhibition, whereas

catalytic activity will be restored after decay of the oxidative stress and subsequent

refolding of the protein to its active conformation [184].

3.6 Carbon Monoxide

In the past, carbon monoxide (CO) was mainly known to be a toxic molecule due to its

high affinity to hemoglobin, connected with numerous death cases by CO-poisoning.

But there is an increasing number of investigations indicating that small doses of

carbon monoxide are beneficial under conditions of a disturbed oxygen supply in the
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living organism. In addition, endogenously produced CO will provide physiologically

relevant concentrations of 3–30µM [185]. Within this context CO seems to have similar

effects as the vasodilator •NO, but the main question, why CO acts similar to •NO,

remains unsolved and there is still no satisfying explanation for this phenomenon.

The importance of CO as a not only toxic molecule was revised since the enzyme

heme oxygenase was discovered as a CO-synthase. Heme oxygenase (HO) catalyzes

the degradation of heme to biliverdin IXα, iron and CO. One should also mention

that biliverdin IXα is acting as a potent antioxidant, but that does not explain the

observed beneficial effects. First CO was seen as an unwanted byproduct of heme

degradation, but it was shown that there are conditions where the cell invests high

amounts of energy for heme synthesis just as a substrate for HO. In the meantime

three isoforms of heme oxygenase are known, two constitutive (HO-2, HO-3) and

an inducible (HO-1). The inducible isoform will be expressed at conditions of cellular

stress, whereas HO-2 may exist in most tissues in the absence of stress; the significance

and role of HO-3 remains unclear. Heme oxygenases perform a substantial role in the

turnover of hemoglobin during the metabolism of senescent erythrocytes, especially in

spleen, liver and kidney, and regulates the intracellular concentration of heme. Similar

to NOS-1 and NOS-1-derived •NO, HO-2 and CO are acting as coneurotransmitters

in the peripheral autonomic nervous system, whereas in many cases both enzymes are

reported to be colocalized [186–191]. In endothelial cells, the inducible isoform localizes

to caveolae and its activity is attenuated via direct interaction with caveolin-1 [192],

which both also applies to constitutive NOS.

The beneficial effects of CO are mainly due to its •NO-like properties like smooth

muscle relaxation and inhibition of platelet aggregation [193, 194] and its prevention of

apoptosis during critical conditions. In this respect CO is reported to protect in animal

models against organ graft rejection [195, 196], arteriosclerotic lesions associated with

chronic graft rejection and balloon injury [195], septic shock and cytokine-induced

apoptosis [197–201] and ischemia/reperfusion damage [196, 202–205]. If HO expression
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is suppressed under such conditions, the symptoms will get worse, and the exogenous

administration of CO is reported to be beneficial. Motterlini et al. developed

metal carbonyls as a new class of CO-releasing drugs which were demonstrated

to protect against hypertension, ischemia, platelet aggregation and organ rejection,

besides vasorelaxation [206, 207].

A fast growing number of articles is dealing with CO as a signaling molecule, but

the main problem remains unsolved: If CO is a messenger, it needs some kind of

receptor, a protein with a high affinity towards CO. Carbon monoxide has a similar

molecular weight and solubility to •NO, but contrary to •NO it is a very inert

substance. Interactions with amino acids are not possible, only ferrous iron is a feasible

cellular target. The highest known affinity of a biomolecule towards CO has Hb, which

cannot be responsible for the observed effects at low doses of CO. The concentrations

where CO acts as a messenger seems to be in the range of 0.1–1µM, at these low

concentrations toxic effects of HbCO formation can be ruled out. As early as 1959

it was shown that there could be a target for CO with higher affinity than Hb. In

humans, Halperin et al. could demonstrate that the visual sensitivity was decreased

in vivo by treatment with CO, but did not recover immediately after HbCO vanished

in blood [208]. Unfortunately, this target has not been identified up until now.

First indications showed that sGC will be activated by CO [193, 209], which would

explain the similar effects of CO and •NO. But in the mean time it is well accepted that

relevant concentration of CO are not sufficient to excite sGC activation. A solution to

this dilemma could be the sensibilization of sGC towards CO by a substance with

an effect comparable to 1-benzyl-3-(5-hydroxymethyl-2-furyl)indazole (YC-1). The

substance YC-1 is able to sensitize sGC towards CO in such a way that CO will

be able to activate sGC like •NO would do [210]. In this context it interesting to

speculate whether there may be an endogenous physiological counterpart of YC-1.
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Besides sGC, a couple of other cellular targets are discussed to be the receptor for

CO. p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase and p51 are reported to be a target for CO,

but they do not contain a heme residue, therefore it is difficult to see a mechanism

of interaction with CO. One possibility discussed in literature would be that the free

iron derived from HO could bind to proteins, enabling CO interaction [211].

Big-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ (BKCa) channels are also discussed to be a target

of CO signaling and in the meantime there exists increasing evidence that they repre-

sent one of the major targets during CO signaling. They are activated by intracellular

Ca2+ and also by membrane potential depolarization and are abundant in vascular

smooth muscle cells. Physiological activation of vascular BKCa channels may be an

important mechanism to counteract vessel depolarization and constriction. Because

of their large conductance, the activity of relatively few channels can exert a large

effect. It was demonstrated by Wang et al. that CO is able to excite vasorelaxation

through interaction with BKCa channels and that this interaction does not depend

on •NO or cGMP [212]. Nitric oxide is also known to activate BKCa channels, but

subsequent publications revealed that this activation occurs at a different subunit of

the channel as is discussed for CO interaction [213]. The role of CO in BKCa channel

activation is emphasized by the finding that HO-2 is part of the BKCa channel complex

where it seems to exert the function of an oxygen sensor [214]. Heme oxygenase-

2 enhances BKCa channel activity during normoxia, whereas knockdown of HO-2

expression reduces channel activity, which can be restored by CO itself. This provides

further evidence that CO is an endogenous regulator of BKCa channel activity, but

without giving further hints about the nature of the required CO sensor. The exact

mechanism of CO interaction remains therefore unsolved and because BKCa channels

do not provide heme, no way of direct interaction with CO seemed feasible until now.

However, recent results from Jaggar et al. revealed that heme, which can bind to

BKCa channels, seems to be the required sensor for CO [215]. Binding of heme or hemin

to a conserved heme-binding domain of the channel’s α subunit triggers its inhibition;
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CO can modify the binding of reduced heme and therefore releases BKCa channel

inhibition. In addition, due to the colocalization of HO with BKCa channels, HO

activation may also reduce membrane associated heme, which would in consequence

elevate BKCa channel activity.

CO and •NO signaling are known to intersect each other, resulting in similar effects,

and indeed, in most cases the response to CO can be abolished by inhibition of sGC.

The action of •NO could also be taken into account for the CO-derived vasorelaxation,

inhibition of platelet aggregation as well as antiapoptotic effects. This indicates that

CO may act through •NO. Ischiropoulos, Thom et al. provided further results

pointing in this direction; they observed a remarkably increase in 3-NT formation in the

brain after CO treatment of rats [216, 217], as well as lipid peroxidations in the brain

[218]. Furthermore, electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR) revealed a

ninefold increased •NO signal immediately after CO treatment, which vanished after

20min. In an ex vivo model, Thorup et al. were able to show CO-mediated •NO

release in isolated renal resistance arteries within seconds after treatment, peaking at

100 nM CO [219]. All of these effects could be abolished by the treatment with the

NOS inhibitor N ω-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME) [216, 217, 219]. Although

this, taken together, gives a strong hint that •NO production will be immediately

increased by a CO signal and therefore most of the actions of CO are due to increased

levels of •NO.

In the lack of a convincing mechanism for an increased •NO production through CO,

a release of •NO from a large intra- or extracellular “pool” was proposed. This pool

was thought to consist of metal-bound •NO, which will be released after displacement

by CO. Although no adequate store for •NO was found until now and despite the

fact that this hypothesis is not able to explain most of the above discussed details, it

became widely accepted in literature. These findings lead us to a hypothesis, which

would allow to explain a direct activation of NOS through the action of CO. Based

on the finding that during metabolic turnover NOS-1 will be present mainly in its
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inactive FeII–NO form due to autoinhibition (see page 18), we hypothesize that CO is

able to release this autoinhibition. This would allow markedly increased rates of •NO

formation, and because NOS-1 is in the meantime known to be present in a variety of

different tissues, would allow to explain most of the signaling events derived from low

doses of CO.

CO could react with the heme of NOS at two steps during •NO synthesis; either

with the [FeO]2+ or with the FeII–NO complex. The first possibility would result

in NOS inhibition, which is not the case at the relevant concentrations of CO. The

second possibility would result in an increased release of •NO from this complex and

therefore an increased koff kinetic for •NO. The same mechanism would lead, in the

absence of the cofactor BH4, to an increased formation of O•−
2 . This hypothesis was

tested within this work in cooperation with Dr. Harry Ischiropoulos1 and Dr.

Dennis Stuehr2. Although a large part of this work dealt with the proof of this

hypothesis, we were unable to provide further evidences in context of this thesis.

3.7 Hydrogen Sulfide

Hydrogen sulphide (H2S), known for its cytotoxic properties, has recently been

proposed as a novel neuromodulator [220]. Its pKa of 6.9 is significant lower than

those of thiols and is additionally a much stronger reductant. Besides •NO and CO

it represents the third gas which will be endogenously produced and has a number of

biological functions. It is produced from cysteine by various enzymes. Cystathionine β-

synthase (CBS), located at chromosome 21, seems to be the only source of H2S in the

brain, whereas the liver synthesizes H2S via cystathionine γ-lyase (CSE) and in the

heart, the 3-mercaptopyruvate pathway is used [221]. The usually homotetrameric

CBS contains one heme cofactor per monomer and binding of CO or •NO to it

1The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, USA.
2Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio, USA.
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results in enzyme inhibition [222, 223]. Carbon monoxide binding to CBS is strongly

anticooperative and the two dissociation constants of human CBS, 1.5 and 68µM

[222, 224], are suggesting that CO binding should occur as a physiological process,

which would provide a mechanism of interaction between CO and H2S signaling.

Hydrogen sulphide is known to act as a vasodilator and is also active in the brain, where

it increases the response of the N -methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor. It should be

also mentioned that the NMDA receptor-associated ion channel can be inhibited by

S -nitrosation of a cysteine on its NR2A subunit [145, 146]. In the brain it is found in

relatively high concentrations, the endogenous levels of range between 50 and 160µM

[225]. In context of the brain and its very low extracellular GSH levels, H2S could

possibly take over its role as a reductant. Although a neuromodulatory role of H2S

has been demonstrated, little is known of its other biological functions. H2S seems

to act as an inhibitor of HOCl-mediated processes in vivo [225]. Administration of

exogenous H2S can also be beneficial; it effectively protects myocytes and contractile

activity, at least by its direct scavenging of oxygen-free radicals and reducing the

accumulation of lipid peroxidations [226].

Two diseases are linked with changes in H2S metabolism; the H2S synthesis in the

brains of Alzheimer’s disease patients is markedly decreased in trisomy 21, its synthesis

is increased due to the overexpression of CBS. Although the role of H2S in regulatory

processes is accepted, detailed knowledge of its endogenous actions is still lacking.
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4.1 Chemicals

L-NIO, 1400 W, N ω-propyl-L-arginine, DMNQ and L-NMMA were purchased from

Alexis Biochemicals (Grünberg, Germany); L-[U-14C] arginine monohydrochloride

from Amersham Bioscience (Munich, Germany); NADP+ and NADPH from Biomol

(Hamburg, Germany); SIN-1 and xanthine oxidase (from butter milk) from Cal-

biochem (Darmstadt, Germany); SNAP, DAF-2 DA, spermine NONOate, diethy-

lamine NONOate, DETA NONOate and L-NAME from Cayman Chemicals (Ann

Arbor, USA); sodium nitroprusside, myoglobin (from horse heart), neocuproine and

DTPA from Fluka and Sigma-Aldrich (Seelze, Germany); MitoTracker Green FM,

MitoTracker Red CM-H2XROS and dihydrorhodamine 123 from Molecular Probes

(Karlsruhe, Germany); Cu,Zn-SOD (from bovine erythrocytes), alcohol dehydroge-

nase, catalase (from beef liver), NAD+ (grade II), nitrate reductase (from Aspergillus

species) from Roche Molecular Biochemicals (Manheim, Germany); glutathione reduc-

tase, 2,3-diaminonaphthalene, NADP+, NADPH, oxidized and reduced glutathione,

albumin (from bovine serum), hemoglobin (bovine), DTT, DTNB, Cu,Zn-SOD (from

bovine erythrocytes), hypoxanthine, ascorbic acid, catalase (from bovine liver), xan-

thine oxidase (grade III from buttermilk) from Sigma (Munich, Germany).

The cell culture reagents Earles salt solution (with 2.2 g/l NaHCO3), penicillin,

streptomycin, FCS, hEGF, hydrocortisone, trypsine, collagenase type I and glutamine
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were purchased from Biochrom (Berlin, Germany). MCDB-131 medium (without

glutamine) was purchased from Gibco Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) and gelatine

type A 300 Bloom (from porcine skin) from Sigma (Munich, Germany).

NOS-1 and the oxygenase domains of all three NOS isoforms were a kind gift of Dr.

Dennis Stuehr (Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio, USA).

Peroxynitrite was synthesized from •NO and potassium superoxide according to

Kissner et al. [41] and residual H2O2 was removed with MnO2.

All chemicals were purchased at analytical grade, in most cases from Sigma (Munich,

Germany). Twice destilled water was used for all experiments.

4.1.1 S-Nitrosoglutathione Synthesis

S -Nitrosoglutathione (MW = 336.32 g/mol) was synthesized according to Hart [227].

In short, 765mg of GSH were solved in 4ml water. While everything was stirred

and kept on ice, 1.25ml 2M HCl were added to the suspension. After subsequent

addition of 173mg sodium nitrite, the orange solution was kept on ice for 40minutes,

followed by addition of 4ml acetone to precipitate the product. After 10minutes

everything was filtered and the filter with the precipitate was washed 5 times with

each 1ml water, 3 times with each 5ml acetone and finally 3 times with each 5ml

diethylether. The washed precipitate was dried in vacuum and purity was determined

as 78% by measuring E545 (ε545 = 15.9M−1cm−1 [227]) of the solved product. The

S -nitrosoglutathione was stored in the dark at 4 °C; at these conditions it was stable

over months, after 26 months the purity had declined down to 44%.
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Figure 4.1: Spectrum of S -nitrosoglutathione. Typical spectrum of a solution of
S -nitrosoglutathione (4.5mM) in 0.1M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 (ε545 =
15.9M−1cm−1, MW = 336.32 g/mol)

4.1.2 S-Nitrosoalbumin Synthesis

The synthesis of S -nitrosoalbumin was done as described by Stamler and Feelisch

[228]. BSA was solved in water to a final concentration of 900 g/ml and dialysed over

night to remove traces of metals. For all further steps the solution was kept cold

and protected from light. Diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) and sodium

nitrite were dissolved in the BSA solution to final concentrations of 1mM and 50mM,

respectively. The synthesis was started by adding an equal volume of 1M HCl. After 7

minutes an equal volume of 100mM potassium phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 was added

and after another 23 minutes the solution was slowly titrated with 10M NaOH to a

final pH of 6.5. Salts were removed by dialysis over night and the remaining solution

was lyophilizated to gain S -nitrosoalbumin. The purity was 43% at minimum, as

determined by the oxyhemoglobin assay after addition of 100µM CuCl2. The dry

powder was stored at 4 °C in the dark.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 CO Treatment of Rats

Wistar male rats (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, USA) were treated ac-

cording to the method developed by Thom [216, 218]. In a chamber the animals

were exposed for 40min to a continuous flow of 8 l/min air mixed with CO to yield

1000 ppm. The CO concentration was then increased to 3000 ppm for another 20min.

Animals were removed from the chamber back to room air after 20min or earlier

if they lost consciousness. After the indicated time, rats were killed and its brains

removed for immunohistochemical identification of 3-nitrotyrosine and PGI2 synthase

with the corresponding antibodies, as previously described [216]. Colocalization was

quantified by analysis of the slides and counting of vessels positive for one or both of

the stainings.

4.2.2 NOS Spectra

Spectra of full-length NOS as well as from the oxygenase domains of the different

isoforms were recorded with an Aminco DW-2a UV/vis spectrophotometer in 100mM

potassium phosphate buffer at pH 7.4. Heme reduction was obtained by the addition

of either small amounts of solid sodium dithionite or immediate titration with a freshly

prepared solution. Solutions of CO were produced by bubbling of water for at least

10min at 20 °C with CO gas, giving 1.08mM. Prior to production of •NO solutions,

water was usually boiled and gassed with Ar. After solving •NO, a saturated solution

of 1.95mM was obtained. Gas solutions were stored during the experiment in sealed

vials and transferred with a syringe into the cuvette. The herein reproduced spectra are

representative for at least three independent experiments. Hemoglobin and myoglobin

spectra were recorded using the same method and conditions as those of NOS.
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4.2.3 [14C]Arginine NOS Assay

The method used for determining NOS activity is based on the one described by

Kumar et al. [229]. Samples of each 20µl were consisting of 0.8% glycerol, 6µM FAD

and FMN each, 100µM BH4, 1mM Ca2+, 2.5µg/ml calmodulin, 3mM DTT, 5µM

L-arginine, 5µM L-[14C]arginine and 10.9µM recombinant NOS-1 in 32mM HEPES,

pH 7.4. If CO had to be added to the samples, the vials were in addition filled with

a gaseous mixture of CO and air of the corresponding partial pressure. After samples

reached 37 °C, enzymatic turnover was started by the addition of 250µM NADPH.

After 20min at 37 °C, reaction was stopped by adding 2.5 volumes of cold methanol

and the samples were kept on ice until analysis.

If necessary, samples were centrifuged at 15000 g for 10 minutes at 4 °C. 20µl of

each sample was spotted on silica gel 60 plates (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and

dried before transfer to the chromatography chamber. The mobile solvent consists

of ammonium hydroxide:chloroform:methanol:water (4:1:9:2). After the thin-layer

chromatography, the plates were dried in an oven and after 1–3 days of exposure to

Molecular Dynamics storage phosphor screens, read out with a Molecular Dynamics

PhosphorImager and analyzed. Spots of L-arginine (Rf = 0.39) and L-citrulline

(Rf = 0.88) were identified according to their Rf-values and integrated with Molecular

Dynamics ImageQuant 3.30.

4.2.4 Griess Assay

Nitrite was determined by the Griess assay [230] based on the formation of a

diazonium intermediate from the reaction of nitrite and sulfanilamide and subsequent

azo coupling with naphthylethylenediamine to yield an azo compound with maximal

absorption at 540 nm. 30 µl of 12.5µM sulfanilamide and 30µl of 6M HCl were mixed

with 300µl of sample at room temperature and incubated for 5 min. Absorbance
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was measured before and after addition of 25µl of N -(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamide

(12.5mM) at 560 nm using a microplate reader. Nitrite concentrations were calculated

from a simultaneously produced NaNO2 standard curve in the range of 0.5–50µM.

Nitrate in these samples was quantified after conversion to nitrite by nitrate reductase

prior to the Griess reaction.

4.2.5 Alcohol Dehydrogenase Activity Test

The activity of alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) was measured with an Aminco DW-

2a UV/vis spectrophotometer in the dual wavelength mode. A 33 nM solution of

ADH in 0.1M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, was placed in a cuvette equipped

with a magnetic stirrer, and after addition of NAD+ (300µM), the temperature was

adjusted to 37 °C. The reduction of NAD+ to NADH was started by addition of ethanol

(172mM) from a syringe through a septum to the stirred solution. The formation of

NADH was followed at 340 versus 400 nm, and the specific activity of ADH was

calculated for the first 30 s of measurements in the linear region of the curves by using

an extinction coefficient for NADH of ε340 = 6220M−1cm−1 [157]. The specific activity

for freshly prepared ADH was 65±3µmolmin−1cm−1 (units/mg). For all experiments,

the same stock solutions of ADH (3.3µM in water) and NAD+ (3mM in buffer) were

used, aliquots of which were frozen at −70 °C.

For the determination of ADH inhibition under various conditions, the solution

without NAD+ was incubated for 2 h at 37 °C with 0.5U/ml xanthine oxidase, 1mM

hypoxanthine and varying concentrations of spermine NONOate. The decay rate

for spermine NONOate was determined using the oxyhemoglobin assay; 5µM will

produce 2.4±0.1 nM/s under the given conditions. For 0.5U/ml xanthine oxidase and

1mM hypoxanthine, 3.0 ± 0.2 nM/s O•−
2 will be produced, as determined with the

cytochrome c assay.
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4.2.6 Quantification of 4-Nitrosophenol

The formation of 4-nitrosophenolate (pK ≈ 6) during the reaction of phenol (5mM)

with SIN-1 (200 µM) and/or spermine NONOate (100µM) in 0.1M potassium phos-

phate buffer, pH 7.4 at 37 °C, was monitored spectrophotometrically at 400 versus

500 nm over a time period of 2 h [231]. Its yield in these samples was determined with

an HPLC method described previously [232].

4.2.7 Oxyhemoglobin Assay

The oxyhemoglobin assay for quantification of •NO, as described by Kelm et al. [233],

is based on the oxidation of oxyHb to metHb. This conversion was monitored at the

Soret band at 401 nm versus an isosbestic point at 411.5 nm with an Aminco DW-

2a UV/vis spectrophotometer in the dual wavelength mode. Usually the assay was

performed in 100mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, with a sufficient excess of

oxyHb from a frozen stock solution. •NO-concentrations were calculated using a molar

extinction coefficient of ε401−411.5 = 49500M−1cm−1 [233].

4.2.8 Cytochrome c Assay

Similar to the oxyhemoglobin assay, the generation of superoxide can be followed via

the reduction of cytochrome c to its ferrous form [233]. The same setup as in the oxyHb

assay was used. Reduction of ferricytochrome c was monitored at 550 nm versus 525 nm

as the isosbestic point. O•−
2 concentrations were calculated using a molar extinction

coefficient of ε550−525 = 19500M−1cm−1 [233].
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Figure 4.2: Reaction of 2,3-Diaminonaphthalene with a nitrosating species.

4.2.9 N-Nitrosation of 2,3-Diaminonaphthalene

2,3-Diaminonaphthalene (DAN) represents a convenient probe for nitrosations. After

an intermediate step, its N -nitrosation results in ring closure and the final product

is the fluorescent substance 2,3-naphthotriazole (NAT) (Fig. 4.2). Depending on

the experiment, samples of 1ml, containing 5µM spermine NONOate, 0–3.2mU/ml

xanthine oxidase, 1mM hypoxanthine, 10µM DAN (from a stock solution in dimethyl

sulphoxide, DMSO) in 100mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, were prepared

and incubated for 20min at 37 °C. In case of the experiments with bicarbonate, 25mM

bicarbonate was present in buffer. 5µM spermine NONOate will produce 3.87 nM/s

•NO, whereas 1mU/ml xanthine oxidase will produce 2.43 nM/s O•−
2 under these

experimental conditions. After incubation, samples usually had to be diluted in the

according buffer to yield 2ml and transferred in a Perkin Elmer LS 50B fluorimeter

with a thermostated cuvette holder. NAT fluorescence was determined by measuring

the fluorescence at λem = 420 nm using an excitation wavelength of λex = 375 nm [234];

both slits were set to 10 nm. If necessary, samples were diluted prior to fluorescence

determination. Base fluorescence of DAN from untreated samples was subtracted

during data analysis.

During the bicarbonate concentration series, the desired bicarbonate concentrations

were obtained by mixing of 100mM bicarbonate in 200mM potassium phosphate
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buffer, pH 7.4, with 200mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 and subsequent

control of the final pH value. Samples were prepared containing 0–100mM bicarbonate,

5µM spermine NONOate, 0.53mU/ml XO, 10µM DAN, 200mM potassium phosphate

at pH 7.4. Further treatment of samples was performed as described above.

For determination of the effect of azide, the above method was modified since azide

will inhibit xanthine oxidase. Samples therefore contained 3.75µM spermine NONOate

(2.90 nM/s •NO), 7µM SIN-1 (ca. 0.97 nM/s •NO and O•−
2 ), 1mM sodium azide and,

if demanded, 25mM bicarbonate in 100mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4.

4.2.10 GSH Oxidation

GSH (5µM) was incubated with spermine NONOate (5µM), hypoxanthine (1mM)

and xanthine oxidase (0–3.2mU/ml) in 100mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4

in the absence or presence of 25mM potassium hydrogencarbonate. 5µM Spermine

NONOate yields 3.87 nM/s •NO, whereas 1mU/ml xanthine oxidase corresponds

2.44 nM/ml O•−
2 under these conditions, as determined by the oxyHb or cytochrome c

assay, respectively (see 4.2.7 and 4.2.8). After 20min at 37 °C, 10µM 5,5’-dithio-

bis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB, Ellman’s reagent) was added, and after subsequent

incubation (5min at room temperature), E409.5 was determined with an Aminco DW-

2a UV/vis spectrophotometer (ε409.5 = 14150 M−1cm−1).

4.2.11 S-Nitrosation of Albumin during Freezing

4.2.11.1 Determination of Nitrosation with 2,3-Diaminonaphthalene

Metal-free solutions containing 25µM BSA with or without 10mM sodium or potas-

sium nitrite in sodium or potassium phosphate buffer were frozen at –20 °C. After

thawing of the samples, S -nitrosation was determined after repeated 10 kDa exclusion
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centrifugation (Microcon, Millipore, Bedford, USA), addition of DAN (30µM from a

stock solution in DMSO) and subsequent addition of CuCl2 (100µM) by measuring the

resulting fluorescence of NAT with a Perkin Elmer LS 50B fluorimeter (λex = 375 nm,

λem = 420 nm, both slits at 10 nm). By comparison with a GSNO standard, the

yield of nitrosation was calculated to be one S -nitrosocysteine per molecule albumin

(23.98±5.93µM), which means complete nitrosation under these conditions. To prove

that the •NO-signal after CuCl2-addition is due to S -nitrosation, the same experi-

ments were performed after blocking the thiol groups of albumin by iodoacetamide

(10mg/ml) or DTNB (1mM).

4.2.11.2 Determination of Nitrosation with the oxyHb Assay

Samples containing 40mg/ml BSA (600µM) in sodium phosphate buffer (100mM,

pH 7.4) and 1mM NaNO2 were stored overnight at +4 °C or –20 °C. S -Nitrosation of

albumin was determined via the oxyHb assay (see 4.2.7) by addition of CuCl2 (1mM)

and measurement of the resulting •NO-release after 10min of incubation.

4.2.12 N-Nitrosation of 2,3-Diaminonaphthalene during Freezing

Samples containing 10µM sodium or potassium nitrite and 30µM DAN in sodium

or potassium phosphate buffer (100mM, pH 7.4) were stored for 2.5 h at +4 °C or

–20 °C. As a control the experiment was also performed in the absence of nitrite. After

thawing, NAT fluorescence was measured with a Perkin Elmer LS 50B fluorimeter

(λex = 375 nm, λemm = 430 nm).

4.2.13 Kinetic Simulation

Kinetic simulation of the •NO/O•−
2 system was performed using COPASI 4.0 (build

18) [235]. The model includes the reactions listed in 5.6, which represents current
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knowledge concerning the reactions between the intermediates in the system and

pathways leading to nitrosation. Initial conditions of 25mM hydrogen carbonate,

1.3mM carbon dioxide, 225µM oxygen at pH 7.4 and 5µM or 5mM GSH were

used. The computer-assisted kinetic simulation was performed with the deterministic

LSODA method calculating the conditions 1200 s after production of •NO (10 nM/s)

and O•−
2 (0–100nM/s) started.

4.2.14 Software

The following software was used for data processing and representation: Kinetic

simulations were calculated with COPASI 4.0 (build 18)1. Quantification of 14C labeled

TLC plates was accomplished by scanning of the plates and integration with Molecular

Dynamics ImageQuant 3.30. All data was plotted and analyzed with gnuplot 4.2.02.

Typesetting of this work was done using the LATEX typesetting system.

4.2.15 Statistical Analysis

Unless otherwise indicated, each result presented in this work is the outcome of at

least three independent experiments. All data points are presented as mean values

and errors were calculated as standard deviation (SD). If necessary, significance was

calculated using Student’s t-test. A probability value of less than 0.05 was considered

to represent a statistically significant difference.

1http://www.copasi.org
2http://www.gnuplot.info
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5.1 Interaction between CO and NOS-1

Both carbon monoxide (CO) and nitric oxide (•NO) are produced in higher organ-

isms by constitutive and inducible enzymes and share many properties as signaling

molecules. Both reveal similar physical properties like their appearance as gasses

at normal temperature and pressure, their molecule size, solubility and both are

uncharged. But due to their contrary chemical properties, they reveal a contrary

stability and reactivity in the organism. Despite these chemical differences, both CO

and •NO are signaling molecules with similar and overlapping functions, both targeting

at iron-containing receptors. In the case of CO, the relevant receptor still has to be

found, but only ferrous heme iron should provide the required affinity towards CO. In

contrast to the well-known toxic effects of CO, its signaling functions will take place

at concentrations of 0.1 up to 1µM and therefore requires a receptor with sufficient

affinity. The reversible binding to Hb with an affinity 200 times higher than O2 is not

able to disrupt oxygen distribution in the organism at these low concentrations to a

significant degree. First indications revealed sGC (soluble guanylate cyclase) as the

corresponding receptor [193, 209], but further studies showed that it lacks the required

sensitivity towards CO.

Early reports showed that CO triggers smooth muscle relaxation [194] including

vasodilation [236–239] and to exhibit platelet aggregation [193], whereas its vascular
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effects are not caused by hypoxia [240]. After it became accepted that CO inhibits

a role as a signaling molecule, further investigations revealed that low doses of CO

possess beneficial properties during severe conditions like septic shock, xenotransplan-

tation, lung injury and during ischemia/reperfusion [195–205], whereas inhibition or

cellular depletion of heme oxygenase (HO) will lead to worsening of these conditions

[186, 192, 197, 200, 241–243]. These beneficial effects could be also attributed to the

action of •NO; this big overlap of CO and •NO functions together with the parallels

between HO and nitric oxide synthases (NOS), led to the hypothesis that CO could

act through •NO and its known signaling pathways. But despite numerous subsequent

investigations, the mechanism of the action of low does of CO remain largely elusive.

The first indication of the formation of RNS during CO poisoning was provided by

Thom in 1990; treatment with CO in the range1 of 1000–3000 ppm was discovered

to lead to lipid peroxidation in rat brain which was not caused by hypoxia [218].

Subsequent results from Thom and Ischiropoulos could demonstrate a striking

increase of •NO levels and perivascular Tyr nitration in brain after CO treatment

of rats, whereas pretreatment with the NOS inhibitor N ω-nitro-L-arginine methyl

ester (L-NAME) abolished •NO production, 3-nitrotyrosine (3-NT) formation and

lipid peroxidation [216]. In cell culture experiments with bovine pulmonary artery

endothelial cells, 50 nM CO were sufficient to increase nitrite, nitrate, RNS and 3-NT

formation; pretreatment of L-NAME abolished parts of these effects [244].

These findings led us to a cooperation with Thom and Ischiropoulos2 to study

the effect of low doses of CO and to address the target of the reported Tyr nitration.

During these studies especially PGI2 synthase appeared to be a target of nitration

under these conditions (Fig. 5.1). Our subsequent experiments mainly focused on the

mechanism of the increase in •NO by CO, lead by a hypothesis which would nicely

explain such an outcome.

1100 nM CO ≈ 100 ppm; at 20 °C and 101.3 kPa, 2.3ml CO can be solved in 100 ml H2O, giving a
0.956mM solution.

2The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, USA.
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Subsequent publications revealed that treatment of rats for 1 h with 50 ppm CO

leads to 3-NT formation also in the aorta, which could be repressed by pretreatment

with L-NAME [217]. Finally, Thorup et al. demonstrated that 100 nM CO leads

to an immediate increase of •NO production from isolated renal resistance arteries,

which was at least partly due to increased NOS activity as NOS inhibition or Arg

depletion attenuates the effect of CO [219]. However, contrary to CO-induced traces

of •NO production, the simultaneous vasorelaxation seems to depend only partly on

•NO signaling, since only simultaneous inhibition of both cGMP signaling and BKCa

channels could prevent relaxation [212].

These results indicate an increased •NO production by administration of low doses of

CO and led us to the assumption that this effect could be due to a direct activation

of NOS, more precisely its neuronal isoform (NOS-1). NOS-1 is located not only to

neurons, but also reported to be expressed in a variety of other cell types. It possesses

a 10 times higher activity compared to NOS-3, but as Stuehr et al. discovered, up to

95% of the enzyme can be present as its inactive FeII–NO complex [27]. The formation

of the ferrous nitrosyl complex takes place during the last step of •NO synthesis;

instead of •NO release, the ferric nitrosyl complex can be reduced to the more stable

ferrous complex. Further stabilization of the complex is provided by a Trp residue

specific to NOS-1 [29]. The evolution of this Trp residue, which renders •NO release

as the rate-limiting step during its synthesis, indicates that NOS-1 autoinhibition

could represent a regulatory mechanism and that there could be conditions in the cell

leading to a release of this inhibition. Nitric oxide scavengers are neither able to enter

the enzyme’s active site nor to lead to increased substrate turnover, therefore only a

direct displacement of the complex would represent a possible mechanism to release

NOS-1 autoinhibition. We hypothesize that CO, which is only able to bind to ferrous

heme, could accelerate the release of •NO and by subsequent binding of O2 enzymatic

turnover and •NO production could be in consequence increased.
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To address this hypothesis, •NO production and NOS activity of recombinant NOS-

13 as well as preparations from rat brain, cell cultures of endothelial cells (EC)

and isolated mitochondria were investigated at different conditions. Formation of the

different heme complexes was determined by UV/vis spectrometry, substrate turnover

by NOS via NADPH consumption and L-citrulline formation, •NO formation during in

vitro experiments with a •NO electrode system from Innovative Instruments, Inc., the

oxyhemoglobin assay and nitrite and nitrate formation with the Griess assay. During

cell culture experiments, the fluorescent probes MitoTracker Red CM-H2XROS and

DAF-2 DA (4,5-diaminofluorescein diacetate) were employed to monitor •NO and RNS

formation inside cells.

In collaboration with Harry Ischiropoulos, rats were exposed to 1000 up to

3000 ppm CO for 1 h according to their previously described method [216]. During

this treatment, the animals were kept in a continuous flow of 1000 ppm CO for 40min

and then CO concentration was increased up to 3000 ppm for another 20min. In

this model, some animals lose consciousness and were removed to breath room air.

The remaining animals were rendered unconscious with another bolus of CO and

then removed from the chamber. After 7 or 21 days, the rats were killed and its

brain removed for immunohistochemical analysis. Figure 5.1 shows a representative

resulting immunofluorescence staining of brain slices. The red staining corresponds

to 3-nitrotyrosine (3-NT) formation, indicating increased •NO-formation in vivo, the

green co-staining against PGI2 synthase shows its localization predominantly at the

vessel walls. The overlay of both stainings reveals a high level of colocalization of PGI2

synthase and 3-NT—in total more than 75% of the vessels counted from different slides

are positive for both. Even 21 days after CO treatment nitration was still present.

3Purified recombinant NOS-1 and oxygenase domains of the three NOS isoforms were provided as
a kind gift by Dr. Dennis Stuehr, Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio, USA.
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Figure 5.1: Protein nitration in rat brain after CO-exposure. Rats were exposed
to 1000–3000 nM CO for 1 h and killed 7 or 21 days later. Slices from brain
were stained with antibodies against prostacyclin (PGI2) synthase (green
fluorescence) and 3-nitrotyrosine (3-NT; red fluorescence). Only the vessels
show immunofluorescence of PGI2 synthase; in total the overlay indicates
colocalization of 3-NT and PGI2 synthase in over 75% of the vessels.
Even after 21 days the nitration was still detectable. These experiments
were done in collaboration with Harry Ischiropoulos; representative
photographs were shown.
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Figure 5.2: Replacement of nitric oxide by carbon monoxide from the FeII–
NO complex of the purified oxygenase domain of NOS-1. After
the reduction of the FeIII–NO complex of NOS-1oxy (436 nm) by addition
of dithionite, the FeII–NO complex (436 nm) was titrated with CO. Con-
centrations in the low micromolar range were sufficient to yield the FeII–CO
complex (444 nm) and at 10µM CO also the P420-form appeared (422 nm).

The formation of CO- and NO-complexes of NOS was determined via photospec-

trometric analysis. The oxygenase domain of NOS-1 (NOS-1oxy) was titrated with

an anaerobic solution of •NO until complete formation of the ferric NO-complex

with a Soret band at 436 nm. Reduction with dithionite led to the ferrous complex

(also 436 nm, but lower ε) and simultaneously to removal of •NO from the solution.

Subsequent titration with a CO solution results in formation of the ferrous CO complex

at 444 nm, as is presented in Fig. 5.2.

NOS-1 activity at various concentrations of CO was determined with the L-[14C]Arg

assay (Fig. 5.3), based on the method described by Kumar et al. [229]. After addition

of NADPH to the preheated samples, the reaction was stopped after 20min at 37 °C

by addition of cold methanol. The turnover of L-[14C]Arg to L-[14C]citrulline was

quantified by separation of citrulline and Arg by TLC and analysis of the plates with

a phosphorimager.
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Figure 5.3: Effect of carbon monoxide on citrulline formation by NOS-1.
To samples containing 0.8% glycerol, 6µM FAD and FMN each, 100µM
BH4, 1mM Ca2+, 2.5µg/ml calmodulin, 3mM DTT, 5µM L-Arg, 5µM
L-[14C]Arg and 11µM NOS-1 in 32mM HEPES, pH 7.4, CO was added to
yield the indicated concentration and after addition of 250µM NADPH,
incubated for 20min at 37 °C. Turnover of L-[14C]arginine to citrulline
was determined after separation by TLC and subsequent analysis with
a phosphorimager. Data are mean values ± SD; n = 3.

Besides Arg turnover, also nitrite and nitrate formation by NOS-1 were determined

in the presence of CO (Fig. 5.4). Nitrite and nitrate as stable end products of •NO

decomposition were quantified with the Griess assay, which is based on the formation

of a diazonium species from sulfanilamide and nitrite and a subsequent azo coupling

to yield an azo compound with maximal absorption at 540 nm. Detection of nitrate

required its reduction to nitrite by nitrate reductase previous to the Griess assay

(results not shown).

The effect of increased levels of •NO on NOS-1 activity was determined in order to

check if NOS-1 autoinhibition can be increased (Fig. 5.5). The •NO donor diethylamine

NONOate, which will decompose under these conditions with t1/2 = 2 min, was added

during the L-[14C]Arg NOS-1 activity assay and after addition of NADPH and 20min

of enzymatic turnover, NOS activity was determined with the [14C]Arg NOS assay. In
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Figure 5.4: Effect of carbon monoxide on nitrite production by NOS-1. Nitrite
formation during NOS-1 activity (210 nM NOS-1) was determined with
the Griess assay after 5min of catalytic activity at 37 °C in the presence
of varying concentrations of CO. Data are mean values ± SD; n = 4.
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Figure 5.5: Effect of nitric oxide on NOS-1 activity. NOS-1 autoinhibition by
supplemental •NO formation from diethylamine NONOate was determined
with the [14C]Arg NOS assay and 20min incubation at 37 °C.
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addition, the same experiment was performed in the presence of up to 1mM spermine

NONOate (t1/2 = 39 min) and also NADPH consumption at the same conditions

was monitored in the presence of diethylamine NONOate or spermine NONOate via

determination of E340 (results not shown). On the whole, the two NONOates were not

able to influence activity of NOS-1 at relevant concentrations.

In Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, typical spectra of NOS-1 and its complexes with CO and •NO

are shown. Experiments were performed with 3.2µM recombinant NOS-1 in 100mM

potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 at room temperature. The Soret bands were

determined to be at 439 nm, 432 nm and 444 nm for the ferric and ferrous NO-complex

and the ferrous CO-complex of NOS-1, respectively. The transfer of the ferrous NO-

to the CO-complex was analyzed in Fig. 5.8. After titration with •NO, the ferric

NO-complex was reduced to the ferrous by addition of sodium dithionite. Stepwise

additions of CO (5–100µM) were then performed in order to investigate the postulated

shift to the ferrous NOS-1-CO complex.

Prostacyclin synthase is known to become nitrated at very low levels of peroxynitrite

[176]. It seems that only Mn-SOD and PGI2 synthase can be nitrated at physiological

levels of peroxynitrite without the involvement of conditions of severe oxidative stress

(cf. 3.5.3.3). Therefore, it was of interest if the reported protein nitrations in response

to a treatment with CO occur at the level of PGI2 synthase. The results in Fig. 5.1

indicates that treatment with CO has to result in an increase in peroxynitrite formation

which manifests itself in an increased 3-NT formation compared to untreated animals

(not shown; see [216]). The same pattern of protein nitration was already shown to

be present immediately after CO treatment [216], but this increase in 3-NT was still

visible three weeks after the treatment (Fig. 5.1). Degradation of PGI2 synthase usually

occurs within 30 h (Graf, Ullrich; unpublished data); the observed long-term effect

could be explained by an inflammatory component triggered within this model by

CO or hypoxia. This delayed nitration should not interfere with the investigated

immediate effects of CO and therefore, no further experiments concerning this aspect
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Figure 5.6: Ferric and dithionite-reduced ferrous NO-complexes of NOS-1.
NOS-1 (3.2µM) was titrated with •NO from a fresh stock solution in
oxygen-free water till formation of the ferric FeIII–NO complex (Soret
band at 439 nm, α- and β-band at 546 and 582 nm). After reduction
by addition of solid sodium dithionite the ferrous NO-complex became
apparent (432 nm).
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Figure 5.7: Ferrous CO-complex of NOS-1. NOS-1 (3.2µM) was reduced by the
addition of solid sodium dithionite and afterward titrated with CO solu-
tion. The Soret band of the resulting FeII–CO complex had its maximum
at 444 nm.
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Figure 5.8: Replacement of nitric oxide in the FeII–NO complex of NOS-1 by
carbon monoxide. NOS-1 (3.2µM) was titrated with a solution of •NO
to the FeIII–NO complex. After addition of sodium dithionite the FeII–
NO is formed. Gradual additions of CO does not lead to a spectral shift
towards 444 nm. Typical spectra out of four independent experiments; only
selected titration steps are shown.

were performed. In accordance with 3-NT, PGI2 synthase staining is found mainly

around vessels. In fact, the overlay of both stainings shows a high level of colocalization

between nitrotyrosine and PGI2 synthase and more than 75% of the counted vessels

are positive for both antibodies. This high level of colocalization indicates that PGI2

synthase could be a possible target of nitration in this model, at least this proves that

nitration under these conditions is a specific process which predominantly occurs at

vessels. This increase in 3-NT should therefore not be interpreted as a consequence

of severe oxidative stress, which should had lead to a less specific pattern of 3-

NT formation. The model of CO treatment of the animals includes relatively high

concentrations of CO, levels which would by itself argue against a physiological process

of CO signaling under these conditions. However, Thom and Ischiropoulos could

demonstrate later that treatment of rats with less than 100 ppm CO over 1 h are
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sufficient to lead to 3-NT formation in aorta at the same order of magnitude as in the

above experiment [217].

These preliminary experiments, done in collaboration with Harry Ischiropoulos4,

were our first indication that there is a link between small doses of CO and •NO-

release and led us to the development of the above explained hypothesis and further

studies in order to verify the hypothesis. The possible nitration of PGI2 synthase after

CO treatment together with Ischiropoulos’ observation that these effects could be

blocked by inhibiting •NO synthases, lead us to suppose that CO causes an increased

release of •NO. This is also in accordance with results from Thorup et al. [219],

who measured CO-dependent •NO release in perfused renal resistance arteries with a

•NO-electrode system. They found •NO release to be highest at 100 nM CO and the

non-selective NOS-inhibitor L-NAME could abolish •NO release.

The central prerequisite for our hypothesis is the requirement that CO is able to

displace •NO from the ferrous NO-complex of NOS-1. The formation of the NO-

complexes of NOS and its interaction with CO was first studied with the oxygenase

domains of all three NOS isoforms, which were provided by Dennis Stuehr. As is

shown in Fig. 5.2, it was discovered that 5µM CO were able to replace •NO from the

FeII–NO complex of NOS-1oxy. This was only observed with NOS-1oxy and not with

both of the other isoenzymes (results not shown). However, the formation of a P420

spectrum at 10µM CO indicates some undesired changes at the heme center during

the experiments. In summary, the spectral data collected with the oxygenase domains

of the different NOS isoforms allowed us to conclude that the basic assumptions of

our hypothesis are valid.

After these successful experiments, our hypothesis was tested against NOS-1 itself,

which was also provided by Dennis Stuehr as a purified recombinant enzyme with

full catalytic activity. The L-[14C]Arg assay represents a reliable and sensitive test

4The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, USA.
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for the determination of NOS activity. In the case of NOS, NADPH consumption

itself is not a meaningful indicator of •NO production, especially considering the

phenomenon of NOS uncoupling. The conditions of the NOS activity assay resemble

those commonly used in literature and includes the presence of the cofactors BH4,

FAD and FMN, calmodulin and Ca2+, normal atmospheric O2 partial pressure and an

excess of both L-Arg and NADPH. Reaction time was limited to 20min and performed

in sufficient small vials to prevent loss of CO by diffusion. This activity assay, however,

includes 100µM BH4, which was shown to provoke substantial O•−
2 formation by itself.

This caused concern that this O•−
2 could have scavenged •NO within the performed

experiments and therefore could have prevented NOS-1 autoinhibition. With a short

series of experiments it was therefore tested if lower concentrations of BH4 are leading

to a different outcome, but CO-dependent L-citrulline formation remained unchanged;

these high concentrations of BH4 did not seem to cause a negative effect in this context.

The result of testing the NOS-1 activity in the presence of CO is shown in Fig. 5.3.

All of those experiments revealed that concentrations below 100µM CO had no effect

on L-citrulline formation, which implies that •NO formation also is not affected by

these concentrations of CO. Likewise, CO had no effect on NADPH consumption, as

was determined by monitoring E340 (data not shown). Other experiments showed that

nitrite formation, as a stable end product of •NO decomposition, was also not affected

by the presence of CO (Fig. 5.4).

According to Stuehr, during catalytic activity NOS-1 will be present within seconds

mainly as its FeII–NO complex, which is also the central assumption of the investigated

hypothesis. Contrary to the other NOS isoforms, both formation of the ferrous heme-

NO complex and catalytic inhibition of NOS-1 are described to be insensitive to

supplementation as well as to scavenging of •NO [27, 28]. This difference between the

isoforms could be explained with the action of a conserved tryptophan residue which

seems to stabilize the FeII–NO complex [29]. But as was observed in other publications

and confirmed by Stuehr (personal communication), this property of NOS-1 mostly
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depend on the quality of the enzyme preparation, and especially in context of our

hypothesis, activity of the NOS-1 preparation should be dependent on the levels of

free •NO in the solution. Therefore, it had to be ensured that the enzyme exhibits the

required behavior under the given conditions and is present mostly in its rate-limiting

ferrous nitrosyl complex. This was verified by measurement of enzyme activity in

the presence of increased concentrations of •NO provided by diethylamine NONOate

and spermine NONOate (Fig. 5.5). The supplement of the •NO donors diethylamine

and spermine NONOate was not able to elicit further feedback inhibition. Further

experiments also revealed that a decreased level of •NO in solution by the addition of

oxyhemoglobin also did not alter NOS-1 activity. This rises the question if the available

NOS-1 preparation was in principle suitable to investigate our hypothesis.

In consequence on the negative results of the experiments involving the purified

recombinant NOS-1, different in vitro models were tested for an effect of CO on

•NO formation. The dialyzed 15000 g supernatant from rat brain homogenates, which

contains large amounts of NOS-1, were tested with the L-[14C]Arg assay as well as

with a •NO electrode system from Innovative Instruments, Inc. These electrochemical

sensors allow direct and sensitive measurement of •NO formation below 1 nM [245, 246]

but both methods were also not able to support an increased •NO production in

response to CO in our samples (results not shown). In an attempt to broaden the

focus, isolated mitochondria from bovine heart muscle and rat liver were included in

the investigation. This represents a topic of increased interest since it is assumed that

mitochondria contain a specific mitochondrial NOS, which seems to be a splice variant

of NOS-1 [32–35]. Mitochondria exhibit transport mechanisms for L-Arg [247], there-

fore the L-[14C]Arg assay was the preferred method for these studies. But mitochondrial

conversion of L-Arg to L-citrulline was not affected by CO at concentrations relevant

for the proposed mechanism (results not shown). Investigations in cell culture systems

includes the human microvascular endothelial cell line HMEC-1 [248] and primary cell

culture of human vascular and bovine aortic endothelial cells, which were monitored
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by the fluorescent probes MitoTracker Red CM-H2XRos, dihydrorhodamine 123 and

DAF-2DA; all of them are membrane permeant and non-fluorescent until oxidized by

ROS or peroxynitrite or in the case of DAF-2DA, by the nitrosonium cation. These dyes

should allow measurement of •NO formation indirectly in the living cell by different

mechanisms, but especially DAF-2DA as an analytical reagent for nitrosations relies

also on basal O•−
2 formation [52]. Measurement of total fluorescence or image analysis

did not indicate an increase in fluorescence within a time scale of 30min after addition

of CO (results not shown).

All experiments involving determination of NOS activity and •NO production at the

level of purified enzyme, brain homogenate and endothelial cells were not able to

prove an increase in either NOS activity nor •NO-formation by low doses of CO

within 30min. The sum of negative results lead us to a re-examination of the positive

spectrophotometric results gained with NOS-1oxy. In a second series of experiments

the relevant experiments were replicated with the recombinant full-length NOS-1. The

spectra of the CO- and NO-complexes is shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 and a difference

of 12 nm between the maxima of both ferrous spectra should allow distinction of

both complexes. However, in Fig. 5.8 such a shift could not be observed. The FeII–

NO complex is only visible as as shoulder due to the interfering with the dithionite

spectrum; however these levels of dithionite were necessary to prevent oxidation during

the experiments. The results were in addition verified with lower concentrations

of dithionite which also did not lead to formation of the CO-complex. Sometimes

formation of the P420 form was observed, but in none of the experiments a significant

formation of the CO-complex at 444 nm became apparent.

In context of the spectra from recombinant full-length NOS-1, the results with NOS-

1oxy could be interpreted that the FeII–NO complex was not completely developed. This

explains the observed partial formation of the ferrous CO-complex in Fig. 5.2; during

the subsequent experiments with full-length NOS-1, the complete transition to the

NO-complex was always verified by addition of small amounts of •NO to the dithionite-
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reduced solution. These results demonstrated that our initial hypothesis at least could

not be proved with the present NOS-1 preparation. Another possible mechanism would

be that CO blocks the heme in myoglobin or hemoglobin and therefore prevents binding

of •NO. This should result in an increase in free •NO and could provide an explanation

for some of the observed effects. In the meantime binding of heme to BKCa channels

has been discovered [215] and it has to be shown if this complex represents the searched

CO sensor.
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5.2 Inactivation of Alcohol Dehydrogenase by

Peroxynitrite

The homodimeric enzyme alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) is reported to get inactivated

by a variety of RNS, including •NO, peroxynitrite and S -nitrosothiols [157, 249, 250].

In addition, different mechanisms of inactivation are under discussion, whereas it is

clear that the inactivation occurs due to an attack on the zinc center located at its

active site. ADH contains two zinc thiolate centers per monomer; the ZnCys2His center

is located at the active site and essential for catalytic activity, whereas the ZnCys4

center seems to be involved in enzyme stability. The fourth coordinate position of

the ZnCys2His center serves as a substrate binding site for the hydroxyl group of

ethanol; enzymatic activity is absolutely dependent on maintaining the integrity of

zinc coordination at the ZnCys2His center.

The dependency of catalytic activity on an intact Zn center together with a reliable

enzyme assay and commercial availability of the enzyme provides a good model for

investigation of ZnCys centers. Considering the importance of zinc finger proteins and

the lack of an ex vivo model to investigate their regulation, this model could provide

new insights in their function. A zinc finger is a protein domain that is able to bind

to DNA and a common motif, especially in transcription factors. Zinc fingers consist

of two antiparallel β-strands and an α-helix, held together by a Zn ion. Most of the

analyzed zinc fingers possess a ZnCys2His2 motif with structural similarity to the

ZnCys2His center of ADH [157].

An inhibition of ADH by in situ generation of −OONO by SIN-1 was first observed by

Dimmeler and Brüne [249], but the lack of knowledge concerning SIN-1 decompo-

sition led to the conclusion that •NO was the inhibiting intermediate. Under aerobic

conditions, SIN-1 decays to •NO and O•−
2 in equimolar concentrations, resulting in

−OONO formation. A direct inhibition of ADH by peroxynitrite was later studied in
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detail by Crow et al. [157]. They observed ADH inhibition and a loss of 0.85 Zn/ADH

subunit after a bolus addition or in situ generation of −OONO. However, subsequent

studies by Gergel’ and Cederbaum were discussing an additional inhibition of ADH

by •NO, studied by bolus addition of •NO as well as with SNAP (N -(acetyloxy)-3-

nitrosothiovaline) and •NO-generating NONOates [250]. Additionally, they observed

S -nitrosation of ADH under these conditions and concluded that ADH can be inhibited

by •NO and •NO-releasing substances, presumably via S -nitrosation of the cysteines

of the zinc thiolate center at the enzyme’s active site.

During the work on the author’s diploma thesis [251] the mechanism by which ADH

will get inactivated by RNS was investigated by following NADH formation after

incubation of the enzyme at different rates of •NO and O•−
2 formation. Xanthine

oxidase and spermine NONOate allow the simultaneous production of O•−
2 and •NO

at similar rates and are therefore favored to mimic the conditions in the •NO/O•−
2

system. In two aerobic steps, xanthine oxidase converts its substrate hypoxanthine

to xanthine and subsequently to uric acid, yielding in the production of two O•−
2

molecules. Spermine NONOate spontaneously dissociates in a pH-dependent, first-

order process to liberate two molecules of •NO.

Prior to the determination of ADH activity, the enzyme without NAD+ was preincu-

bated for 2 h at 37 °C in the presence of 0.5U/ml xanthine oxidase, 1mM hypoxanthine

and varying concentrations of spermine NONOate. As a control, ADH was kept under

the same conditions, but without xanthine oxidase and spermine NONOate.

These results indicate that O•−
2 or •NO alone is not able to inactivate ADH at

physiologically relevant concentrations. However, O•−
2 generation (3.0 ± 0.2 nM/s)

together with an increasing formation of •NO will lead to an efficient inhibition of ADH

(Fig. 5.9). Maximal inhibition was observed between 4 and 6 µM spermine NONOate,

which corresponds to equal production of both radicals (5 µM spermine NONOate

will generate 2.4 ± 0.1 nM/s under these conditions). This inactivation is irreversible
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Figure 5.9: Inactivation of alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) during simultane-
ous generation of nitric oxide and superoxide. The formation of
•NO and O•−

2 at equal rates results in 90% inactivation of ADH. At higher
concentrations of •NO the oxidizing effects of peroxynitrite are suppressed.
Data are mean values ± SD; n = 3. Taken from the author’s diploma thesis
[251] and published in [51].

in nature; further experiments revealed that inactivation under these conditions will

lead to release of one Zn atom per ADH subunit, accompanied with the formation

of a disulfide bridge (results not shown, see [51, 251]). The determined IC50 values

for SIN-1 and −OONO were 250 nM and 500 nM, respectively, whereas the IC50 for

•NO was three orders of magnitude higher, 200 µM (data not shown, see [51, 251]).

The nature as well as the stoichiometry is in line with an oxidative, metal-catalyzed

inhibition of ADH by peroxynitrite.

As an unexpected result, conditions in the •NO/O•−
2 system where the rate of •NO

formation exceeds twice that of O•−
2 did no longer lead to inhibit of ADH activity. At

very high concentrations of spermine NONOate in this system (Fig. 5.9), a decrease in

ADH activity can be again observed; however, the corresponding •NO concentrations

are above physiologically relevant levels.
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In contrast to Gergel’ and Cederbaum [250], we could demonstrate that •NO is

unable to inactivate ADH under physiologically relevant conditions. Their IC50 of

450µM •NO is in accordance to the value we found, but these concentrations are

too high to play a role in the organism. Likewise, the concentrations of the fast-

decomposing •NO donor diethylamine NONOate they applied were also too high to

be relevant. Concerning the ADH inactivation by SNAP discovered by Gergel’, the

S -nitrosothiol SNAP was used without taking care for the absence of bivalent metal

ions and could have been acted either as a S -nitrosothiols or as a •NO donor. In

addition, Gergel’s data also reveals a rather unspecific oxidation and nitrosation of

ADH thiol groups, ruling out a meaningful regulatory mechanism.

From the above results it could be concluded that zinc fingers and therefore tran-

scriptional activity could be affected by −OONO in a similar way. Considering the

importance of Zn in diseases, aging and conditions of oxidative stress, our findings

could provide a potential mechanism for the increased liberation of Zn in the cell and

could as well explain the beneficial effects of Zn under such conditions.

It has to be mentioned that 1mM GSH is able to protect ADH from −OONO

derived oxidations (data not shown). This underlines that an undisturbed cellular

redox equilibrium should maintain similar Zn centers in an intact state. Only a shift

of cellular redox systems as described in Chapter 3 would allow these oxidations to

take place. However, such alterations of redox systems do occur in vivo and could

also observed in vitro and therefore, Zn finger oxidations should be a relevant, but

pathophysiological event.

Subsequent results from Kröncke et al. revealed that indeed the DNA binding of

the Zn finger transcription factors vitamin D receptor and retinoid X receptor will

be inhibited by peroxynitrite in an irreversible manner [158]. They determined a

relatively high IC50 of 300µM −OONO, which is three orders of magnitude higher

than the value we observed for ADH. The requirement of high concentrations could
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be explained as an artifact due to the bulk additions of peroxynitrite. Bolus additions

of peroxynitrite are prone to cause mixing artifacts, but more importantly, there are

reports that peroxynitrite from bulk preparations exerts different properties than that

in statu nascendi [54]. A re-examination of the IC50 value for these Zn fingers with

in situ formed peroxynitrite would be required to prove the biological relevance of

these results. However, they claim that in addition to inhibition by −OONO, •NO

itself is able to inhibit DNA binding of the investigated transcription factors. This

•NO-mediated inhibition revealed a different mechanism, contrary to oxidation by

peroxynitrite, dithiothreitol is able to reverse the inactivation. Besides the interesting

implications of this observation, these results are diametrically opposed to our findings

on ADH as a model for Zn finger proteins. The main discrepancy in their work are the

high concentrations of •NO; an IC50 of 500µM MAHMA NONOate was necessary to

inhibit or release DNA binding. The fast decomposition of the •NO donor MAHMA

NONOate with an half-life of about 2min results in very high steady-state levels of •NO

during their experiments. Due to the higher stability of •NO compared to −OONO,

the achieved •NO concentrations should be significant higher than those of −OONO

and far beyond conditions found in a living cell. Taking this into account, these results

cannot transferred to the organism, which is a main objective of the herein presented

experiments.

Not only Zn fingers are affected by such oxidations; Zou et al. were able to demonstrate

that NOS-3 as well can be oxidized in a similar way [252]. The ZnCys4 center of NOS,

located at the dimer interface, stabilizes the dimer; −OONO leads to Zn release and

weakening of the dimers. In consequence, •NO synthesis by NOS-3 will be disturbed

and an increased uncoupling, leading to O•−
2 formation, was observed. This was

discussed in context of diabetic complications, where NOS-3 uncoupling would lead to

an increase in vascular dysfunction.

Besides the inhibition of ADH by −OONO, the most striking result from the experi-

ment shown in Fig. 5.9 is the effect of a slight excess of •NO over O•−
2 . If the formation
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of •NO by spermine NONOate is twice as high as those of O•−
2 , inhibition of ADH

is already half-maximal and higher concentrations completely abolish the inhibitory

effects of peroxynitrite. This is in so far surprising as the fast reaction of O•−
2 and

•NO to form −OONO cannot be affected by an excess of one of the substrates and

therefore peroxynitrite decomposition has to be increased by orders of magnitudes to

prevent its reaction with ADH. The only meaningful explanation would be a shift of

the reaction pattern in the •NO/O•−
2 system from −OONO to a different intermediate,

but current knowledge offers no explanation for this phenomenon and lead us to further

investigation of the reaction in question. However, this results clearly shows that

despite the very fast reaction of •NO with O•−
2 to yield −OONO an excess of •NO

is a very effective scavenger for −OONO and prevents −OONO-mediated oxidations

under physiological conditions. This is of high biological significance, since this implies

that oxidations by −OONO in vivo can only occur if O•−
2 levels are in the same region

or higher as those of •NO.

Based on this result we assume that •NO could be able to react with peroxynitrite in

statu nascendi, more precisely with its acid HOONO. There are clear indications that

−OONO is not able to react with •NO, as was demonstrated by Merenyi and Lind

at pH 12 [253], but in the case of HOONO no experimental data exist in literature.

Furthermore, in most of the existing studies regarding the reactivities of peroxynitrite

only bolus additions from concentrated alkaline solutions were analyzed, but recent

results indicate that under these conditions the formation of an adduct between

the peroxynitrite anion and its acid will prevent further reactions (R. Kissner,

personal communication). The investigation of the mechanism of the effect of •NO

on peroxynitrite decomposition is one subject of this work.
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Figure 5.10: C -Nitrosation of phenol by •NO from spermine NONOate,
peroxynitrite from SIN-1, and both together. The reaction of
100µM spermine NONOate or 200µM SIN-1, or both together with
phenol results in the formation of 4-nitrosophenol. Data are mean values
± SD; n = 3.

5.2.1 C-Nitrosation of Phenol by Nitric Oxide from Spermine

NONOate, Peroxynitrite from SIN-1, and Both Together

One of the possible explanations of the observed reaction of an excess of •NO with

O•−
2 , which prevents oxidations by peroxynitrite, would be a reaction of •NO with

HOONO, which in consequence could lead to other RNS. And indeed, Pfeiffer et

al. observed a fast reaction of peroxynitrite with •NO at pH 7.4 [254], but this was

discussed as the reaction of the peroxynitrite anion with •NO. But such a reaction

should be negligible, as subsequent studies by Merenyi and Lind could confirm

[253]. In a recent publication by Goldstein et al. the contradictions in literature

concerning a possible reaction of −OONO with •NO were investigated [255] and an

−OONO-consuming effect of an excess of •NO was proposed due to the mostly aerobic

formation of •NO2 from •NO at alkaline conditions and a subsequent reaction with

•NO to yield N2O3. Additionally anaerobic formation of •NO2 at neutral conditions
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was explained due to the homolysis of HOONO. In consequence, N2O3 would react

quickly with −OONO with k = 3.1× 108 M−1s−1 [255]:

N2O3 + −OONO −−−−−→ 2•NO2 + NO−
2 (1)

To test the hypothesis that the observed effects could be explained by the formation of

N2O3, which yields nitrosating properties, the C -nitrosation of phenol was determined

at comparable conditions to the ADH experiments. The use of phenol as a probe

for nitrosations was established by Uppu et al. [256] and therefore represents an

accepted and appropriate model. The formation of 4-nitrosophenol was monitored

spectrophotometrically at 400 versus 500 nm over a time period of 2 h, as described

by Pilichowski et al. [231], whereas the final yield was determined according to an

HPLC method previously developed by Daiber et al. [232].

The reaction of phenol with 100µM spermine NONOate, decomposing to give two

molecules of •NO, as well as 200µM SIN-1, decomposing to equimolar parts •NO

and O•−
2 and in consequence −OONO, leads in both cases to formation of 9.4µM 4-

nitrosophenol (Fig. 5.10). At the above concentrations, both donors together result

in the formation of 46.6µM 4-nitrosophenol, significantly more than the sum of both

donors.

At the given conditions, a 3:1 stoichiometry of •NO to O•−
2 can be expected, leading

to 2 •NO per −OONO, but due to the extended incubation time and the differences

in half-life of both donors, this stoichiometry is only an approximation. The increase

in 4-nitrosophenol formation indicates the involvement of a nitrosating intermediate,

possibly also allowing N - and S -nitrosations. This leads us to the hypothesis that

nitrosation could be a regulatory mechanism under conditions of elevated NOS activity

and increasing formation of O•−
2 , whereas a further increase in O•−

2 production would

subsequently lead to −OONO formation and could therefore play a role in the cell’s

preparation to such conditions.
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The increased formation of 4-nitrosophenol could possibly be explained by the reac-

tions proposed by Goldstein [255], but at the same time also supports our hypothesis

of a direct reaction of HOONO with •NO. Such a reaction was categorically declined

by Goldstein as a conclusion of the lack of reactivity of the peroxynitrite anion, but

without providing supporting data.

The gained results indicate that indeed a nitrosating intermediate will be formed

during the reaction of an excess of •NO with O•−
2 , but neither does explain the

mechanism of its formation nor reveal the intermediate in question. Therefore further

experiments were required to examine the involvement of a nitrosating species like

NO+ or N2O3.
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5.3 Mechanism of Nitrosation in the Nitric

Oxide/Superoxide System

5.3.1 N-Nitrosation of 2,3-Diaminonaphthalene in the Nitric

Oxide/Superoxide System

The preceding results revealed the formation of a nitrosating species if an excess of

•NO reacts with O•−
2 . The following experiments are aimed at the uncovering of the

underlying mechanism since recent literature does not offer an explanation for the

observed phenomenon.

N -Nitrosation of 2,3-diaminonaphthalene (DAN) leads to an intermediate which will

be converted to 2,3-naphthotriazole (NAT, see Fig. 4.2). The accompanied ring closure

results in strong fluorescence; therefore DAN is a preferred model for the investigation

of nitrosation [234]. Since the observed nitrosation is the sum of different chemical

pathways including •NO autoxidation, it is necessary to keep the •NO formation at

a constant rate and to vary O•−
2 formation. A concentration of 1mM hypoxanthine

is sufficiently high to assume substrate saturation of xanthine oxidase and a linear

correlation between enzyme concentration and reaction rate (KM = 1.86 M for

hypoxanthine [257]).

To investigate nitrosation in the •NO/O•−
2 system, the formation of NAT from DAN

was determined at different conditions. A constant •NO release of 3.87 nM/s was

provided by the presence of 5µM spermine NONOate, whereas the concentration

of xanthine oxidase was varied. 1mU/ml xanthine oxidase yields 2.43 nM/s O•−
2 at

the specific experimental conditions. At 1.6mU/ml xanthine oxidase, O•−
2 and •NO

production are equal during the 20min of incubation at 37 °C. NAT fluorescence,

specified in relative light units (RLU), was 160 ± 22RLU in the absence of O•−
2 and

maximal at 0.53mU/ml xanthine oxidase (1.3 nM/s O•−
2 ) with 417 ± 17RLU. These
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Figure 5.11: N -Nitrosation of DAN in the •NO/O•−
2 -system. N -Nitrosation of

DAN (10µM) after incubation with •NO from spermine NONOate (5µM,
resulting in 3.87 nM/s •NO) and various rates of superoxide formation
(1mU/ml xanthine oxidase yields 2.43 nM/s O•−

2 ) was determined by
measuring NAT fluorescence. At 3.87 nM/s, O•−

2 equals •NO formation.
Additionally, each sample contained 1mM hypoxanthine in potassium
phosphate buffer (100mM, pH 7.4) and was incubated for 20min at 37 °C.
Data are mean values ± SD; n = 4.

results suggest a stoichiometry between 2:1 up to 3:1 of •NO to O•−
2 . Rising levels of

O•−
2 are leading to a strong decrease of NAT formation. A 1:1 stoichiometry, resulting

in peroxynitrite formation, leads to 30±9RLU, further shifts in stoichiometry revealed

a further decrease of fluorescence.

The fact that in the presence of O•−
2 nitrosation can be nearly threefold as high as

by •NO alone clearly demonstrates that •NO alone and the resulting autoxidation

during aerobic conditions are not representing the main pathways of nitrosations

during physiological conditions. Formation of peroxynitrite at a stoichiometry of 1:1

seems to be faster than other reactions in the system, leading to a strong decrease in

nitrosations. This again demonstrates that peroxynitrite is not leading to nitrosations,

at least not in the case of DAN.
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If one compares DAN nitrosation in the •NO/O•−
2 system with the inhibition of

ADH (Fig. 5.9), it becomes obvious that conditions of oxidation by peroxynitrite

and nitrosation are excluding each other. Conditions of maximal nitrosation exactly

correspond to a released ADH inhibition by an excess of •NO. In context of the herein

discussed physiological relevance of the •NO/O•−
2 system as a regulatory mechanism,

this indicates distinct and delimited phases of regulatory events during the shift

from physiological cellular •NO production to finally oxidative stress by O•−
2 . This

results cannot rule out that an increased •NO formation can lead to nitrosations,

besides specific nitrosylations which only require low levels of •NO. However, maximal

nitrosation requires a certain level of O•−
2 , which means activation of sources of O•−

2 in

cellular context. If one assumes conditions which are leading to a cascading activation

of cellular O•−
2 sources as described in Fig. 6.1, conditions of maximal nitrosation

should directly precede peroxynitrite formation and oxidative stress. Therefore we

hypothesize that one role of cellular nitrosations is the preparation to conditions of

imminent oxidative stress.

The experimental results are in principle complying with those from Espey et al.

[52], but in detail some important differences exist. According to their data, between

conditions of maximal nitrosation and an 1:1 stoichiometry between •NO and O•−
2

formation, nitrosation only decreases by roughly 25%; our data indicates an decrease

of 93%. This is of importance for the interpretation of the physiological relevance of

our results; a great overlap of nitrosations and oxidations by peroxynitrite would argue

against the discussed model of distinct phases of redoxregulation during the activation

of O•−
2 sources. These differences could be due to variation of xanthine oxidase activity

or spermine NONOate decay and their longer incubation time; Espey’s •NO formation

rates are only half of ours, despite similar experimental conditions. However, xanthine

oxidase activity and spermine NONOate decay were always controlled with the oxyHb

and the cytochrome c assay prior to the herein described experiments. Another

consequence of the discussed difference between Fig. 5.11 and the data published
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by Espey is the different stoichiometry between •NO and O•−
2 during conditions of

maximal N -nitrosation of DAN. Our data, both in the absence and presence of CO2

(cf. Fig. 5.13), trends toward a ratio of 3:1, whereas their data towards 2:1. The exact

determination of the optimal ratio would give a hint about the pathway of nitrosation

under these conditions, but until now, neither our data nor data in literature provides

unequivocal evidence.

5.3.2 Effect of Azide on 2,3-Diaminonaphthalene Nitrosation

Dinitrogen trioxide (N2O3) is an intermediate discussed to play a central role during

cellular nitrosations, both in mechanisms via autoxidation of •NO and CO2-mediated

pathways. With the already discussed mechanism proposed by Goldstein [255] (cf.

5.2.1), N2O3 would represent the central nitrosating intermediate in the •NO/O•−
2

system, whereas the proposed reaction of •NO with HOONO could also lead to N2O3,

but via a different pathway. To test the hypothesis that N2O3 could be the nitrosating

intermediate in the •NO/O•−
2 system, azide as a specific scavenger for N2O3 [73] was

added to trap N2O3 at conditions of maximal nitrosation. Xanthine oxidase would

be inhibited by azide, therefore SIN-1 together with spermine NONOate was used to

comply with conditions of maximal nitrosation during continuous formation of the

relevant intermediates, conforming a 4:1 ratio between •NO and O•−
2 formation.

At the given conditions (Fig. 5.12), 3.75µM spermine NONOate yields 2.90 nM/s

•NO, whereas 7µM SIN-1 should correspond 0.97 nM/s •NO and O•−
2 each. In the

presence of 1mM azide N -nitrosation of DAN is only reduced by 11%. In an additional

experiment, nitrosation in the presence of 25mM bicarbonate was investigated, leading

to comparable results which will be discussed later in Section 5.4.

The small effect of azide, even smaller as observed by Espey et al. [52], does not

point to N2O3 as the main nitrosating agent in the •NO/O•−
2 system. The existence

of an equilibrium between at least four isomers of N2O3 is discussed in literature [72]
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Figure 5.12: Effect of azide on DAN-nitrosation by the •NO/O•−
2 system. Un-

der conditions of maximal nitrosation (7 µM SIN-1 and 3.75µM spermine
NONOate) only 11% of DAN-nitrosation can be blocked by sodium azide
(1mM) and 17% in the presence of bicarbonate/CO2 (25mM potassium
hydrogencarbonate). Samples containing 10µM DAN and 1mM hypox-
anthine in potassium phosphate buffer (100mM, pH 7.4) were incubated
for 20min at 37 °C. Data are mean values ± SD; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.001,
as compared to the corresponding sample without azide; n = 3.

and it is not known whether the reaction with azide occurs with all isoforms. This

raises the question if azide is an effective scavenger during these conditions, but in

literature it is described as the only known specific and effective scavenger. Therefore

it has to be assumed that under these conditions N2O3 is not involved in the observed

NAT formation in the •NO/O•−
2 system. One cannot exclude the possibility that N2O3

plays an important role during nitrosations in the absence of peroxynitrite or O•−
2 and

literature provides hints for this thesis. However, the data in this work suggest that

nitrosations under physiological conditions should require the presence of O•−
2 . This

supplements the existing data in literature; it is well accepted that formation of S -

nitrosothiols in vivo can be stimulated by activation of O•−
2 sources in parallel to those

of •NO. The hypothesis of an involvement of N2O3 is based on the formal requirement

of NO+ for S -nitrosations, but free NO+ itself is elusive at cellular conditions. However,
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if NO+ would exist as a stabilized adduct within a solvent cage, its half-life could be

long enough to lead to S -nitrosations in biological systems.
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5.4 Effect of CO2 on the Chemistry in the Nitric

Oxide/Superoxide System

The reaction of CO2 with −OONO is discussed in recent literature to be responsible

for the majority of the reactions in the •NO/O•−
2 system, or at least referred to if other

mechanisms do not provide a reasonable mechanism to explain the observed reactions.

Since it is widely accepted that autoxidation of •NO in biological systems cannot

account for significant effects, the chemistry of CO2 in the •NO/O•−
2 system has to

be taken into consideration during investigation concerning this system; especially in

context of this work which focuses on reactions involving small, gaseous molecules, the

effect of CO2 has to be considered. Therefore, the relevant experiments in this work

were additionally performed in the presence of CO2. In blood plasma, the equilibrium

between CO2, H2CO3 and HCO−
3 regulates extracellular pH and transports CO2.

This should provide sufficient concentrations of CO2 for the discussed reaction with

−OONO. Commonly, a 25mM bicarbonate buffer is used for in vitro studies of the

derived reaction mechanisms. This should provide around 1.3mM CO2 in solution

[63], assuming that sample volume and time for the experiment does not allow that

significant amounts of CO2 turn over in the gas phase.

In the following, the effect of CO2 on both oxidations and nitrosations will be

investigated, whereas the effect of a simultaneous presence of azide is already shown in

Fig. 5.12. In the upper panel of Fig. 5.13, GSH oxidation during different conditions

in the •NO/O•−
2 system was determined by measurement of the remaining reduced

GSH with DTNB after 20min of incubation at 37 °C and pH 7.4. In the absence of

O•−
2 , •NO alone is not able to oxidize GSH, but if levels of O•−

2 rise to one quarter of

those of •NO, a substantial decrease in remaining GSH will occur. From these data it

is not possible to differentiate between the possible pathways of GSH oxidation under

the distinct conditions. However, considering the results presented in this work, GSH

oxidation should occur mainly via GSSG formation and S -nitrosation, depending on
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Figure 5.13: Oxidation of GSH and N -Nitrosation of DAN in the •NO/O•−
2

system in the presence of CO2. The oxidation of 5µM GSH during
simultaneous generation of •NO by spermine NONOate (3.9 nM/s) and
O•−

2 (1.6mU/ml xanthine oxidase yields 3.9 nM/s O•−
2 ) was determined

by measuring the decline of GSH with DTNB, whereas the N -nitrosation
of DAN at the same conditions was determined via NAT fluorescence (see
Fig. 5.11). The presence of 25mM bicarbonate increased both oxidation
of GSH and DAN nitrosation. Data are mean values ± SD; n = 4.

the ratio between both radicals. Transferred to the cell and the relevant time-frame

for such events, Zn finger oxidations, made possible by preceding GSH oxidation,

should be a relevant, but pathophysiological event. During the oxidation of GSH, the

presence of CO2 accounts for an by 30% increased oxidation which is independent

from the stoichiometry between •NO and O•−
2 as long as substantial amounts of O•−

2

were formed.

The reaction of −OONO with CO2 and its kinetic properties, as described in sec-

tion 3.4.1, are widely accepted—in contrast to the prediction of its net effect in the cell.

This fact manifests itself in the contradictory results of GSH oxidation by Denicola

and Zhang et al.—both groups reported that CO2 inhibits the oxidation of GSH up

to 50% [63, 258] by using comparable bicarbonate concentrations. However, in both

publications the concentrations of GSH were two orders of magnitude higher compared
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to the above described experiment and GSH oxidation was achieved by bolus addition

of −OONO in the absence of •NO or O•−
2 which should be responsible for the different

effects of CO2. The •NO/O•−
2 system as used in this work enables reactions not possible

by −OONO alone and the lower concentration of GSH favours these reactions; however,

the usage of high concentrations of GSH should capture the oxidizing intermediates in

the system. GSH oxidation should occur as the sum of GSSG formation, S -nitrosation

and other possible oxidative modifications; though formation of GSSG could result

in up to two times faster GSH consumption, depending on the relevant mechanism.

Therefore, different results within a factor of two should be possible if the parameters

are accordingly changed.

During the N -nitrosation of DAN, CO2 has only an effect at conditions of maximal

nitrosation, where it increases NAT formation up to two thirds (lower panel of

Fig. 5.13). The impact of CO2 on nitrosations is again a matter of controversial

discussions in literature. In most cases, only nitrosations via autoxidation of •NO

in the absence of O•−
2 were investigated [259, 260]. As already discussed, this should

not be the relevant mechanism of nitrosations in vivo. However, these publications

state that nitrosations will be decreased by CO2, but in both cases the considerably

higher substrate concentrations should be able to quench secondary reactions, giving

no indications about the biological direction and relevance of a CO2-mediated net

effect. Indeed, using comparable conditions in the •NO/O•−
2 system and low substrate

concentrations, Espey et al. reported a profile for nitrosations similar to our results

[52].

To estimate the effect of changes in CO2 concentrations, DAN nitrosation was

determined with varying concentrations of bicarbonate. Fig. 5.14 shows the effect of

increasing concentrations of bicarbonate on N -nitrosation of DAN during conditions

of maximal nitrosation. Within the physiological relevant concentration range, NAT

formation remains constant; moderate changes in CO2 concentration should therefore

be without consequences for nitrosations occurring in vivo.
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Figure 5.14: N -Nitrosation of DAN at increasing concentrations of hydrogen
carbonate. NAT formation in the •NO/O•−

2 formation was determined
with increasing concentrations of potassium carbonate. Samples contain-
ing 1mM hypoxanthine, 0.53mU/ml xanthine oxidase, 5µM spermine
NONOate and 10 µM DAN in 200mM potassium phosphate buffer,
pH 7.4, were incubated for 20min at 37 °C. Under these conditions,
3.9 nM/s •NO and 1.3 nM/s O•−

2 will be formed. The pH was adjusted to
be constant at all conditions. Data are mean values ± SD; n = 4.

In conclusion, these data suggest that CO2 is only to a smaller part responsible for

the observed nitrosations and oxidations in the •NO/O•−
2 system. At most, CO2 is

able to intensify nitrosations and oxidations, but only under conditions of already

increased rates of nitrosation and oxidation, which is the main insight gained from

these experiments.

The same conclusion can be drawn from the effect of azide on DAN nitrosation in

the presence of CO2 (Fig. 5.12). Under these experimental conditions, CO2 is able to

elevate NAT formation around 50%; whereas addition of azide decreases nitrosation by

17%, compared to 11% in the absence of CO2. With and without CO2, nitrosations is

mostly independent on N2O3 formation. Together with the unaltered reaction profile

during GSH oxidation and N -nitrosation of DAN, CO2 does not seem to enable a

different reaction pathway leading to these modifications.
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5.5 Nitration and Nitrosation During Freezing of

Samples

Since Beckman et al. proposed 3-nitrotyrosine (3-NT) as a footprint for peroxynitrite

formation in vivo [50] and the development of potent antibodies directly against 3-NT,

the determination of 3-NT with techniques such as immunofluorescence, optical and

electrochemical HPLC or MS methods is a very common step during investigations in

the broad field of oxidative stress. During such investigations the samples are usually

frozen until measurement of 3-NT, especially since 3-NT is a very stable—to current

knowledge irreversible in biological context—covalent protein modification. Together

with Andreas Daiber5 we discovered that after freezing of biological samples one

can measure high levels of 3-NT, which were not present before freezing of the samples.

Therefore, the freezing of samples can be a common source for false-positive results

regarding •NO-dependent covalent protein modifications. Especially the pattern of

protein nitration will change since under physiological conditions only a few proteins

can be nitrated and this only happens in a metal-catalyzed manner, whereas tyrosine

nitration during freezing is an unspecific process. We determined three key factors

which lead to this artificial protein nitration: sodium phosphate (e. g. as buffer

medium), nitrite and slow freezing of the samples [261, 262]. In addition to nitration,

I discovered high amounts of nitrosation at the same conditions.

5.5.1 S-Nitrosation of Albumin

My first indication of the appearance of nitrosative conditions in addition to nitrations

during freezing with nitrite in sodium phosphate buffer was by freezing (–20 °C) of

metal-free solutions of albumin (25µM BSA) with or without 10mM nitrite in sodium

5Universitätsklinikum Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany, now at the Klinikum der Johannes
Gutenberg-Universität, Mainz, Germany.
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or potassium phosphate buffer, followed by determination of S -nitrosation. Albumin

is known to contain only one accessible cysteine (Cys-34) and this is susceptible to S -

nitrosation. S -Nitrosation of BSA was determined by copper ion driven decomposition

of S -nitrosothiols and detection of the resulting free •NO by DAN fluorescence. In

samples which contained nitrite in sodium phosphate buffer and were frozen, 23.98±

5.93µM nitrosothiols were detected, whereas in all other samples the concentration was

below 1µM. This nearly complete S -nitrosation of thiols from BSA could be prevented

by blocking thiol groups with DTNB or iodoacetamide prior to freezing. In this case,

nitrosation was decreased by more than 50% (data not shown, see [261]).
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Figure 5.15: S -Nitrosation of albumin during freezing in sodium phosphate
buffer. Samples containing BSA and 1mM sodium nitrite in 100mM
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) were stored over night at 4 °C or
frozen at –20 °C prior to determination of S -nitrosation. S -nitrosation
was measured with the oxyHb assay by releasing •NO from S -nitrosothiols
with Cu2+. Data are mean values ± SD; n = 4.

Determination of S -nitrosation by Cu2+ and DAN turned out to be not a reliable

method, perhaps due to the fact that small traces of nitrite will disturb the assay.

Therefore, a similar experiment was done, whereas quantification of nitrosation was

performed with a modified oxyHb assay (Fig. 5.15). Although the addition of two-
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charged metal ions results in the formation of an insoluble precipitation of potassium

salts, which in turn disturbs the optical method, this method provides reliable results.

A high level of nitrosation was detected after freezing of the samples, but the •NO-

signal was lower as in the first experiment; this could be due to the lower concentration

of nitrite.

5.5.2 N-Nitrosation of 2,3-Diaminonaphthalene
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Figure 5.16: N -Nitrosation of DAN during freezing in sodium phosphate
buffer. Upon storage of samples containing sodium phosphate (100mM,
pH 7.4), nitrite (10µM) and DAN (30µM) for 2.5 h at −20 °C, a fluores-
cence signal was observed, whereas in the absence of nitrite or in samples
containing potassium instead of sodium phosphate no significant forma-
tion of NAT was detectable. In addition, only background fluorescence
was observed in samples which were kept at 4 °C for the same time. Data
are mean values ± SD; n = 3.

In a third experiment N -nitrosation was directly investigated using DAN as a substrate

for nitrosation during freezing (Fig. 5.16). This direct nitrosation of DAN results in

higher sensitivity and lower error values. Therefore, it was possible to investigate the

effects of lower concentrations of nitrite and the used concentration of 10µM matches
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the physiological cytosolic concentration. Upon storage of samples containing sodium

phosphate, nitrite and DAN at –20 °C a high fluorescence signal of NAT was observed,

whereas in the absence of nitrite and/or sodium or in samples which were kept at

+4 °C only basal fluorescence was detected. These results show that in addition to S -

nitrosation also N -nitrosation is likely to occur during freezing of samples in sodium

phosphate buffer and the presence of micromolar concentrations of nitrite is sufficient

for this.

Physiological levels of nitrite in cell culture media are around 0.5µM and even 10µM

in the cytosol but can reach up to 80µM in media containing cells or tissue with

induced NOS. In our experiments 1µM nitrite was sufficient to see covalent protein

modifications [261, 262]. Depending on the temperature, we observed different levels

of nitration and nitrosation. Storage at –20 °C results in the highest yield of sample

modification, at –70 °C the effects were significantly lower and even lower during

freezing in liquid nitrogen (–196 °C). But longer storage at these temperatures does

not result in higher yields of nitration and nitrosation. Therefore, we determined the

velocity of freezing as a key factor, in addition to the presence of sodium phosphate

and nitrite. Slow freezing respectively freezing at higher temperatures results in

prolongation of the conditions were a solid and a liquid phase is present in the samples.

That freezing of sodium phosphate buffered solutions leads to unexpected results was

first demonstrated by Gomez et al. [263]. During the freezing process, the more acidic

H2PO−
4 anion will accumulate in the liquid phase, whereas sodium salts of the alkaline

anions HPO2−
4 and PO3−

4 precipitate or co-crystallize with the aqueous phase. This

phenomenon will cause a decline in the pH of the liquid phase, even reaching values

between 3 and 4. The slower the freezing process, the more distinct the shift in pH

will be, in accordance with the fact that sodium phosphate buffer already crystallizes

during storage at 4 °C.
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The chemistry behind the nitrosation under such conditions is quite obvious in

principle but more complex in detail. During freezing of Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 solutions

the pH drops below the pKa of nitrous acid and hence the acidic solution becomes a

nitrosating medium, possibly via N2O3 formation:

NO−
2

+H+

−−−−−⇀↽−−−−− HNO2 (2)

2HNO2
−H2O−−−−−→ N2O3 (3)

RSH + N2O3 −−−−−→ RSNO + NO−
2 + H+ (4)

The acidification of nitrite solutions represents a common mechanism for synthesis of

S -nitrosated cysteine, glutathione or albumin [227, 228].

In addition to nitration of proteins during freezing of biological samples, as was

investigated by Andreas Daiber, I discovered nitrosation to play a significant

role. These nitrosations occur as S -nitrosations of biological cysteine residues, as

are present in GSH or proteins and also as N -nitrosation, as seen with the artificial

target DAN. The model of nitration due to a decrease in pH was confirmed by the

observation of nitrosation, which is an expected reaction under acidic conditions.

The low levels of nitrite which are necessary to yield high levels of nitrosation show

that freezing of samples is likely to be a common source of artifacts and since

nitrosation is under investigation as a common regulatory mechanism comparable

to phosphorylation/dephosphorylation, one has to take care to exclude these artificial

nitrosations (and nitrations). In conclusion, an appropriate buffer composition and fast

freezing in liquid nitrogen are necessary to avoid these artifacts. Whereas this does

not play a role in vivo, the newly discovered mechanism of nitrosation is of significant

importance for the interpretation of collected data from biological samples.
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5.6 Kinetic Simulation of the Nitric Oxide/Superoxide

System

The large number of reactions possible in the •NO/O•−
2 system does not form a

linear sequence of reactions but resembles a rather complex network with numerous

interactions between the intermediates, cellular targets, and •NO and O•−
2 itself.

Despite detailed studies of most of the individual reactions, fundamental questions

like the predominant pathway leading to S -nitrosations remains unsolved. Simple in

vitro systems also reveal a different outcome compared to the living cell.

In the following, the complexity of the system will be addressed with the use of

computer-assisted kinetic simulations, which should allow to verify completeness

of current knowledge and indicate problems within existing models. Therefore, the

relevant reactions, as far as they are known and characterized, were used to calculate

the pathways and to identify the predominant reactions and intermediates with a

special focus on pathways leading to S -nitrosation.

Deterministic time course simulations were performed by COPASI, a software ap-

plication for simulation and analysis of biochemical networks developed by Hoops,

Sahle et al. [235] with the LSODA algorithm [264] for solving the differential equation

systems. The following equations were considered within the simulation:6

•NO + O•−
2 −−−→ −OONO k = 1.6× 1010 M−1s−1 [37] (5)

−OONO + H+ −−−⇀↽−−− HOONO pKa ≈ 6.6 [39, 41, 43, 265, 266]7 (6)

2O•−
2 + H+ +H+

−−−→ O2 + H2O2 k = 2.3× 105 M−1s−1 [267] (7)
2•NO + O2 −−−→ 2•NO2 k = 2× 106 M−2s−1 [8] (8)

−OONO + CO2 −−−→ ONOOCO−
2 k = 3× 104 M−1s−1 [61] (9)

ONOOCO−
2 −−−→ CO•−

3 + •NO2 k ≈ 6.5× 108 s−1 [59]8 (10)

6If not otherwise indicated, all pH-dependent rate constants are given at pH 7.4.
7Within the simulation, rate constants for protonation and deprotonation of peroxynitrite were

calculated from the pKa and the assumption that a typical rate constant for protonation lies in
the range of 1–10× 1010 M−1s−1.

8Kinetic constants for the decomposition of ONOOCO−
2 calculated considering k = 1.9×109 M−1s−1

[62] and 34% radical yield [59, 63].
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ONOOCO−
2 −−−→ CO2 + NO−

3 k ≈ 1.25× 109 s−1 [59]8 (11)
CO•−

3 + •NO −−−→ NO−
2 + CO2 k = 3.5× 109 M−1s−1 [268] (12)

CO•−
3 + •NO2 −−−→ NO−

3 + CO2 k = 4.6× 108 M−1s−1 [63] (13)
CO•−

3 + O•−
2 −−−→ O2 + CO2−

3 k = 6.5× 108 M−1s−1 [268] (14)
HOONO −−−→ NO−

3 + H+ k = 0.90 s−1 [43] (15)
HOONO −−−→ •NO2 + •OH k = 0.35 s−1 [269, 270]9 (16)

•NO2 + •OH −−−→ HOONO k = 4.5× 109 M−1s−1 [271] (17)
•OH + •NO −−−→ HNO2 k = 1010 M−1s−1 [272] (18)

•OH + −OONO −−−→ NO−
2 + O•−

2 k = 4.8× 109 M−1s−1 [273] (19)
•OH + NO−

2 −−−→ •NO2 + OH− k = 5.3× 109 M−1s−1 [271] (20)
•OH + O•−

2 −−−→ OH− + O2 k = 1.1× 1010 M−1s−1 [267] (21)
•NO2 + •NO −−−⇀↽−−− N2O3 kf = 1.1× 109 M−1s−1 [274] (22)

kb = 8.4× 104 s−1

N2O3 + −OONO −−−→ 2•NO2 + NO−
2 k = 3.1× 108 M−1s−1 [255] (23)

N2O3 + H2O −−−→ 2NO−
2 + 2H+ k = 2× 103 s−1 [275] (24)

N2O3 + OH− −−−→ 2NO−
2 + H+ k = 108 s−1 [275] (25)

RSH + N2O3 −−−→ RSNO + NO−
2 + H+ k = 3× 105 M−1s−1 [71] (26)

2•NO2 −−−⇀↽−−− N2O4 kf = 4.5× 108 M−1s−1 [276] (27)
kb = 6.9× 103 s−1

N2O4 + H2O −−−→ NO−
2 + NO−

3 + 2H+ k = 103 M−1s−1 [267] (28)
•NO2 + O•−

2
−−−⇀↽−−− O2NOO− kf = 4.5× 109 M−1s−1 [277] (29)

kb = 1.1 s−1

O2NOO− −−−→ NO−
2 + O2 k = 1.3 s−1 [277] (30)

CO•−
3 + GSH −−−→ GS• + HCO−

3 k = 5.3× 106 M−1s−1 [267] (31)
•NO2 + GSH −−−→ GS• + NO−

2 + H+ k = 1.6× 107 M−1s−1 [278] (32)
•NO + GS• −−−→ GSNO k ≈ 109 M−1s−1 [75]10 (33)
•NO2 + GS• −−−→ GSNO2 k ≈ 3× 109 M−1s−1 [63]10 (34)

GSH −−−⇀↽−−− GS− + H+ pKa ≈ 9.0 [279, 280]11 (35)
GS− + HOONO −−−→ GSNO2 and GSOH k = 5× 105 M−1s−1 [258, 281–283](36)

2GS• −−−→ GSSG k = 2× 109 M−1s−1 [284] (37)
GS• + GSH −−−→ (GSSG)•− + H+ k = 6.6× 107 M−1s−1 [285] (38)
GS• + GS− −−−⇀↽−−− (GSSG)•− kf = 4.6× 108 M−1s−1 [285] (39)

kb = 2× 105 s−1

(GSSG)•− + O2 −−−→ GSSG + O•−
2 k ≈ 109 M−1s−1 [59, 76, 267, 284] (40)

GS• + O2 −−−⇀↽−−− GSOO• kf = 2× 109 M−1s−1 [286] (41)
kb = 6× 105 s−1

GSOO• + GSH −−−→ GSO• + GSOH k ≈ 2× 106 M−1s−1 [267]12 (42)
GSH + O•−

2 −−−→ GSO• + OH− k = 200 M−1s−1 [287] (43)

9The homolysis of HOONO is still a matter of controversy and the main path of HOONO
decomposition being a non-radical isomerization could not be excluded [42, 43].

10Rate constants for the recombination of •NO and •NO2 with GS• were estimated to be similar to
that of the recombination with the tyrosyl radical [59].

11Depending on the buffer composition, pKa lies in the range 8.75–9.4.
12Rate constant for the reaction of GSOO• with GSH were assumed to be similar to that of the

reaction of 2-mercaptoethanol thiylperoxide with 2-mercaptoethanol [76, 267]; decomposition
pathways of GSO• are leading to non-radical products.
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5 Results and Discussion

The simulation was calculated assuming fixed concentrations of 1.3mM CO2, up to

225µM O2 and 5 µM or 5mM GSH at pH 7.4 with a constant flux of 10 nM/s •NO

and varying fluxes of O•−
2 . A concentration of 1.3mM CO2 in the presence of 25mM

hydrogen carbonate is a common assumption for conditions in plasma [63] and were

also used for in vitro experiments within this work. Glutathione is usually present

in the cell around 5mM up to 10mM, but decreases with changes in the cellular

redox equilibrium. In this model, glutathione as the main cellular reductant acts in

addition as the substitute for cellular targets of ROS and RNS; not all pathways of

sulfoxidations and its consumption are considered within the simulation, excluding

those which do not have an affect on the overall reaction pattern and do not affect

S -nitrosation of GSH. Therefore, the simulations calculates glutathione oxidation but

does not allow to draw conclusions concerning the nature of its ultimate oxidation

products. Simulations were calculated for a time-frame of 20min and final steady-

state concentrations of the intermediates were evaluated.

In Fig. 5.17 and 5.18, concentrations of •NO, O•−
2 and −OONO were calculated for

aerobic conditions in the •NO/O•−
2 system. These conditions were modeled to match

in principle those of the in vitro experiments presented within this work. The flow of

•NO was kept constant at 10 nM/s, whereas O•−
2 formation varied between 0 and

100 nM/s to represent a shift from conditions where •NO is present up to severe

oxidative conditions by increased production of O•−
2 . The left side of Fig. 5.17 with

5µM GSH corresponds to experiments with low concentrations of targets for RNS and

ROS, whereas on the right the concentration of GSH matches its cellular concentration

if the cell is in a reduced state.

The calculations reveled that the equilibrium of the steady-state concentrations of

•NO and O•−
2 is shifted to the left, where the flow rates of O•−

2 are below those of

•NO (upper left panel of Fig. 5.17). Steady-state levels of •NO remain constant until

O•−
2 production exceeds half of the rate of the fixed •NO production; afterward no

significant free •NO remains. This asymmetric profile of •NO and O•−
2 levels results
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Figure 5.17: Concentrations of O•−
2 , •NO and −OONO during aerobic con-

ditions, constant formation of 10 nM/s •NO and increasing
levels of O•−

2 . Computer-assisted kinetic simulation of a constant flow of
10 nM/s •NO and 0–100 nM/s O•−

2 in the absence or presence of 1.3mM
CO2, 5µM GSH (left panels) or 5mM GSH (right panels) and 225 µM
O2, pH 7.4.

from the higher consumption of •NO by secondary reactions than that of O•−
2 . Further

increase of O•−
2 formation leads to high steady-state levels, not limited due to the

absence of sufficient antioxidants and SOD. Starting at equal steady-state levels of •NO

and O•−
2 up to high levels of O•−

2 , steady-state concentration of −OONO is maximal

(lower left panel). The presence of CO2 shifts the steady-state equilibrium of •NO and

O•−
2 to the left and effectively prevents formation of significant steady-state levels of

−OONO due to the fast reaction between both. If concentrations of GSH are increased

to levels existing in the living cell, it will act as antioxidant and lowers steady-state

concentrations of O•−
2 by three orders of magnitude (Fig. 5.17, right panels). At the

same time, levels of −OONO are also reduced in the absence of CO2.
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Figure 5.18: Oxidation of glutathione and formation of S -nitrosoglutathione
during aerobic conditions, constant formation of 10 nM/s •NO
and increasing levels of O•−

2 . Computer-assisted kinetic simulation of
a constant flow of 10 nM/s •NO and 0–100 nM/s O•−

2 in the absence or
presence of 1.3mM CO2, 5µM GSH (left panels) or 5mM GSH (right
panels) and 225µM O2, pH 7.4.

Fig. 5.18 shows the fate of GSH within the described model, either as the sum of

all oxidized glutathione equivalents (lower panels) or for the special case of its S -

nitrosation (upper panels). Glutathione oxidation in this model is dependent on the

formation of oxidizing intermediates like −OONO or derived intermediates as well as

high levels of O•−
2 . The formation of S -nitrosoglutathione exhibits a dependency either

on •NO sufficient •NO steady-state levels as well as on a sufficient production of O•−
2 . A

high basal S -nitrosation is provided by •NO autoxidation due to sufficient presence of

O2. As long as free •NO is present, GSNO increases with O•−
2 formation and becomes

maximal during equilibrium of steady-state concentrations of •NO and O•−
2 ; therefore,

CO2 lowers maximal nitrosation due to earlier steady-state equilibrium of •NO and

O•−
2 . High concentrations of GSH, however, prevent the necessary secondary reactions
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leading to nitrosative intermediates at the expense of increased GSH consumption and

in consequence GSNO formation decreases.

Besides compartmentation and the presence of numerous antioxidant systems and

further targets for RNS and ROS, this model does also not exactly resemble the

chemical conditions within the living cell. Further calculations revealed that the

intracellular pH of 7.0 does not lead to significant changes in reaction patterns and

turnover rates, and since most of the required pH-dependent kinetic constants are

only available for pH 7.4, this pH was used for all further studies. The cytosolic

concentration of CO2 should be within the same order of magnitude as in plasma;

as can be concluded from Fig. 5.14, its effect should in approximation not depend

on its actual concentration. However, it can be assumed that cellular levels of O2 are

significantly below those of an air-saturated solution (225µM), usually below 40µM

even in well-oxygenated tissues.

Decreasing O2 concentrations within this model will lead to both an increase in steady-

state levels of •NO as well as to a direct correlation between equal •NO and O•−
2

formation and their respective steady-state levels. This is shown in Fig. 5.19, which

is calculated to match anaerobic conditions. In particular the yield of glutathione S -

nitrosation is affected by changes in O2 levels, as can be observed in Fig. 5.20 which

shows S -nitrosoglutathione formation in the •NO/O•−
2 system from anaerobic condi-

tions up to an air-saturated solution. According to these calculations, S -nitrosation

due to •NO autoxidation pathways leads to basal GSNO during sufficient steady-

state levels of •NO. However, O2 concentrations below 10µM are leading to significant

higher levels of GSNO and at the same time, nitrosation develops a peak at equimolar

•NO and O•−
2 formation, both with and without CO2 (left panels). This increased

nitrosation during equimolar flux of •NO and O•−
2 in this model is caused by thiyl

radical formation by the reaction of •NO2 with GSH and, in the presence of CO2, also

of CO•−
3 with GSH (Eqs. 32 and 31). S -Nitrosation via N2O3 has its maximum during

low rates of O•−
2 formation and requires low GSH levels, but even during optimal
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Figure 5.19: Steady-state concentrations of •NO, O•−
2 and −OONO during

anaerobic conditions and a constant formation of 10 nM/s •NO
and increasing levels of O•−

2 . Computer-assisted kinetic simulation
of a constant flow of 10 nM/s •NO and 0–100 nM/s O•−

2 in the absence
(upper panels) or presence of 1.3mM CO2 (lower panels), 5µM GSH (left
panels) or 5mM GSH (right panels) at pH 7.4 in the absence of O2.

conditions does not exceed 5% of total nitrosation. Higher concentrations of GSH

(right panels of Fig. 5.20) only results in significant GSNO formation if CO2 is present,

in equal parts due to GS• formation via Eqs. 32 and 31. The excess of glutathione

effectively scavenges peroxynitrite (Eq. 36) which prevents further reactions, but CO2,

if present, is able to compete with GSH enabling the necessary subsequent reactions

leading to GS•. Contrary to the other conditions, CO2 together with 5mM GSH is

leading to significant nitrosations even at anaerobic conditions with only little rates

of O•−
2 formation as a consequence of both effective competition of CO2 with GSH for

−OONO and increased yield of thiyl radicals during subsequent reactions due to high

GSH concentrations (lower left panel of Fig. 5.20). In general, GSNO formation under
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Figure 5.20: Effect of O2 on S -nitrosoglutathione formation during constant
formation of 10 nM/s •NO and increasing levels of O•−

2 . Steady-
state concentrations of GSNO after 20min during a computer-assisted
kinetic simulation with a constant flow of 10 nM/s •NO and 0–100 nM/s
O•−

2 in the absence (upper panels) or presence of 1.3mM CO2 (lower
panels), 5µM GSH (left panels) or 5mM GSH (right panels) and from
anaerobic conditions up to 225µM O2 at pH 7.4.

optimal conditions is provided by the simultaneous formation of both •NO2 and CO•−
3

and their further reactions within the system.

After the results gained from the simulation mostly correspond to experimental data,

the model was modified to resemble the situation in the inside of the cell. The presence

of CO2 was assumed and as well as an O2 concentration of 40 µM, which can be

found in tissue with good supply. Due to the reasons discussed above, it was not

required to adjust the pH to 7.0. However, mammalian cells contain large amounts of

SOD, 4–40µM Cu,Zn-SOD and 1–30µM Mn-SOD are reported to exist in the cytosol

and mitochondria [288, 289]. A simplified model of SOD catalysis was added to the

simulation and the concentration of SOD was assumed to be 10µM:
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Figure 5.21: Simulation of the •NO/O•−
2 system with intracellular conditions

and in the presence of SOD. Computer-assisted kinetic simulation of
a constant flow of 10 nM/s •NO and 0–100 nM/s O•−

2 in the presence of
1.3mM CO2, 5µM (left panels) or 5mM GSH (right panels), 40µM O2

and 10 µM SOD, pH 7.4.

O•−
2 + Cu2+-SOD −−−−−→ O2 + Cu+-SOD (44)

O•−
2 + Cu+-SOD

+H+

−−−−−→ H2O2 + Cu2+-SOD (45)

Only the rate constant for the rate-limiting step of SOD catalysis is known (k = 2×

109 M−1s−1 [290]); it was assumed that the second step proceeds at the same rate. The

results from this modified model, as shown in Fig. 5.21, reveal higher steady-state levels
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of •NO during increasing O•−
2 formation and therefore require significant higher O•−

2

production to yield significant a steady-state concentration of itself. The attenuation

of free O•−
2 by SOD favors reactions requiring both the formation of −OONO and •NO.

The fast formation of −OONO from •NO and O•−
2 requires sufficient O•−

2 production,

but only basal steady-state levels, whereas peroxynitrite combined with a subsequent

reaction of •NO with peroxynitrite or a derived reactive species demands relatively

high steady-state levels of •NO to compensate the low concentrations of the reactive

intermediates. Based on this, SOD not only prevents the formation of elevated levels

of O•−
2 , which would led to cell damage, but at the same time enhances secondary

pathways emerging from −OONO/HOONO. Within this model, this manifests itself

by enhanced S -nitrosation.

This model clearly favors a radical pathway leading to S -nitrosation, even at aerobic

conditions and at the same time demonstrates that this pathway is able to provide the

required yield of GSNO. This indicates that current knowledge provides a sufficient

explanation for S -nitrosation under physiological conditions, characterized by reduced

concentrations of O2, the presence of CO2 and levels of reduced glutathione which

depend on cellular redox state. However, these results predict the requirement of an

elevated O•−
2 release as a central assumption within this work. Although the exact

mechanism for S -nitrosation under cellular conditions must be re-examined as is

demonstrated within this work, there is little doubt that O•−
2 is required.

High levels of GSH in the absence of CO2 prevent further RNS formation and thus the

various reaction possible in the •NO/O•−
2 system. Glutathione gives a sink for most

of the reactive intermediates in the system, only steady-state levels of •NO itself are

not affected. Carbon dioxide is able to transfer the function of −OONO and therefore

prevents that −OONO as the central intermediate in the system will be scavenged.

These results fit to the nitrosation profile gained from experimental data of DAN

nitrosation at aerobic conditions (Fig. 5.11) as well as to its lack of azide sensitivity

(Fig. 5.12), but does not provide an explanation for the observed potentiating effect
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of CO2 (Fig. 5.13). These calculations revealed that maximal nitrosation during these

experiments should occur at equal steady-state concentrations of •NO and O•−
2 and

does not require an excess of •NO, as the graphs suggest. However, due to the

differences between DAN and GSH it cannot be concluded that DAN nitrosation

could occur via a radical pathway as the simulation suggests.

S -Nitrosation via •NO autoxidation and N2O3 exhibits only a minor role within the

model, even at optimal conditions. This pathway should be of even lower importance

in vivo, where levels of both •NO as well as O2 usually should be lower. Cellular O2

concentrations in well-oxygenated tissues can be expected to be between 30 and 40µM,

limiting •NO autoxidation and GS• consumption. Thiols should represent the main

sink for •NO2 in the cell, therefore it seems reasonable that thiyl radical formation

occurs there via both •NO2 and CO•−
3 , like the simulations suggests. In plasma, •NO2

will react with urate with a similar rate constant as with thiols, which therefore

represents an effective scavenger of •NO2 outside the cell [278] and prevents pathways

requiring its presence.

In conclusion, S -nitrosation according to this model should occur in vivo mainly

via thiyl radical formation and subsequent reaction with •NO and therefore requires

appropriate steady-state levels of •NO. However, Dustin Hofstetter13 was able

to experimentally exclude that S -nitrosation is the product of a radical reaction

at physiological conditions (unpublished data). The required production of •NO is

provided by NOS and, at the same time, could also lead to nitrosylations. Due to

its high availability, it can be assumed that glutathione represents the only possible

target for S -nitrosations in the cell and further nitrosations should only occur via

transnitrosation. The cellular reductive systems keep levels of peroxynitrite below

significance and Tyr nitration at these conditions can be excluded. If steady-state levels

of O•−
2 exceed those of •NO, S -nitrosation is first prevented by the lack of •NO, and

subsequently, if O•−
2 production persists, by decreasing levels of reduced glutathione.

13ETH Zürich, Switzerland.
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Such a decrease could yield in significant steady-state concentrations of peroxynitrite,

sufficient to nitrate Tyr in PGI2 synthase and Mn-SOD via metal-catalysis, but no

unspecific 3-NT formation will become apparent under these conditions. A further

increased O•−
2 formation together with an inactivated cellular reductive system would

then lead to H2O2, and as soon as catalase fails to handle this situation, to conditions of

severe oxidative stress with increasing levels of H2O2 and •OH formation, accompanied

by unspecific Tyr-nitration. This unspecific 3-NT formation is discussed to occur

analogously to S -nitrosation mainly via •NO2-mediated tyrosyl radical formation, but

due to its subsequent reaction with •NO2 should not require elevated steady-state

levels of •NO. The action of SOD, usually present in micromolar concentrations in the

cytosol and mitochondria of mammalian cells, would shift the steady-state equilibrium

between •NO and O•−
2 towards higher rates of O•−

2 production and therefore leads to

prolonged and increased nitrosation during the transition towards oxidative stress,

provided that the ongoing oxidations already decreased cellular GSH content.

A reaction of HOONO with •NO, which could be possible, would lead to higher

yields of GSNO compared to the predictions by the computed model. Especially if

CO2 is absent, this reaction would multiply overall nitrosation without changing its

profile in respect to O•−
2 production. However, this reaction competes with those of

CO2 with peroxynitrite and the CO2-dependent reactions are providing pathways

efficiently leading to nitrosation. Assuming accuracy of the model and its kinetic

constants, these results support a mechanism involving thiyl radicals for S -nitrosations

at cellular conditions. From a chemical point of view, current knowledge therefore

seems to provide a plausible explanation for the mechanism of S -nitrosation, but this

mechanism is neither transferable to the situation in the cell nor is supported by

experimental data.

The focus on a homogeneous system represents a limitation of this model since it

does not take the non-homogeneous organization of the cell into account. The transfer

to a system resembling a cell first requires validation of the theoretical model with
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the observations gained from a homogeneous system. Within the cell, the •NO/O•−
2

system will compete with the cell’s antioxidant systems; especially SOD and the

reductive state of the cell will affect the pathways leading to S -nitrosation. In this

respect, the subcellular localization of the radical-producing systems should be of

increased relevance for the possible targets of redox regulation. Both •NO and O2 have

higher solubilities in lipophilic than in aqueous solvents and their local concentration

should be increased in hydrophobic phases such as those within lipid membranes or at

hydrophobic interiors of proteins [20]. Thus, it has to be considered that also the local

cellular environment is able to determine the reaction pattern of this highly dynamic

system.

Similar calculations to predict the reactions within the •NO/O•−
2 system with

computer-models have been performed by Kirsch et al. and Quijano et al. [59, 267]

and both of these models include pathways resulting from the presence of CO2 and

GSH. Especially Quijano’s calculations attempt to model the situation within the

living cell by including SOD and by taking diffusion of •NO between the cellular

compartments into account, but both groups limit their analysis solely to the nitration

of Tyr. But at levels of −OONO possible at physiologic conditions, 3-nitrotyrosine

formation should occur exclusively via catalysis by metal centers as a mechanism of

enzyme regulation, whereas unspecific Tyr-nitration would require significant higher

levels of −OONO (see 3.5.3.3).

Even if the mechanism of •NO autoxidation to yield •NO2 is not completely under-

stood, its kinetics are known and therefore included in the herein presented calcula-

tions, in contrast to Kirsch’s and Quijano’s publication. This exclusion is based

on the assumption that CO2-dependent pathways will outcompete all other decay

mechanisms, and therefore Quijano excludes also HOONO and derived reactions

in their simulation. But peroxynitrous acid actually exhibits a substantial higher

reactivity than −OONO and should be accounted for most of the peroxynitrite-derived

oxidations as well for its fast decomposition. Another limitation of these two models
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is the focus on high concentrations of reduced glutathione and therefore situations

where the cellular redox equilibrium is shifting to its oxidized state are not considered.

Therefore, the herein developed model stands out from the existing ones, predicting

the transition from a reduced state of the cell up to severe oxidative stress and giving

special attention on the until now not fully understood process of S -nitrosation.
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The results gained within this work imply that S -nitrosation under physiological

conditions is not the consequence of a direct action of •NO or −OONO, but rather the

result of subsequent reactions within the •NO/O•−
2 system. Even if the determination

of the predominant mechanism to yield S -nitrosation in vivo requires further studies,

it was shown by in vitro and in silico experiments that it requires both •NO- and

O•−
2 -formation, but steady-state levels of •NO have to exceed those of O•−

2 . Pathways

mainly depending on autoxidation of •NO could be excluded as well as the requirement

of N2O3 as the nitrosating intermediate. Both the presence of GSH and CO2, which

dramatically lowers steady-state levels of −OONO and shifts the reaction patterns

in the •NO/O•−
2 system, could be accommodated within the described model of

physiological S -nitrosation. Furthermore, these results suggest a sequence of conditions

and events leading from a “normal” redox potential via distinct stages to a disturbed

redox equilibrium up to conditions of severe oxidative stress.

Starting from reducing conditions in a resting mammalian cell, basal •NO production

by •NO synthase (NOS) will mainly lead to nitrosylation. If •NO formation increases

and the cellular sources of O•−
2 are providing basal levels of it, S -nitrosation of

glutathione will be possible, and via transnitrosation also enzymes will become S -

nitrosated. In a healthy cell, conditions providing S -nitrosations are enabled by •NO

production by NOS and O•−
2 from various sources, encouraged by the simultaneous

action of superoxide dismutase (SOD), which keeps levels of O•−
2 below those of •NO.
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At these conditions, the cellular GSH/GSSG ratio could be already decreased, but a

reductive environment prevails. S -Nitrosation will therefore be in equilibrium with the

reverse reaction, mainly due to three pathways leading to denitrosation:

GSNO + GSH −−−−−→ GSSG + N2O (1)

GSNO
Cu,Zn−SOD−−−−−−→

+GSH
GS• + •NO (2)

GSNO
GSNOR−−−−−→
+NADH

glutathione sulfinamide (3)

Non-enzymatic denitrosation by GSH itself seems to lead to oxidized glutathione and

N2O after an intermediate step [110]. The enzymatic denitrosation activity by Cu,Zn-

SOD first requires a reduction of the enzyme-bound copper to Cu+ by GSH [99, 100];

GSNO reductase (GSNOR) depends on NADH and to a lesser extend on NADPH as

cofactors and yields glutathione sulfinamide [96].

During transition towards oxidizing conditions by increased O•−
2 formation, the

pathways of denitrosation will be blocked due to the lack of reduction equivalents;

at the same time, these are conditions of maximal S -nitrosation. In consequence,

S -nitrosation-mediated enzyme regulation will affect cellular energy metabolism and

various other pathways. As will be later shown, this can be interpreted as a regulation

to prevent the development of oxidative stress within the cell.

Further transitions towards an oxidized state of the cell will first result in an equilib-

rium between •NO and O•−
2 , enabling metal-catalyzed Tyr nitration and oxidations

by HOONO and derived reactive species. Peroxynitrite’s physiologic functions are

probably performed at levels between 50 and 500 nM with levels in pathophysiological

situations reaching 5 µM, as can be approximated from bolus administration. Unspe-

cific 3-nitrotyrosine (3-NT) formation, however, should require further increases in

both •NO and O•−
2 production, which does not necessarily has to occur within this

scenario. At these conditions, aconitase will get oxidized, which will have extensive

consequences for the cell.
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If the cell’s protective measures are not able to prevent further O•−
2 formation, its levels

may exceed those of •NO and conditions of severe oxidative stress and activation of

further O•−
2 -sources will be the consequence (see Fig. 6.1). This will lead to H2O2 and

•OH formation via Haber-Weiss and Fenton chemistry and to irreversible cell damage.

Lipid peroxidation resulting from the peroxidative destruction of cellular membranes

will have cell death as its ultimate consequence. S -Nitrosation cannot occur under

these oxidative conditions due to the lack of the required steady-state concentrations

of •NO, and furthermore the excess of O•−
2 itself is able to reverse S -nitrosation [107]:

RSNO + O•−
2 −−−−−→ RS− + •NO + O2 (4)

Based on this postulated sequence of events during the transition towards oxidative

stress, S -nitrosation could be considered as a cellular mechanism to suppress further

O•−
2 formation, mainly via depletion of cellular NADPH/NADH and related redox

equivalents. This hypothesis will be discussed in the following.

6.1 A Model for Redox Regulation by S-Nitrosation in

the Cell

S -Nitrosation regulates the activity of a set of key enzymes within the cell, some en-

zymes increase their activity while others are inhibited by this posttranslational mod-

ification. Some of these regulated enzymes are essential in cellular energy metabolism

and maintenance of cellular redox equilibrium, while others are transcription factors

or related to apoptosis. A large group of regulated enzymes (see table on page 39f.)

are associated with NOS activity, mainly via changes in cellular Arg metabolism.

The pattern of enzymes regulated by S -nitrosation suggests that those enzyme are

regulated in concert and S -nitrosation should therefore represent a general mechanism

to adapt the cell to changes of its redox equilibrium. Within this context, S -nitrosation
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could represent either a preparation to imminent conditions of oxidative stress, or a

mechanism to prevent the arising of such a severe situation.

Under physiological conditions vessel endothelium shows a continuous release of •NO

by the shear-stress activated NOS-3, which characterizes a resting state. Considering

that NOS-1 is present in many different cell types and, after activation, is able to

contribute to cellular •NO production at significantly higher rates than NOS-3, as

well as the possibility of a mitochondrial NOS, there should exist •NO sources in

many, if not even all cell types.

NADPH oxidase, the source for O•−
2 in phagocytes, is also present in all layers of the

vessel wall, in endothelium, media and adventitia. These vascular NAD(P)H oxidases

(NOX1–5) are low-output systems; their activation require translocation of their cy-

tosolic subunits to the membrane and subsequent assembly of cytosolic and membrane-

bound subunits to become fully active. The activation of the constitutive vascular

NAD(P)H oxidases is triggered by agonist stimulation. Protein kinase C (PKC) is

an important activator and acts through phosphorylation of NOX subunits; therefore

NOX activation occurs in response to angiotensin II, platelet-derived growth factor

(PDGF) or tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α). The small G protein Rac is another

important activator of the oxidase and lipid metabolites derived from phospholipase D

(PLD) and phospholipase A2 (PLA2), especially arachidonic acid, contribute to NOX

activation [291]. Thus, agonist-mediated activation of vascular cells in the presence of

NADPH or NADH leads to O•−
2 production at low rates and O•−

2 as an antagonist to

•NO will contribute to cellular redox signaling.

Contrary to NOX, mitochondria can be abundant sources for O•−
2 , but this seems to

happen in a controlled process involving Ca2+, ROS and structural changes triggered

by the opening of the permeability transition pore (PTP) [292]. Reduction of O2 to

O•−
2 may occur by autoxidation of redox components in complex I or III. A counter-

regulation by uncoupling proteins exist [293] and the combined activity of Mn-SOD
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Figure 6.1: The consecutive model of superoxide release. Following assembly of
the NADPH oxidase complex, elevated superoxide concentrations are lead-
ing to peroxynitrite and therefore, mitochondrial permeability transition
pores (PTP) can be opened, resulting in an uncoupling of the respiratory
chain. As a consequence, additional superoxide is released by complex I
and ubisemiquinone, cellular Ca2+ levels are increased and ATP formation
declines. At this point, the activations of superoxide sources should still
be reversible, but further steps in this activation cascade are unlikely to
be. Liver-derived xanthine oxidase or oxidation of xanthine dehydrogenase
by peroxynitrite provides another source of superoxide and breakdown of
cellular ATP finally yields in hypoxanthine, which serves as substrate of
xanthine oxidase. Oxidation of tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) converts NOS-3
to an oxidase, which acts as a fourth cellular source of O•−

2 . If the levels of
O•−

2 exceed those required for redox regulation, H2O2 and •OH formation
accompanied with severe cell damage will be the consequence. (published
in [1])

and GSH peroxidase reduces mitochondrial O•−
2 to water. Oxidative inactivation of

Mn-SOD and GSH depletion eventually would cause O•−
2 to leave the mitochondrial

space and to contribute to cytosolic O•−
2 . As these levels of O•−

2 can be much higher

than those originating from NOX, this may have severe consequences for the redox
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state of cytosolic components. Subsequently cytosolic GSH will be oxidized, followed

by oxidation of the vitamins C and E and tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) to BH2.

The accompanied oxidation of BH4, representing an essential redox factor for NOS, will

prevent further •NO synthesis, and instead O•−
2 will be produced by NOS, also under

consumption of NADPH [294]. Direct oxidation of NOS by peroxynitrite is another

possibility and in the case of NOS-3, oxidation of its zinc-thiolate cluster, located at

the dimer interface, was reported to lead to increased O•−
2 instead of •NO production

[252]. These mechanisms lead to depletion of •NO, and since it acts as an effective

suppressor of O•−
2 , the levels of O•−

2 could rise sharply, allowing Fenton chemistry

with the associated formation of •OH radicals. Mitochondrial autoxidations triggered

by PTP opening still can be reversible and hence cell death as a consequence will only

occur if the rescue mechanisms cannot reverse the process.

Superoxide formation originated from xanthine oxidase requires the conversion of

xanthine dehydrogenase to its oxidase form, either by oxidation of thiol groups or

by proteolysis [295, 296]. The adenosine monophosphate (AMP) degradation products

hypoxanthine and xanthine constitute the substrates of xanthine oxidase and should

only appear after a massive disturbance in cellular energy metabolism. The contri-

bution of the four main cellular sources for O•−
2 to redox regulation up to oxidative

stress and a hypothetical cascade of their activation are summarized in Fig. 6.1. If the

various mechanisms for posttranslational modifications have taken place, the reversible

process of a direct reductive restoration must be initiated. This should be possible at

any stage of the oxidative modification unless proteolytic processes are involved, as in

the case of the conversion of xanthine oxidase or caspases. It should, however, be noted

that the mechanisms for the reductive components of redox regulation, leading back

to the resting state of the cell, are far from being understood and no clear delineation

between reversible redox regulation and irreversible oxidative stress exists.
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It is essential to consider the interactions of the O•−
2 - and •NO-synthesizing systems

as a physiological signaling network. The main intermediates, O•−
2 , H2O2,

•NO, •NO2,

[NO+] and −OONO/HOONO, are strictly controlled for the purpose of redox reg-

ulation. Pathophysiological conditions arise by overpowering the cellular antioxidant

systems leading to a vicious circle with •OH and •NO2 radicals as radical chain reaction

initiators. This situation would require pharmacological intervention and this provides

a scenario where antioxidants should be beneficial. Indeed, observations in clinical

practice confirm that a supply of antioxidants will assist the reductive phase in a

preventive way but certainly is of little effect when the damage by oxidative stress has

already been established.

The main strategy of a cell to prevent the formation of oxidative stress under such

conditions should be the blockade of further O•−
2 formation. Rising levels of O•−

2

will lead to the formation of H2O2, and, with the involvement of free iron, to •OH

radicals via the Haber-Weiss reaction and Fenton chemistry (cf. 3.1). Free reduced

iron is scarce in vivo but required for the Fenton reaction. Aconitase itself and

aconitase-mediated changes in cellular iron storage together with its reduction by

reductants like ascorbate or O•−
2 itself, however, could provide the required amounts

of ferrous iron under these conditions. NADPH oxidase activity, O•−
2 formation from

uncoupled NOS and mitochondria, derived from the opening of PTP, all require the

presence of sufficient amounts of NADPH or NADH. Therefore, depletion of both

of the redox equivalents NADPH and NADH would represent a feasible strategy to

prevent further ROS formation. This would, however, also suppress the regeneration

of GSH, thioredoxin and glutaredoxin and therefore the recovery of cellular redox

systems (Fig. 1.1). Such an oxidized cellular environment would be a prerequisite for

the formation of sufficient levels of peroxynitrite to nitrate tyrosine residues. Indeed,

there are existing reports where an increase of cellular NADPH evoke an increase in

oxidative stress, whereas its depletion protects the cell from further damage [297, 298].
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Thus, if NADPH and NADH disappear, xanthine oxidase would be the only remaining

source of O•−
2 [179].

An important source for NADPH is NADP+-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase

(ICDH), which is reported to be inhibited by S -nitrosation [125, 299]. In fact, the

main function of cytosolic and mitochondrial ICDH seems to be the control of cytosolic

and mitochondrial redox balance and oxidative damage [300, 301]. Hyperglycemia also

serves as an important model of severe oxidative stress, leading to cell damage e. g. in

patients with diabetes mellitus type 1 or 2. In consequence, glucose-6-phosphate de-

hydrogenase (G6PDH), representing the second major enzyme providing NADPH and

the rate-limiting step of the pentose phosphate pathway, will be inhibited; this seems

to occur via phosphorylation in a cAMP/PKA-dependent manner [302]. These two

mechanisms of negative feed-back regulation between cellular redox state and redox

state-maintaining enzymes could represent a general principle—severe changes in the

cellular redox state will lead to down-regulation of central metabolic pathways. Besides

these two important sources for the maintenance of cellular redox state, glycolysis can

be inhibited by S -nitrosation of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)

[77, 124]. This prevents NADH formation by GAPDH as well as further NADPH

supply by malic enzyme. At the same time, aldose reductase (aldehyde reductase

2, ALR2) will be activated by S -nitrosation of Cys-298 [83], driving glucose away

from glycolysis towards the polyol pathway. In consequence, consumption of NADPH

will increase further and sorbitol will accumulate in the cell due to the simultaneous

inhibition of glycolysis at these conditions. Thus, in the case of hyperglycemia this

otherwise meaningful regulation results in a massive increase in intracellular sorbitol

and depletion of NADPH, likely to contribute to oxidative stress during diabetes

mellitus [303–306].

If one assumes that this represents a concerted measure to decrease levels of intracellu-

lar NADPH with the aim to decrease the mostly NADPH-dependent O•−
2 formation, it

will fit into this concept that thioredoxin (Trx) will be activated through S -nitrosation
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of its Cys-69 [127], to some extend compensating the cells loss of reductive power by

keeping proteins in their reduced state. According to our results and as well as to recent

literature, conditions leading to S -nitrosation should occur during increasing formation

of O•−
2 , a situation of an imminent switch to conditions of severe oxidative stress. In

summary, the above mentioned examples of regulations during such conditions are

providing extensive measures to react to theses changes. Since this hypothesis of a

fight against O•−
2 formation will lead to depletion of cellular reducing equivalents and

therefore to both a vicious circle and a situation the cell cannot withstand for a longer

period of time, there has to exist a meaningful concept of countermeasures to restore

the cell’s normal state. Such a reversal of these regulations is partly provided by the

reversibility of S -nitrosation, but this first requires recovery of the cellular redox state.

Further oxidation often leads to transition from S -nitrosation to S -glutathiolation.

For ALR2 and Trx it is known that glutathiolation can occur and is linked to enzyme

inhibition [83, 116, 127], whereas in the case of Trx, nitrosation and glutathiolation

occurs at different Cys residues. GAPDH and ICDH can also be glutathiolated [77,

307], but without releasing their inhibition. Reduction of these oxidized thiols by

glutaredoxin requires a restored cellular redox equilibrium [308].

Persistent O•−
2 formation will lead to oxidations by peroxynitrite and later also by

O•−
2 and H2O2. Besides other consequences, this results in inhibition of mitochondrial

and cytosolic aconitase via oxidation of its [Fe4S4]
2+ cluster by both HOONO or O•−

2

[163–165]. Due to its central role in the tricarboxylic acid cycle, cellular ATP and

NADPH regeneration should be blocked in this phase and in addition, oxidation of

the iron-sulphur cluster results in release of iron. The cytosolic isoform of aconitase,

exhibiting a second function in iron metabolism as iron regulatory protein-1 (IRP-1),

can bind after the loss of its iron to the iron response element located within the

mRNA of iron-related proteins. Binding of IRP-1 to this motif results in blocking

of the translation of iron storage molecules and therefore increasing levels of free

iron, contributing to •OH formation via Fenton chemistry. At the same time, counter-
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regulations by S -nitrosation should be reversed due to oxidation of S -nitrosothiols

by the above explained mechanisms. This sequence of events indicates that if O•−
2

formation increases beyond certain rates the cell can handle, it will switch away from

preventing further increase of oxidative stress towards the opposite and heads itself

into self-destruction.

The major diseases of the western world, like atherosclerosis, diabetes, stroke, AIDS

or neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclero-

sis (ALS) or Parkinson’s disease all have a strong component of oxidative stress

accompanied by a disturbance in cellular redox equilibrium. The herein described

mechanisms of redox regulation should lead to lesions during these diseases and have

to be considered for their cure. Thus, these mechanisms require further investigation

to understand and to treat these diseases.

The vascular system, especially the endothelium of large vessels, is able to orchestrate

vessel function through a variety of redox mechanisms and the circulatory system

provides several examples for redox regulation during pathophysiological situations

such as atherosclerosis, ischemia/reperfusion, diabetic endothelial dysfunction and

inflammatory processes in general. Vasorelaxation is mediated by •NO from shear-

stress activated NOS-3 and by prostaglandin I2 (PGI2, prostacyclin) originating from

endothelial cells. Via cGMP and cAMP, both signaling molecules trigger a decline

in free intracellular Ca2+ in smooth muscle cells, characterizing a resting state with a

tightly closed endothelium, relaxation of smooth muscles and the adherence of platelets

or white blood cells is prevented. Many stimuli including angiotensin II, acetylcholine,

substance P, thromboxane A2 or leukotriene C4 elicit a PI-response by activation

of their corresponding receptors. This not only triggers Ca2+ release but also PKC-

dependent phosphorylation of the cytosolic NADPH oxidase-subunits, leading to O•−
2

formation at low rates. Under formation of peroxynitrite, O•−
2 traps •NO leading to

smooth muscle contraction in synergy with agonists. The contractive phase ceases

after several minutes and is replaced by endothelium-dependent relaxation due to
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Ca2+-triggered •NO synthesis and the liberation of arachidonic acid with subsequent

conversion to PGH2 and PGI2.

A further increase in O•−
2 formation by stimuli like e. g. endotoxin (lipopolysaccharide,

LPS) will lead to activation of the endothelium, and due to its fast reaction with •NO,

−OONO will be formed. This can result in nitration and inactivation of PGI2 synthase

and the accumulation of its substrate PGH2, which possesses opposing properties

leading to vasoconstriction, platelet aggregation and leukocyte adhesion [1]. Therefore,

the vascular system provides not only an interesting model for redox regulation in

the •NO/O•−
2 system, but many chronic diseases of the western world interfere with

this complex system, leading to a transition towards conditions of oxidative stress,

persistent inflammation and cell damage.

Although redox regulation usually evokes an immediate response and in an healthy

organism these regulations should only occur over short time periods, it should be

noted that these mechanisms are closely connected to transcriptional regulation and

therefore responsible for long-term changes of the cell. Especially HIF-1α, p53 and

NFκB and their regulation by S -nitrosation were investigated in detail within the last

decade, and these transcription factors also play an important role in controlling the

expression of the different isoforms of NOS. Regulation of cellular protein levels does

not stop at the level of transcription (and translation), but also includes pathways of

degradation at the level of ubiquitination and proteasomal targeting [79]. S -Nitrosation

of the E3 ubiquitin ligase parkin leads to a biphasic change in its activity and since

its nitrosation is known to occur during Parkinson’s disease, this could contribute

to the degenerative process [154–156]. The apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease/redox

factor-1 (APE1/ref-1) exerts a central role in transcriptional activation and DNA base

excision repair during situations of oxidative stress. Its translocation to the nucleus

stimulates DNA binding of the transcription factors Fos, Jun, NFκB, PAX, HIF-1α,

HLF, p53 and AP-1 [309, 310], and in addition, most of them are additionally regulated

by S -nitrosation. Activation of APE1/ref-1 by ROS is not completely understood but
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mainly seems to be triggered via phosphorylation by PKC [311], linking its regulation

to other central pathways of redox regulation.

Redox regulation is intimately linked to apoptosis, although the interplay between

the different signaling pathways and the ultimate consequences for the cell are far

from being understood. The inactive procaspases usually exist in a S -nitrosated form

even at conditions of basal •NO formation and their activation requires denitrosation

of the zymogen in addition to its cleavage [135, 136]. In this context, S -nitrosation

clearly has anti-apoptotic properties, but since this occurs at resting conditions, it

has to occur in a specific way which is not connected with the explained mecha-

nisms of a more widespread S -nitrosation. At the same time, S -nitrosation seems to

mediate survival by activation of thioredoxin and Ras and by inhibition of the pro-

apoptotic regulators apoptosis-signal-regulating kinase 1 (ASK1), c-Jun-N -terminal

kinase (JNK) and NMDA receptor. But at certain conditions S -nitrosation of GAPDH,

matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9), IκB kinase β (IKKβ), NFκB, p53 and parkin

can occur, inducing apoptosis. These nitrosations should not predominate at resting

conditions but require exposure to stress.

The example of apoptosis demonstrates that S -nitrosation not only acts as a gen-

eral signal during conditions favoring this covalent modification but the picture is

more complicated and further investigations are required. Especially S -nitrosation

of GAPDH was recently discovered to promote apoptosis in addition to disruption

of glycolysis. Its S -nitrosation triggers binding to the E3 ubiquitin ligase Siah1

and subsequent translocation to the nucleus, where it targets nuclear proteins for

degradation [123]. A further obstacle in the understanding of the interplay between

redox regulation and cell death lies in the requirement of a sufficient supply of GSH for

apoptosis [312]. In summary, conditions promoting S -nitrosations in the cell should

favor apoptosis, whereas the significant lower levels of S -nitrosation during resting and

reduced conditions are preventing cell death.
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Carbon monoxide from heme oxygenase will join the ensemble of signaling molecules

during shifts in the cellular redox state. Since our original hypothesis of a direct

activation of NOS-1 via release of its autoinhibition could not be proved, it has to

be assumed that its effects at physiologically relevant concentrations (3–30µM [185])

should mainly depend on the activation of big-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ (BKCa)

channels. Heme oxygenase-2 is part of the BKCa channel complex and could serve as

an O2 sensor [214]. The recently discovered binding of heme to the channel leads to its

inhibition and CO seems to interfere with its binding, provided that heme is reduced

[215].

Redox regulation by the •NO/O•−
2 system affects cellular signaling networks at various

targets and will have extensive consequences for the cell. Its ultimate result depends

on the persistence of the initial stimulus as well as on the balance of the cells reductive

systems. Shifts within this signaling network are contributing to numerous diseases,

and for most of these a successful therapy still has to be developed. Signaling in

this context depends on both steady-state levels of •NO and O•−
2 and the rates of

their formation. Based on the balance between these two radicals, distinct phases of

reactivities can be assumed, which elicit a meaningful sequence of regulatory events

in the cell, ranging from protective mechanisms up to cell death. Within the sequence

of redox regulatory events it has to be emphasized that a slight excess of •NO over

O•−
2 provokes a different pattern of reactions as the one expected from −OONO and

•NO alone. This reaction should represent the key to understand the effects of •NO

as an antioxidant and S -nitrosation as a comprehensive mechanism to regulate main

pathways and in consequence to adapt the cell to a changed situation. The basic

mechanisms of cellular redox signaling are mainly disclosed, but the interrelation of

the regulated pathways clearly requires further investigation.
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This work tries to establish a chemical basis for redox regulations, i.e. the physiological

regulation of enzyme activity by oxidative modifications of regulatory enzymes.

Previous work from our group has highlighted the role of nitric oxide (•NO) and

superoxide (O•−
2 ) in the formation of peroxynitrite, which is responsible for tyrosine

nitrations and has been well studied as a physiological inhibitory agent for prostacyclin

(PGI2) synthase. In contrast, S -nitrosation reaction as another even more frequent

posttranslational modification of proteins is still barely understood with regard to its

mechanism and significance. The present data contribute to the chemistry of such

redox regulations by the following findings:

1. In contrast to literature reports, we find that •NO itself is unable to support

S -nitrosation under physiological conditions. In presence of O•−
2 the model of

N -nitrosation of 2,3-diaminonaphthalene (DAN) requires optimal ratios of 2–3:1

of •NO to O•−
2 indicating that either N2O3 (3:1) or an [NO+] species (2:1) is

involved. Since the N2O3-specific inhibitor azide is not effective we propose the

latter mechanism.

2. Data from experiments with varying ratios of •NO to O•−
2 generation allow

us to suggest that •NO reacts with peroxynitrous acid (HOONO) to yield

the postulated [NO+] species. This applies for in situ generated peroxynitrite,

whereas different results exist for bulk additions in presence of •NO. The latter,

however, do not correspond to the physiological situation.
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3. Literature data on nitrations and nitrosations were shown to contain artifacts if

samples were frozen. This enhanced 3-nitrotyrosine and S -nitrosothiol formation

occurs by pH-lowering during slow freezing in sodium phosphate buffer, allowing

nitrous acid to form and cause nitrosations and by air oxidation also nitrated

products.

4. We postulate that S -nitrosation occurs in the cell as a pre-stage of oxidations

and nitrations by peroxynitrite. This is supported by described blocking effects

of S -nitrosations on NADPH and NADH supply. This would create conditions

allowing an accumulation of peroxynitrite since the antioxidant capacity of the

cell is down-regulated.

5. The system •NO/O•−
2 was subject to kinetic calculations in order to determine

steady state concentrations of peroxynitrite. From the data it appeared unlikely

that under cellular resting conditions enough peroxynitrite for tyrosine nitrations

can accumulate. This strengthens our hypothesis of a switch-off for reducing

pathways after which peroxynitrite levels can be build up.

6. Carbon monoxide at submicromolar levels was found to cause tyrosine nitration

in brain vessels which may represent the nitration of PGI2 synthase. For the

mechanism involved several possibilities were considered and experimentally

investigated without obtaining conclusive results. It remains that CO could

either block myoglobin or hemoglobin from binding •NO, leaving more •NO

available. Our data do not yet exclude a stimulation of NOS-1 by CO and also

the opening of big-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ (BKCa) channels through a

heme-containing subunit serves as a possible target of CO.

Overall, our results have provided more insight into the complex behavior of •NO/O•−
2

interactions and have provided a new basis of redox regulation.
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Diese Arbeit untersucht die chemischen Grundlagen der Redox-Regulation, d.h. die

physiologische Regulation der Enzymaktivität durch oxidative Modifikationen von

regulatorischen Enzymen. Durch vorausgehende Arbeiten unserer Arbeitsgruppe konn-

te die zentrale Funktion von Stickstoffmonoxid (•NO) und Superoxid (O•−
2 ) bei der

Entstehung von Peroxynitrit aufgezeigt werden. Peroxynitrit ist für die Nitrierung von

Tyrosin verantwortlich und wurde als ein hemmendes Agens für die Prostazyklinsyn-

thase ausgiebig untersucht. Im Gegensatz dazu ist der Mechanismus und die Bedeutung

der S -Nitrosierung als eine deutlich häufigere posttranslationale Proteinmodifikation

bisher kaum verstanden. Die vorliegenden Daten leisten einen Beitrag zum Verständnis

der Chemie solcher Redox-Regulationen, insbesondere durch folgende Ergebnisse:

1. Im Gegensatz zu Berichten in der Literatur stellten wir fest, dass •NO alleine

nicht zu S -Nitrosierung unter physiologischen Bedingungen führen kann. Im

Modell der N -Nitrosierung von 2,3-Diaminonaphthalen (DAN) ist die Gegenwart

von O•−
2 mit einem optimalen Verhältnis von 2–3:1 von •NO zu O•−

2 erforderlich,

was darauf hinweist, dass entweder N2O3 (3:1) oder eine [NO+]-Spezies (2:1)

beteiligt ist. Da der N2O3-spezifische Inhibitor Azid keinen Effekt zeigte, schlagen

wir den letzteren Mechanismus vor.

2. Aufgrund von Versuchen mit variierenden Verhältnissen zwischen •NO- und

O•−
2 -Bildung nehmen wir an, dass •NO mit Peroxysalpetriger Säure (HOONO)

reagiert und so zur Bildung des postulierten [NO+]-Spezies führt. Dieses gilt für
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in situ gebildetes Peroxynitrit, während für die schnelle Zugabe großer Mengen

in Gegenwart von •NO andere Ergebnisse bekannt sind. Allerdings entspricht

letzteres jedoch nicht den physiologischen Bedingungen.

3. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass unter der Verwendung von eingefrorenen Proben

erhaltene Daten aus der Literatur über Nitrierungen und Nitrosierungen Arte-

fakte aufweisen. Diese erhöhte Bildung von 3-Nitrotyrosin und S -Nitrosothiolen

beruht auf dem Absinken des pH-Werts während des langsamen Einfrierens in

der Gegenwart von Natriumphosphatpuffer. Dadurch wird die Bildung von Sal-

petriger Säure ermöglicht, welche Nitrosierungen, und durch aerobe Oxidation,

auch die Bildung von nitrierten Produkten erlaubt.

4. Wir postulieren, dass S -Nitrosierungen in der Zelle als eine Vorphase für Oxida-

tionen und Nitrierungen durch Peroxynitrit auftreten. Dieses wird unterstützt

durch die beschriebene Blockierung der NADPH- und NADH-Versorgung durch

S -Nitrosierungen. Da so die antioxidative Kapazität der Zelle sinkt, würden die

entstehenden Bedingungen eine Akkumulation von Peroxynitrit erlauben.

5. Durch kinetische Berechnungen wurde das System •NO/O•−
2 mit dem Ziel der

Bestimmung der steady-state Konzentrationen von Peroxynitrit untersucht. Aus-

gehend von den erhaltenen Daten erscheint es unwahrscheinlich, dass sich unter

Ruhebedingungen in der Zelle ausreichende Konzentrationen an Peroxynitrit zur

Nitrierung von Tyrosin bilden können. Dieses stützt unsere Hypothese eines

vorausgehenden Ausschaltens reduktiver Mechanismen, welches erst die Bildung

relevanter Konzentrationen von Peroxynitrit ermöglicht.

6. Submikromolare Konzentrationen von Kohlenmonoxid führen zur Tyrosin-

Nitrierung, wahrscheinlich der Prostazyklinsynthase, in Gefäßen des Gehirns.

Für den verantwortlichen Mechanismus wurden mehrere Möglichkeiten in Be-

tracht gezogen und experimentell untersucht, jedoch ohne abschließende Ergeb-

nisse zu erhalten. Eine andere Möglichkeit wäre, dass CO die Bindung von •NO
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an Myoglobin oder Hämoglobin blockiert und daher die Verfügbarkeit von •NO

erhöht. Allerdings können unsere Daten eine Stimulation der NOS-1 durch CO

nicht ausschließen und ein Öffnen von Ca2+-aktivierten K+-Kanälen vom BK-

Typ über eine Häm-assoziierte Untereinheit könnte ein anderes mögliches Target

von CO darstellen.

Unsere Ergebnisse haben so einen tieferen Einblick in das komplexe Zusammen-

spiel von •NO und O•−
2 ermöglicht und liefern daher eine neue Grundlage für das

Verständnis der Redox-Regulation.
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